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list of styles of Kid Gloves La
dies can obtain at our store. The low prices
at which we are to sell them will not hold
good after lots are closed, which we are selling out at half value.
Three Button Kids, regular goods, .39 cents
a

pair.

a

pair.

Kids, regular goods,

Three Button, extra, $1.87,
to close, 81 cents a pair.

$1, at 59 cents.
Seven Hook, Foster Lacing, worth $1 at 79
cents.

ThreeJButton White Kids at 59 cents.
Five Button Opera Kids at $1.25.
Six Button Extra Opera at $2.
See oth?r advertisement in this paper
special sale.

for

RINES BROS.
d3t

jan23__

INSURANCE.

W.D. LITTLE &

CO.,

STREET,

31 EXCHANGE
E*tabli»hed in

1843*

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class Amerioan and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Aocident Insurance.
Telephone

701.l»17auly
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THE

WEATHER.

Washington, Jan. 23.
Indications for Portland and vicinity—
Clearing weather, preceded this morning bylight snow, stationary followed by slowlyfalling temperature, colder weather during
Sunday, and on that day a cold wave.
Indications for New England today are
fair weather, clearing in the extreme eastern
portions, winds siiifting to westerly, rising
barometer preceded in the extreme eastern
portion by falling barometer, colder with

during tiie night and on Sunday.
Cautionary signals from Chincoteagne to
Eastpo rt.
cold wave

WAsniNTON, Jan. 22.

Observer Portland ■■
Another storm is now central in the Lake Kegion which will cause brisk to high southerly,
shitting to westerly winds, except in New England, where the winds will become variable.
HA ZEN,
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., Jan. 22, 1886.
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MAINE.
Fire at Stetson.
Jan. 22.—The store and entire
stock of .Iordan & Tibbetts of sitexson wbis
burned last night. The store was owned by
I. W. Tibbetts and was nearly new. It was
worth $2,000; insured for $800. The stock
consisted of dry goods, groceries, drugs and
medicine, wortli in all $4,000; insured for
of

a

Bath

Schooner.
New York, Jan. 22.—Schooner Ada
Bailey of Bath, Capt. Bunker, arrived here
this morning from Rosario. Northwest and
northeast gales kept her 21 days north of

ITatteras. On January 8th, when 19 miles
northwest of Fire island, she encountered a
terrible hurricane from the northeast in
which she split her main and foresails and
broke her main gaff and staysail sheets. Her
main deck was filled with water and everything on it swept overheard. The cabin was
also filled. Some of the crew were frost-

Collector Said to be Num-

Report Circulated About
Sergeant-at-Arms Canaday.

A

False
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Discussion
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Over

Bou-

telie’s Resolution.

The Brownfield Murderer.
[Special to the Press.]
Brownfield, Jan. 22.—Wendall S. Foss,
who killed Harville A. Wentworth of this

town January 4tli, was brought here by
Officer Stacy and arraigned before S. B.
Bean, trial justice, and upon an examination
was remanded to the custody of the officer to
be committed to Paris jail to await the order
of court on the second Tuesday of February.
Another

Cut

Down
Trunk.

on

the

Crand

Montreal, Jan. 22— Employes of the
Grand Trunk Railroad have been notified
that a further cut will be made on February
1st in the staff of men employed. Thereafter
no more overtime will be allowed and the
hours will be shortened. This means a dein wages, and it is said to be in anto a petition presented to General Mancent,
ager Hickson asking that the 10 per
reduction made a year ago be abrogated.
The workmen say a strike is likely to re-

crease
swer

sult.
A

serious ure.

KENNEBUNK Depot, Jan. 22.—Fire destroyed the buildings owned and occupied by
Mrs. Mary Chick, at Wells Beach, last night,
with contents, which included a horse, cow
Loss about
and other domestic animals.
$2300; insured for $1000.
CUILTY OF MANSLAUGHTER.

Lydia

Larrabee Convicted of the

Murder of Her Daughter-In-Law.
Belfast, Jan. 22.—After an hour’s charge
by Judge Libbey, the case of Mrs. Lydia
Larrabee, indicted for the murder of her
daughter-in-law, at Jackson, on November
30th last, by criminal negligence at confinement, was given to the jury at 4 o’clock. At
3.30 a verdict of guilty of manslaughter was
returned.
_

FOREIGN.
Loss of Life at a Fire.
cabinet
Paris, Jan. 22.—A number of
last
factories in Belleville were burned
the
buildings
by way
night. Retreat from
of the staircases w as cut off, and many workwere commen and their wives and children
pelled to jump from the windows.AllOthers
those
of
ropes.
means
rescued
wrnre
by
who leaped from the windows received
taken
were
Several bodies
severe injuries.
from the ruins.
Several more bodies were taken from the
Loss 30,000 francs. Three
debris today
hundred persons were thrown out of employmeut by the burning of the factories.

‘‘Breakers Ahead.”
London, Jan. 22.—If the National League
is proclaimed in Ireland the central executive ol the organization will be located m

England.

The St. James Gazette says it is known
a resolute body of men behind
the more peaceable members of the Irish
National League who are determined to resort to violence unless the demands of the
Pamellite party are conceded by ParliaIt is also known, says the Gazette
ment
that even among the Irish members of the
House of Commons there are several emThe governployes of O’Donovan Rossa.
the miscreants have
ment is also aware that
dead*
of vioto
elaborated plans
a particlence and that they have selected
knife
and
the
ular part of England to ply
which the alpistol, discarding dynamit*
as a blundering med-

that there is

perform

leged plotters regard

ium.

Mr. Herbert stated that the resolution was sub
same as that originally offered bj
Mr. Boutelle, except that it was somewhat broad
He then demanded the previuos question.
er.
The Republicans resisted this, but on a dlvisioi:
were out-voted—87 to 84.
Tellers were ordered to make a count. The
body of the Republicans refrained from voting,
and upon the announcement of the result—ill tc
7—Mr. Perkins of Kansas raised the point of order that no quorum had voted.
“It is evident, then,” said Mr. Herbert, “that
the gentlemen do not want their own interrogaI withdraw the report. (Aptions answered.
plause on the Democratic side).
Mr. Boutelle—If I may do so, I object to the
withdrawal of the report.
Mr. Reed of Maine—The report is being acted
upon and cannot be withdrawn.
Tlie Speaker held that as the report was made
to til® House by order of the committee, it could
not be withdrawn without leave of the House.
(Applause on the Republican side).
Mr. Reed—I suggest that the gentleman from
Alabama allow amendments to be offered by my

stantially the

(Special^) the Press.)
Jan. 22.—From all indications it appears that Captain Chase might as
well be preparing the contents of that letter
book for service. His chances for confirmation appear to be wonderfully small. The
proceedings of the Senate in regard to con-

Washington,

firmations are kept so secret that it is very
difficult, almost impossible, to obtain any
accurate information on the subject, but
from all that can be ascertained it may be
that
the
certain
considered reasonably
Tabulator’s days as collector are numbered.
Touching the various conflicting statements
regarding Hon. L. D. M. Sweat’s labors for
or against the Captain, it is most probable
that the last statement of the Argus, i. e.:
that he is doing nothing at all, is the true
one.
The Press correspondent has taken
considerable pains to ascertain the truth of
the matter, and from all information obtainable, is convinced that Sweat is doing nothing. He is undoubtedly personally hostile to
Chase and would like to see him defeated,
but he-has done nothing of any importance
to secure that end. He has interested himself slightly for Gen. Anderson, but his chief
business here is in connection with the Paci-

fic railroads.
In justice to a faithful and efficient officer,
it should be said that the statement made by
the Washington correspondent of the Portland Advertiser regarding the Sergeant-atArms of the Senate (Col. Canaday) is utterly
without foundation in fact. His name was not
ever mentioned at the caucus referred to in
the dispatch. It is true col. canauay was a
Confederate soldier during the war and surrendered with Lee at Appomattox, but since
the war he has been an active and influential
Republican, having been a member of the
National committee and a candidate for Congress from North Carolina, for which office
he was defeated by the narrow margin of
Whatever his
about four hundred votes.
financial standing it is certain that his private
affairs have never been a matter of discus-

sion by the Senate. The dispatch referred
to does a gross injustice to a worthy man.
The Norfolk Navy Yard.
Herbert finally reported Mr.
Boutelle's resolution Friday, and as anticipated it stirred up considerable excitement.
The Democrats, to cut off debate, called for
the previous question which limited debate
Chairman

to fifteen

for each side.

minutes

The Re-

publicans who desired to debate the question
at length filibustered to prevent ordering the
previous question nearly three hours and
succeeded. Then the Democrats mustered
force enough to carry their point. The debate, though short, was very spirited.

Mr. Boutelle spoke earnestly in support of
the resolution, replying to the statements
made by Southern papers that the inscriptions commemorative of the war should be
He said that
erased and the war forgotten.
the South did not wish to fight another war,
but they were continually raising monuments to the leaders of the Confederacy and
striving to perpetuate the memory of the lost
cause.
They only wished to forget the

Unijn
Mr. Wise of Virginia in reply made a general denial of everything and cited Charles
Sumner’s battle flag speech as showing that
the South not alone desired such inscriptions
to be erased and charged the former administration with doing more than the present
successes.

Two months ago the First Assistant PostGeneral gave oruers tor me
lishment of a new postofliee at Pratt s Corhad
ner, Livermore; but after a postmaster
been notified of his appointment and had

master

forwarded his bond, the

by request of
>V1IU

case was

suspended

Hon. D. II. Thing of Mt.

tcicgiapiicu.

tion to it. The case
Mr. Thing.

\ er-

mat w»viv

awaits information from

__

Minor Matters.
Z. M. Lawrence of Mississippi, chief of the
division in the first comptroller’s office, died
suddenly this morning.
H. W. Cannon, comptroller of the currenthe President
cy, tendered his resignation to
The suit to test the validity of the Bell telup
phone patent will probably be brought
early next week, as solicitor general Goode
has received all the papers

bearing

on

the

case.
_

VERY

FRIGID.

bitten.

Mrs.

HOUSE.
■Washington, Jan. 22.
Mr. Herbert of Alabama, from the committee
on naval affairs, reported back Mr. Boutelle’s res
olution calling on the Secretary of the Navy foi
information relative to the alleged erasures of cer
tain inscriptions and the dismissal of Union sol
diers at Norfolk navy yard, with an amendmem
extending the enquiry to dismissals made at the
navy yard and lighthouse district at Norfolk dur
ingthe term of the immediate predecessor of the
present Secretary of the Navy.

bered.

11U11,

Tough Experience

Days as

condemned. The resolution as amended was
then adopted.
Pratt’s Corner Postoffice.

Bangor,

$2,000.

His

regular goods,

5 Button Embroidered Back, Gimp Wrist,
G9 cents.
This is a wonderful bargain and is selling
faster and faster as it becomes known.
Same as above extra fine at $1.39 per pair.
Six and 8 inch wrist Mousquetaire, worth

The

Not Very Interesting New for Tabulator Chase.

50 cents

Four Button Kids, warranted, $1 a pair.
Five Button Kids, warranted gimped tops,
$1 a pair.
Four Button $2 Kids, finest made at $1.25.
Every grade of above we have proved by
years of experience that they are the best
goods for the money to he found, and there
is actually no good reason why prices should
l>e reduced only a large stock on hand.

Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
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Four Button

At
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KID GLOVE LIST.
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23,

The Coldest Weather of the Season
in the Northwest.

Blizzards Raging in Minnesota and
Trains Abandoned,
Sioux City, Jan. 22.—The mercury here
24° below zero this morning. Trains
Cenare several hours late, and the Illinois
tral is still blockaded.
St. Paul, Jan. 22.—The blizzard which
was

has lieen raging since last night is the worst
In
known among the railroads for years.
at
every direction it is very cold and blowing
a terrific rate, filling cuts, and in the southern part of the country making it impossible
to keep them clear long enough to run trains.
Trains are generally on time from the North.
Trains on the Southern Minnesota division
have been abandoned. The second division
of the St. Louis road south of Albert Lea is
..lew oV.ovwiwnzwl
The Riirlincrtnn Sr, NorthThe weather is
ern is also badly blocked.
intensely cold north and west, but there are

blockades.
Minneapolis, Jan. 22—For suddenness
and severity the present blizzard has no suof
perior and few rivals within the memory
At 9 o’clock this
the oldest inhabitant.
no

20 below
morning the thermometer stood at the
buildThe protection offered by
zero.
force
ings of the town reduced the sensible
the
few
of the blizzard considerably, but
the
from
in
their
way
fanners who fought
the storm to he of terrible

country reported

severity.

Ellendale, Dak., Jan. 22.—Last night
Xhe
was the coldest weather of this winter,
thermometer this

morning

stood 40 below

zero.

Winnipeg, Man., Jan. 22.—At Medicine
Hat last night, at 9 o’clock, the mercury registered 41° below zero, and at Fort Assmaboine 49° below zero.
St. Paul, Jan. 22.—Four Milwaukee anil
St. Paul west bound trains were delayed all
the
day by blockades of freight trams on totracks, but the blockade is being raised

night.

Kansas City, Jan. 22— All through trains
again abandoned and business is a
standstill on the Santa Fe, Kansas X acme,
and Burlington and Missouri River Kail*
Missouri
roads, excent for local trains. The
Pacific is also reported blocked above Atclilworst
is
the
At present the experience
son.
the western roads have known in many

west are

cleared
years. The Santa Fe road has been
five times during a month and as often

blockaded again.
CRUSHED BY A TRAIN.
Sad Accident to an Eastern Railroad

Employe.

[Special to the Press.]
Rochester, N. H., Jan. 22.-Clarence
Champion, the section boss at Milton, on the
Eastern railroad, was injured by the south
bound freight this morning. He was at
work clearing the snow off a side track while
the freight was doing its shifting. As the
train backed up on the side track he did not
notice it. The man was struck, knocked
down and run over. One of liis legs was
crushed so it will have to be amputated
above the knee, Champion has a wife and
three children.
William E, Randall, a prominent Mason and
Odd Fellow of Newport, B. I., died yesterday
conmorning of cancer. He was prominently
nected Fn former times with Newport’s extensives
shipbuilding interests, and was one of the city
best and most substantial citizens.
No word lias yet been received from the miners
in the Newburg, W. Va., mine.
The cavalry stables,at Fort Custer, Mon., with
B8 horses, were burned yesterday.

colleague.

Mr. Herbert—I have no instructions to allow
any amendments.
Mr. Reed—The gentleman can allow amendments to be offered.
Mr. Herbert—I decline to allow any to be offered.
The resolution embodies substantially all
the inquiries in the original resolution, and I move

a call of the House.
Mr. Boutelle—May I inquire whether the gentlemen from Alabama stated that the committee
had instructed him to call Tor the pratum* s«n

tion.

Mr. Herbert—I made no such statement.
Mr. Boutelle—He was not so instructed.
Mr. Herbert—I made no such statement.
The Republicans opposed the motion for a call
of the House, but it was ordered by a vote of 153
yeas to 123 nays.
The call disclosed the presence of 29li members
there being but 29 absentees; and on motion of
Mr. Herbert a resolution was adopted directing
the sergeant-at-arms to arrest and to bring to the
bar of the House such members as were absent
without leave.
Immediately Mr. Reed moved that all further
proceedings under the call be dispensed with.
Mr. Herbert stateil that the rules of the House
presented a reasonable time for debate on a resolution of tins character.
Thirty minutes were allowed. fifteen for each side, after the previous
question was ordered. It was simply a resolution
of inquiry, and there was nothing to debate until
lia (nmiipv

Ivor)

Iwion

oncU'PI'pH

Reed suggested that the committee on naval
affairs had added an amendment to the resolution
which debate would show to be a mistake ana entirely futile.
Mr. Herbert replied that this side of the House
was entirely willing to accept the consequences
of any mistake which might have been made by
amending the resolution. If the additional inquiry
made was futile, the answer of the Secretary of
the Navy would show it.
Mr. Reed insisted that the House had a right to
debate any question coming before it, and it was
not for any man or any set of men to decide
whether the proposition was a proper one to be
discussed.
Mr. Hewitt of New York agreed with Mr. Reed
in maintaining freedom of debate, but in the presThe Dement case there was nothing to debate.
ocratic side had had to maintain for many years
the right of representatives of the people to discuss important political questions, and many a
time had lie seen the other side trying to suppress
debate. It did not lie in the mouth of gentlemen
on the other side to taunt the Democrats with any
attempt to limit debate. The House bad decided
by its rules that on resolutions of this sort there
should be fifteen minutes debate, pro and eon,and
this was justified from the fact that this was no informat ion on which an intelligent debate could be
Mr.

passed.

voted down, and after a
short wait the sergeant-at-arms bronght to the
bar of the House Messrs. Sowdeu, Riggs and
Bingham, and after being considerably guyed by
their associates the excuses presented by these
gentlemen were deemed satisfactory, and they
were released from custody.
At 2.30 Mr. Herbert thought he had secured a
quorum of Democrats, and accordingly further
proceedings under the call were dispensed with,
Mr. Reed’s

and the

motion

was

previous question

was

then ordered

on

the resolution.
I
There was crowded into the next naif hour the
most exciting political debate that has been presented to the House during the present session.
The debate was opened by Mr. Boutelle, who premised his direct speech upon the resolution with
a remark calling attention to the fact that the first
legislation of the House had been the passage, by
unanimous consent, of a bill removing the political disabilities of an ex-Coufederate, who had
waited more than twenty years before discovering
a desire to be placed in the line of eligibility to
appointment under the executive department of
the United States. In contrast with this he (Boutelle) had been tauntingly Informed that fifteen
minutes of time was an ample allowance in which
to present the case of the outrageous dismissal of
disabled veterans of the Uuuion army from the
employment of the government, and the obliteration, defacement and removal of inscriptions commemorative of the success of the Union army.
He trusted that these facts, placed in juxtaposition, would prove more instructive to the country
The resothan any remarks he could offer.
had related to
lution lie
had introduced
allegations that officers of the United States gov-

iirmrtnfirortrtq-efi •rtmjwmuvAKia<f',u.‘1'4wm>i««t
the United
on cannon captured by
inscriptions
onri hod /-xinuorl tn
rpmnvfid from tn«

it
dry dock a memorial tablet setting fortli that
had been destroyed by rebels in 1862 and reconstructed in 1863. He did not understand that tire
On the
facts had been in any way contradicted.
contrary he found that a Norfolk paper, whose
this
with
office, had
editor was closely connected
stated that Commandant Truxton in place of cenThe
paper said that
sure was entitled to praise.
when lie had taken charge of the navy yard he
had found inscriptions intended to keep alive
Hitter memories of the civil strife and patriotically ordered them removed.
Mr. Boutelle then referred to tire removal of the
besuperintendent of machinery at the navy yard
cause of his demurring to tne defacement of the
whose
of
a
man
dry dock, and the appointment
title to the position rested on service in the Confederate army. He considered that a sufficient
He
reason for calling attention to the uiatter.
had found evidence that since the fourth of March
and
a
had
been
systematic
there
repeated
1885,
removal from the positions in which they
governwere
placed of officers of the veterans
disabled
and
ment, of wounded
of the republic, to make place for ineu who had
sought to destroy it. He deemed that a fitting
matter to call to the attention of the House and
the country. The attempt whenever made and by
whoever made to set up the plea that the tearing
down of loyal memorials of the war was demanded by any broad sentiment of patriotism was based
If the time had come or
on absolute sophistry.
should come to obliterate any of the great memories of the rebellion the. monument of the rebellion
itself slieuld he first torn down. Let not the work
begin by taking down inscriptions commemorative
of victories of the armies of the United States. He
bad a list of great marble memorials growing up
all over this land to perpetuate the cause of treason and rebellion. He had a description of a monument erected in Georgia hearing inscriptions
breathing anything but a spirit of loyalty to this
government, a monument bearing on its face evidence of a design to perpetuate tire memory of the
attempt upon tne life of the republic.
A soldier who came to Washington might wander in vain throughout the great art repository of
the city looking for a counterfeit presentment of
one of 'the heroes who sustained the flag of the
He w ould find that the only men who
Union.
were memorialized and remembered in the Corcoran art gallery were Robert J£. Lee and Stonewall
Jackson. These representations were not merely
to keep alive the memory of great men, but
of soldiers. They were
were a representation
depicted in full Confederate uniform. Two
House was considerwhen
the
years ago
for
ing an appropriation of one million dollars
the New Orleans exposition, people down there
who were so anxious to have the Union memorials
obliterated were erecting a monument 30 feet
illgll IU XVULH.il, li. XjCC, lUC tmci m mo HHiiwuj
head of thf' rebellion. There was no justice in the
claim that a broad patriotism required obliteration of the records of the grandest triumph ever

made for humanity, since first the morning stars
together.
(Applause on the Republican
side.) People of the country ought to say as old
Gen. Dix said In regard to the American flag,
"If any man attempts to pull down a memorial of
thegreat triumph of the loyal people of this country
shoot him on the spot.” (Prolonged cheers on the
Republican side.) A few days ago a report had
been sent down to a Richmond paper in which he
was spoken of with that degree of politeness for
which the people down there were noted. He was
informed that lie had been macerated and desic
catcd by the gentleman from Virginia, (Mr. Wise)
and he found In the same paper an idyl under the
head of the southern historical society. It was a
paper which showed that the Southern people
the
were not so anxious to forget their part In
The paper praised Ballentries report in the
war.
between
the
the
relative
to
last Congress
fight
Merrimad and Monitor and declared it refuted
completely the popular delusion in the North that
the Monitor had beaten the Merriinac.
(LaughThese gentlemen
ter on the Republican side.)
were not anxious to have the history of the war
wiped out: they wanted to write it over. They
wanted to write their vistorles over the face of the
record that showed a great triumph of the Union
arms.
(Laughter and applause on the Republifie protested against this sort of thing.
can side.)
Whether he stood here or elsewhere, whether his
position was that of a member of Congress ora
citizen in private life, he entered his protest
against this morbid sentiment, ogainst this false
idea of magnanimity, which wouldfor one moment
tolerate the laying of hands of desecration on the
memorial of the triumphs of the Union arms.
There were two statutes on the books declaring
that in government appointments soldiers should
he given preference. These had not only been
treated with contempt, hut in the case of the Norfolk navy yard and custom house, gallant, efficient,
worthy and faithful public servants who had followed the. flag of their country across a hundred
battle fields, had been turned out that their places
might be given to men who had fought to destroy
sang

tlijs government.
of
81

(Applause

on

the

Republican

bullet.
cratlc

(Applause and laughter

side.)

on

the Demc

Mr. Boutelle—Did he not render good service t<
his country?
"No, sir,” replied Mr. Wise. "He, sir, was b
receipt of a large salary in a bomb-proof position
while brave men fought the battles of their coun
try.”
Mr. Brady of Virginia rose and asked permis
sion to propound a question.
“No, sir. No, sir,” exclaimed Mr, Wise. “1
will give my attention to you in one minnte. Tin
Confederate, or the one whom you (Mr. Boutelle
allege was appointed on account of his services ii
the Confederate armv, was appointed after a com
petltive examination and the man tnwhomyoi
refer was removed for beastly intoxication.’
(Applause and laughter on the Democratic side.;
"One other fact f commend to your consideration
Tiie postmaster at Portsmouth, who was a Union
soldier, twice wounded and twice promoted foi
gallantry, was removedonat the dictation of Mr.
the Democratic side.)
Mahone. (Applause
Ah, Mr. Speaker, it is a good thing to raise a fuss
over this, isn’t it? Your fellow citizens of Maine
(addressing Mr. Boutelle) are anxious to know 11
a Confederate has been appointed in the Norfolk
navy yard by this administration. Have you forthat during the Grant administration and
uring the administration of Hayes and Arthur,
you sent the captain of Confederate guerrillas
(John S. Mosby) to represent tbe government of
tbe United States in a foreign country? (Applause
on Democratic side.)
Have you forgotten that
Longstreet, a Confederate lieutenant general, was
selected by your Eepublican administration for
tbe most important office in Georgia? Why is it,
I will ask the gentleman from Maine, that we
have not heard a howl from that ice-bound region
about these appointments?”
(Laughter on the
Democratic side.)
“Does the gentleman desire a reply?” Inquired
Mr. Boutelle.
"No sir,” exclaimed Mr. Wise. Go read the
speech of the Senator of the United States, who,
with all kindness, is in the estimation of the whole
country a better man than you are. Go read the
speech of Charles Sumner of Massachusetts.
“If Charles Sumner knew that his magnanimous suggestion would be quoted by y«u for such
apurposelie would turn In Ills grave’’ exclaimed
Mr. Boutelle amid much confusion.
“Go” continued Mr. Wise, “read the speech of
Charles Sumner of Massachusetts. If I mistake
not he was the first in this country who declared,
some fifteen years ago, that the time had come for
peace, and that the bitter memories of the war
should be removed •“?/* *■><«'a me contrast betu>o*n Vi,® reader of the federal army ami n,®
gentlemau from Maine! The last word spoken by
tliat great leader on his dying bed at Mount McGregor was ‘that he thanked God that he closed
his eyes ou the world believing that peace had returned to a distracted country. (Applause on the
Democratic side.) And yetjandyet the hall of
legislation are to be annoyed by the backbiting of
such men as the gentleman from Maine.” Now
Mr. Speaker, I want to say one word more to
him while we sit here and vote pensions to our
soldiers.
"Our soldiers.” exclaimed Mr. Boutelle.
“Yes,” replied Mr. Wise, “our soldiers. We are
in the house of our fathers, and we have come to
stay. (Applause on the Democratic side). While
we are ready and willing to vote pensions to honorably discharged soldiers who served this country in time ot war, we will never consent mat it
shall be held and proclaimed on high that one who
happened to have been in the Confederate army
is forever debarred from the service of liis country. I protest that these honorable soldiers of
the Union army shall never again be subjected to
the treatment they were subjected to under the
last administration, when the men who had fought
bravely for the Union, undsr a circular bearing
the name of William Mahone as chairman, and
Janies D. llrady, at present a member of this
House, as secretary.
“There was no such circular,” interrupted Mr.
llrady. “I challenge him to produce the circular.”
“When,” continued Mr. Wise, not heeding the

foften

were
required,
Interruption, “they
whip of the master to give
partisan purposes; required like slaves

under

the
for

money
to hold
their ballots up before tlielr bosses, minions that
they might see whether they voted right. Ob.
what an attitude in which to place a discharged
soldier of the Union under the whip and lash of a
Confederate brigadier. (Loud and continued applause on the Democratic side and in the galla-

ries.)

this point the speaker brought down liis
gavel and declared Mr. Wise’s time had expired,
and Mr. Wise took his seat and received hearty
congratulations from his party friends.
Tbe resolution as amended by the committee on
naval affairs was then adopted, and at 3.30 the
House took a recess until 7.30.
At

EVENING SESSION.

its evening session the House passed sixteen
pension and two disability bills, and adjourned
uniil Monday.
At

C.

for
Introduced
Testimony
Against the Rinks.

The Montpelier military band has been engaged to accompany the Vermont delegation
to California, and a delightful and interesting trip to the Golden Gate is promised. The
Department of Vermont is the first among
the departments of the country to hold an
annual encampment since the National En-

Interest in the question of the suppression
skating rinks has grown (luring the
past week, and early last evening a large
number of citizens gathered in the Aidermen’s room to hear the proceedings at the

campment at Portland. Commander-in-Chief
Gen. S. S. Burdett came on from Washington and Vice Commander in Chief Selden
Connor of Maine to confer with the Grand
Army comrades of Vermont concerning their
wishes regarding the time for the California
meeting. Gen. Burdett will visit the Massachusetts and Connecticut encampments
next week on a similar mission.
In an interview with Gen. Burdett Thursday concerning the next National Encampment, he said:
I think the coming encampment at San Francisco will be the most notable and enjoyable of

any ever held by the Grand Array. The citizens
and veterans of San Francisco have raised $100,000 to receive and entertain visiting delegates
and comrades. The Department of California
propose to give the Grand Army boys a most royal
welcome and to literally strew their path with

the Continent proliberal
of the
Missouri river have already fixed upon the very
moderate rate of $60 for round trip tickets from
all Missouri Hiver points to San Francisco. Tills
is $35 less than the Knights Templar rate last
year. The roads east of the Missouri River have
vet agreed upon rates frem New England
Burdett, however, thinks the price
Boston and New England points to
21« Fr&DCiSCO iiud
Sin
flowers.

Tlie railroads

BAIILOW, WILSON
This evening, Barlow, Wilson & Rankin’s
minstrels will be at Portland Theatre. Among
the performers in tbe troupe are George Wilson, Milt G. Barlow, E. M. Hall, James Tierney, Emil Hensel, Charles Goodyear, C. C.
Pearl, C. W. Wayne, C. F. Lorraine. J. E.
Adams and others.
They give a splendid
minstrel entertainment, and the house will,
-without doubt, be crowded.
NOTES.
Wn

If.

T__

TV

_...

orator spoken of in the highest terms,
by those who are acquainted w’itn him. His
lecture on Odd Fellowship at City Hall,
Tuesday night, will doubtless crowd the
as an

house.

Miss Emma Juch, the prima donna of the
American Opera Company, was struck by a
Calling electric light torch, while singing in
“Lohengrin” at the New York Academy of
Music Wednesday night, and although much
injured kept on with her part. After the
The physician thought
opera she fainted.
she w'onld recover.

JM t»»" VAG'ftte

——

,—

Philadelphians are talking of a benefit to
George H. Griffiths, the famous “old man” of

the stage, who has just come to the Forrest

across

pose to give the veterans of the East most
rates of transportation. The roads west

»«$uun will

hp nlacpd at

a

orifft

not exceeding §80. As to the
the encampment, Gen. Burdett says: “The matter of fixing the time has been left with me. It
will lie held some time between July 26 and Aug.
16. I shall soon decide upon the week, being
governed by the wishes of the departments in the
various States. The probability is that the encampment will be held the first week in August.”
Gen. Burdett expressed himself as much pleased
at the prosperous condition of the Vermont G. A.
R. He thought Commander Greealeaf’s report
the best one he had ever read.
Gen. Burdett leaves for Washington today.

The Commander-in-chief received a hearty
welcome from the Grand Army hoys.
A reporter for the Press saw Gen. J. A.
Hall, Department Commander for Maine, at
the Preble House last night and asked him

thought

proposed time for
holding the National Encampment. General
Hall replied that he thought August 1st an
what he

of

the

inappropriate lime ior me rang ana me oi
the Grand Army. It is too hot to travel
then, said he, over the alkali plains with any
comfort, and it is a time too when those who
are engaged in farm work, and they are
many, cannot go. Of course the high toned
officers and members who have plenty of
means, and general tourists who want a

junketing,

can

weather and

long before

go

stay

some

the

hottest

time after the

en-

But as the date will be selected
Washington and the clerks in departments, it will cut off the opportunity to go
from all but the regularly appointed delegates in the Eastern States.
The reporter asked the General who he
thought of the two candidates mentioned as
his successor, had the best chance. He replied that Capt. Lane and Major Holman

campment.
to suit

both excellent

men.

Ancestry

of Genius.

Hr. C. R. Crandall delivered the lecture in
the free Mechanics’ course last evening. The

speaker began by saying that at different periods in the history of the human race, there
had lived some man of extraordinary mental
and emotional qualities, and he had been
called a genius.
Such person had been
thought to be by many, a kind of spontaneous growth, and in a large degree supernat
ural or insane.
The purpose of his lecture
was, however, to combat such views by explaining the laws of heredity and proving
by the citation of historic characters that genius is simply the product of competent ancestry. A lengthy and forcible discussion of
the principles of heredity, especially those
which refer to the descent of intellect, was

entered into, and the fact shown that the
mental and moral faculties are just as transmissible as the strictly bodily or physical
It was claimed, too, that in'acstructure.
cordance with the universal law that “like
begets like,” parents transmit what they
themselves possess, physically and mentally,
and if they arc endowed with special talents
appear as predominating faculties in their
descendants.
The apparent exceptions to the laws of

Home.

and some of the accepted reasons were given
why superior parents are sometimes the progenitors of inferior children. It was then
son.
Marie Roze is the prima donna.
shown that men whom the world has styled
“geniuses,” such as Titian, the artist; Bach,
Reunion Class of ’77, P. H. S.
the musician; Henry, the orator; WashingThe Portland High School Class of ’77 held
ton, the chieftain; Webster, the statesman;
their ninth annual reunion at Fraternity Morse, the inventor; Darwin, the scientist;
in
at-. Emerson, the philosopher; Longfellow, the
Hall last evening, with a large number
poet; and a host more who coula be named,
tendance. It was one of the pleasantest, as
were the descendants from illustrious anceswell as the most successful anniversaries
tors. In those instances, on the.'eontrary,
The following pro- where the student of heredity is perplexed
ever held by the class.
by coming upon geniuses like Giotto, the argramme was carried out:
tist; Linneus, the naturalist; or Newton, the
Music.
philosopher; who apparently had inferior
President’s Address.8. H. Thompson.
it was argued that if the curtaiu
Essay,.Mrs. Sylvia W. Meserve. ancestry,
which excludes the past could be raised,there
Music.
F.
Izatt.
would
Concord Days (A Sketch).Miss Emily
appear names and influences capable
of explaining away many seeming contradicRecitation,.Marjorie L. Meserve.
Letters were then read from absent mem- tions to the laws of inheritance. More of
such lines of thought were elaborated,
bers expressive of their regrets at their ina- semethe lecture
and
brought to a close by making
bility to attend.
a few practical conclusions as follows:
Parents who are healthy, virtuous, kind,
After the supper, in which all the memtemperate and intelligent, transmit such nobers, especially the male ones, took an active
ble attributes, or tendencies, to their deInterest, came a short order of dances, for scendants. They imbibed in their blood and
which Grimmer’s orchestra furnished music.
brains tendencies, which in the course of
time, will insure health, intelligence, honor
At the election of officers for the ensuing
and happiness. -The young man, for inyear the positions were filled as follows :
stance, who inherits a good body, fine intelPresident—Geo. E. Thornes.
lectual faculties, moral character and an
Vice President—Miss Usley.
for knowledge and position starts
ambition
Secretary-and Treasurer—J. G. Ross.
in life on high vantage ground. Such was
Class Committee—Miss Izatt, Miss Kniclit, Miss
Files, Mrs. Davis, Mrs. Meserve, Mrs. Burleigh, the inheritance of Washington, Sumner,
Geo. H. Davis, S. H. Thompson, W. M. MeDo»Phillips and many other noble sons of the
ald, F. H. York, Chas. Burleigh.
republic. As it had been shown that “evil
The ties that bound this class together
begets evil,” it was concluded that God had
a
terrible law, saying that wicked,
must have been strong to have enabled them exacted and
diseased
intemperate parents shall bring
to maintain these anniversaries to the present
forth bad descendants. Indeed, children detime. An especially pleasing feature of the
scending from corrupt ancestry and diseased
blood must be the natural heirs of vice,
programme was a recitation by the little
doomed by birthright to reenact the tendendaughter of one of the class. Mr. Chase, cies and crimes of their ancestors. Such a
the principal of the school, was present, and law may, at times, seem like fierce vengeance
•a flflrpssiOfl tlift nlsiss with Rmnftwitt.tr rAmarlrs.
and one that nature enforces with terrible
certainty; but who will dare deny the wisdom of its purpose.
Maudsley truly says:
French Art.
Multitudes of human beings come into the
The third in Mr. Dickinson’s series of
world weighted with a destiny against which
lectures on art, drew a good audience to City
they have neither the will nor the power to
Hall last night.
contend; they are the step-children of nature, and groan under the worst of all tyranThe lecture opened with view's of the city
nies, the tyranny of a bad organization.”
of Paris, chief among them being the exteLet no one forget then, that ancestry is the
rior appearance, galleries and halls of the
source of human life, the basis of human intellect, and the natural foundation for whatLouvre; after the description of the buildever is good or bad in human character.
ing, tlie art of the people that built it was
It is expected that the Carl Rosa Opera
Company will come to this country next sea-

taken up, the first painter represented being
Poussin, of whom two characteristic works
were shown.
Examples of Mignard, Le
Sueur, Rigaud,|Van Loo, etc., were shown
and the court painters of Louis XIV and
XV described, with illustrations of Watteau
and Boucher, whose influence upon the times
was set forth briefly and comprehensively.
The reform in French art which Chardin and
Greuze introduced was then treated, and instances of their style shown, after which the
principles of the various schools of “Classi“Romanticists” and "Naturalists”
cists,
were commented upon, with illustrations of

masterpieces by David, Gericault, Delaroche,

Delacroix and Ingres. The modern school
with illustrations of
was then taken up,
and Regnault.
Troyon to

After this the

scene

shifted
the Luxembourg, where the works
of the later master* were commented upon—
Rosa Bonheur, Jacque, Carot, Millet, Fromentin, Couture, Courbet and others, closing
with Cabauel, Henner, Bongurean and Lefa-

borej Altogether,

about

50

pictures

were

shown, illustrating 33 different painters, in
all the various epochs of French painting.
The Eastern Railroad.

The Directors of

the Eastern Railroad

have prepared a circular, which is directed
to the certificate holders of the company, and
is a reply to the recent circular of the trus
tees of the mortgaged debt. The circular is
quite lengthy and we have not space for it in
this issue. The circular closes with the fol-

Mr. Wise
Virginia was glad he had an opportunity to make a statement of the facts, although he had hoped that the subject of this
resolution would not have been discussed until
Information had been received from the Secretary
of the Navy. The gentleman from Maine (Mr.
lowing reference to an alleged attempt of the
Boutelle) on more than one occasion had sought
Trustees to control the election of effieers of
to revive the passions and prejudices of the war,
and he (Mr. Wise) would examine how much
the company:
of
these
resolustatement
truth there was in the
“But the Eastern Railroad Is not in the hands
tions. The Secretary ol the Navy was called on
of receivers. The office of Trustee, until the road
to report if any tablet had been destroyed at the
has
defaulted, is merely a fiduciary one, and
Norfolk navy yard which commemorated the fact
should be kept so. ft was never intended that
that the dry dock at Portsmouth had been dethe
Trustees
should directly or indirectly manage
opportunity to the
stroyed. He was glad of the
affairs of the corporation, but that power is
inform the gentleman from Maine that the dry
vested
in
the
Board of Directors by law, and in
dock at Portsmouth had never been destroyed.
them alone. But when the Trustees select their
(Applause on the Democratic side.) The gentleown
Board
of
Directors, and take practical posif inscripman asked the Secretary of the Navy
session of the management of the corporation
tions had been removed from cannon captured j
own
their
appointees, we see a centralizathrough
from tlie confederate army. He would inform the
tion of power in the hands of three men which
with such
gentleman from Maine that noinpannon
bodes
little
to
good those who own the stock or
the Portsmouth
inscriptions had ever been
do not believe that the
side.) bonds of the road- Wewill
navy yard. (Applause on the Democratic
holders
of
certificates
regard with complaThe gentleman from Maine wanted to know if an
Trustees to assume the
the
of
the
and
a
concency
attempt
discharged
been
ex-Union soldier had
of
the
corporation.
management
federate put in his place. He would inform the
Arthur Bewail, Samuel C. Lawrence, Frank
gentleman from Maine that the man who was dis- Jones, Franels
I. Amory, Thomas W. Hyde, ChM.
army, had
charged hail never been in the Union
Houghton, Directors of the Easter* Rallread
never been within 3,000 miles of the line of
battle, and had never heard the music of a mlnle Company.

It is
LUC

Ocean Traffic.
that the steamer Siberian, of

probable

XLUAU

nut,
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from Baltimore for Liverpool, direct, on the
26th inst., will call at Halifax for the Sarnia’s

mails.
The steamer Frostburg, Capt. Nulls,
ported ashore on the 20th, at the entrance to
Craighill channel, has 1000 tons of coal shipped from Baltimore to this port for the Allan
line. The steamer will be delayed four days.
Steamer Dominion, Captain Walls, cleared
for Bristol, Eng., direct, yesterday. She carries a valuable cargo, consisting, among other
things, of 310 cattle, 210 sheep, 25,000 bushels
wheat, 51,000 bushels corn and 5,000 boxes
re-

cheese.
_

Bramhall Lodge.
The following officers of Bramhall Lodge,
No. 3, K. of P., were installed Thursday evening in a very pleasing manner, by District
Deputy Will II. McDonald, assisted by Past
Grand Chancellor M. S. Gibson and Past
Chancellors Colesworthy and Milliken, and
Grand Keeper of Records and Seal J. F.
Chute:
C. C.-J. H. Burleigh.
V. C.-EUiot King.
P.—Lyman Hanson.
K. of K. and S_Horatio Higlit.
M. of F.—F. S. Waterhouse.
M. of E.-M. C. Merrill.
M. of A.-F. A. Milliken.
I. G.-C. E. Bailey.
O. G.—Moses Turner.
Maine Bible

Society.

To the Citizens o) Portland:
Mr. E. B. Stilson, who is in the service of
the Maine Bible Society, is making a canvass
of this city, with his assistants, and will call
upon every family. If any are not Isupplied
with Bibles, he will furnish them, either by
sale or gift, and Mr. Stilson is also authorized
to make collections for the Bible Society, all
of which will be used by order of the board,
in a more vigorous prosecution of the Colporteur work throughout the State. Liberal

donations

are

hoped for.

L. H. Hallock,
For Maine Bible Society.
Jan.
22,1886.
Portland,

Mr. W. R. Bohanon had visited the rink
with his wife and friends, and the character
of the rink had been good. Had never seen
The witness
any disreputable people there
had been to the rink with his wife for the
benefit of the latter's health, and the skating
had helped his wife.
Benjamin Fenley testified that he had suffered with rheumatism for six or seven years
and had received benefit by skating. Is now
able to work but was not while suffering
with rheumatism. Formerly he was practically a cripple. The rink is patronized by

Continuation of the Hearing Upon
the Clergymen’s Petition.

What Department Commander Hal
Says About It.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
& BANKIN.

THE SKATINC RINKS.

R,

and

of the

adjourned hearing

clergymen’s pe-

upon the

tition for the revocation of the licenses
granted to the skating rinks..
When the Aldermen came in, every seat in
the room was occupied, many were standing,
and still more were unable to obtain an entrance to the room.
Among the clergymen in attendance were
Rev. Dr. Basliford, Rev. F. T. Bayley, Rev.
E. T. Adams, Rev. H. P. Winter and Rev. L.
H. Hallock.
Mayor Deering called the Board to order,
all of whom were present, and stated that at
the last meeting the petitioners had been
heard. At this meeting the remonstrants
would be heard first, and the petitioners
would afterwards be given a chance to add
anything they might wish to say.
Alderman Noyes called attention to the
condition of the horse car tracks, and
thought a hearing should be granted to ascertain the views of the citizens in regard to
digging them out.
stated that he had

Mayor Deering

changed

his position since learning of the great numBetween 3000 and
ber who use the cars.
4000 persons rode in the cars on both

Wednesday
LCl It/lx

and

Thursday,

It was voted that a

about oneolt^r
be granted.
or

tl»o

tlin

hearing

THE CONGRESS RINK.

Clarence Hale, Esq., counsel for the
Congress Skating Rink, said that he should
present a petition and would afterwards call
certain witnesses.

tition

The following is the pe-

:

To the Honorable the Hoard of Mayor and Aidermen of the City of Porland:
uie

we,

unuersiffneu,

citizens

oi

me

u

tj

>n

Portland, respectfully represent that we are acquainted with the Congress Skating Kink, owned
and occupied by Groves & Conway, and that we
are familiar with the method of operating said

rink, and witli the roller skating In said rink and
all the amusements in said rink. We hereby affirm that said rink is conducted in a first-class
manner without disorder and in entire accordance witli morality and that it is promptly closed
at or before 10 o’clock each evening. We therefore pray that the license for this rink be continued.
Signed by C. D. Richards and 501 others.
Alderman Noyes said that he had a petition from residents in his ward which he
would present without comment. He then
read a petition signed by a large number of
the residents of Wards Six and Seven, asking that the license granted to the Falmouth
The petition was reRink he continued.
ceived and ordered on file.
Mr. Hale then unrolled his petition which
extended nearly across the room. The petition was measured with the one introduced
by Alderman Noyes amid considerable merriment. The petitions were of nearly the
same

length.

Mr. Hale then said that that was a petition
of residents and property holders in the vioinity of the rink represented by him, who
were conversant with the method of conducting it. He then read a second petition
praying that the license of the rink be continued, and signed by Hon. Charles McLaughlin and 138 others.
Mr. Groves, one of the proprietors of the
Congress Rink, was called by Mr. Hale, and
testified that he owned the rink is partnerThe rtnk has
ship with Joseph Conway.
been run over two years and has had over
300 sessions. The rink is under the personal
supervision of witness, who keeps the best
of order. The patrons have averaged about
100. Disorderly persons are removed and
the police regulations are observed to the
The most of the
be»t of witness’ ability.
witness’ property is invested in the rink.

Witness thought the running of the rink
agreeable to the people signing his petition
and living in the vicinity, or they would not

The rink has
have put their names to it.
been closed regularly at ten o’clock with five
a
exceptions, when it has been kept open
short time longer, under permission from
the marshal. The witness would be glad to
hear any complaint against the rink.
Alderman Birnie asked if Mr. Groves could
state how many of the 500 persons signing
of Ward One.
t:wr.'<e£0flcjp/;.re residents-“■“I.'.
though*
cTirvctly, but
In reply to a question irom aiuun»lagher, witness said two thirds of the signeas of his petition were frequenters of the
rink, but could not state how many lived in
the ward. The petition contained the names
of prominent property holders in the vicinity'.
Mr. C. I). Richards was next called and
„„„

—

examined by Mr. Hale.

On the suggestion of the Mayor, and
tion of Alderman Birnie, the witness

mowas

sworn.

Mr. Richards testified to owning property
in the vicinity ot Congress rinK, ana Knowing of how it was conducted. The rink
has been quiet and patronized by the neighbors. Mr. Richards never saw anything out
of the way there and regarded it as a proper
place of amusement.
In reply to questions by Alderman Gallagher, Mr. Richards said that he had been
in the rink to see what was going on there
and had done some carpentering work there.
Mayor Beering said that the witness was
an adept at his trade and was famous for
building liquor traps. The witness admitted
such to be the fact and said that he did any
honest work to obtain an honest living. He
then said that he would like to ask the Mayor
some questions, but His Honor promptly reminded him that this was not the place for
such a proceeding.
E. M. Greeley of Quebec street testified to
being a property owner, an occasional
visitant at Congress rink and to having no
objection to its continuance.
Frank Nelson of 88 Wilmot street testified
to being at the rink nearly every night, and
at present every afternoon in addition. He
thought the rink properly conducted.
Alderman Gallagher asked if witness was
an employe at the rink. Witness said he
had been an aid there for six months.
J. I’. Corrigan was called. He lives with
Mr. Groves and works for him. Thinks the
rink properly conducted. Mr. Groves stops
all disturbance as soon as he “gets his ey e
on it.” Witness is employed about the rink.
Edward Starbird, 39 Lafajette street, was
next called. Has beon aid at the rink for a
year and a half, and as far as he could sec,
the rink was conducted in first class style.
Could not say disorderly persons had been
expelled. Mr. Groves has personal supervision of the rink.
John Chisholm, Jr., 42 Howard street, a
printer by trade, testified to seeing the Congress rink frequently and knowing how it is
conducted. He considered it an orderly place
and as a resident of the Hill desired the
He has never been emlicense continued.
Has been to the rink
in the rink.
a
week during the
twice
about
iiently,
Members of witness’
last few months.
family attended the rink and witness knew
of no reason why he could not take his
lady friends there with propriety.

Ced
viv

Tlnnpv

W

T.inri«av

‘>1

TTmvarfl

sfrept.

resided near the rink, has never seen
anything disorderly there, and desires its

has

license continued. Has visited the rink four
times and does not object to his children vis.
iting the rink in the afternoon. The Mayor
asked if he would take his wife to the rink
and witness stated that his wife had visited
the rink and saw nothing out of the way.
Mr. Carrigan, recalled, said he was the last
person to leave the rink at night and it was
always closed promptly at ten o’clock.
Mr. Groves, recalled, said he intended to
be at the rink all the time it was running and
a part of the time it was not running.
The Mayor said that no one doubted that
Mr. Groves operated the rink to the best of

hi* ability.

Alonzo F. Harmon, a policeman, testified
that Congress Rink was in his beat and orderly to the best of his belief.
Officer Steele of the night police force was
on the boat including Congress Rink and had
been in there occasionally, although never
called in. He had never seen anything out
of the way there nor heard complaints
against the rink.
Officer McGrath, a member of the night
force on the beat including the rink, had
never seen anything disorderly at the rink,
Had
nor heard any complaints against it.
lately heard a general report unfavorable to
the nnk.
The case for the Congress Rink was rested

at this point.
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CORHAM NORMAL SCHOOL.
The Graduation Exercises

Yesterday.

A bad stonn the night before, bad travel'
and a gloomy sky all conspired to render
the number of spectators at the graduation
exercises of the Normal school smaller than
usual at the close of the winter term. However, when the exercises began the main
good people. Witness had also visited Con- room of the Normal building was fairly well
gress rink and found it orderly.
filled yesterday, and before 10 o'clock the
Mr. A. D. Smith had often visited the
Bijou ltink; had seen polo played there. The hall was well filled.
people going to the rink were orderly, and
The room wore a very pleasant and tastethe place was conducted as well as the best
ful appearance with its blackboards filled
rinks in other cities. Would take his wife
with specimens of students’ drawing, the
and sister there for an evening’s amusement.
pictures upon the walls and the busts of
B.
J. Willard had visited the Milton and Dante
Captain
facing the visitor as he
Bijou frequently, and found people of good
character there. Had never seen anything enters. These busts are a recent donation
immoral there. Had taken his wife with to the school by the alumni, and are in
him to this rink. In reply to a question by
memory of a former teacher, Miss Kimball.
Mr. Hale, witness said that he had visited
Following the opening exercises came the
the Congress rink once and had found it perfirst part on the programme a reading
fectly orderly.
Mr. Wm. II. Willard testified that his house
“Smiting the Rock,” by Miss Woodman, who
rendered the somewhat difficult selection in
was about a quarter of an inch from the
rink, he should think. (Laughter.) There a manner to reflect credit on the teacher of
rink
elocution, Miss S. K. Laughton.
was an opening in the side of the
After more singing by the school came anthrough which the family of the witness
other reading, “The Schoolmaster’s Quests,”
were m the habit of looking, and they had
by Miss Qlew. She gave the piece, always a
never seen anything improper in the rink.
favorite, with excellent effect.
Mr. M. W. Higgins testified that both he
visited
Next came the bete noir of the graduation,
the
oftenand
wife
rink,
and his
the examination of the outgoingclass in didacnever had seen anything immoral there. Had
visited the rink nearly every night since it tics by Superintendent Luce. This is always
a very embarrassing
Had skated there and had
was opened.
place in which to put a
class and they rarely do themselves full
never seen anything out of the way.
justice before an audience because of
The Mayor said that the evidence was good
diffidence. The present class, however, acand the character of the witnesses would be
that
Mr.
Marquitted themselves with credit, and betrayed
considered, but recommended
*voo uutuusucsn
wick proceed to some other portion of his
mmup tuo uiucai umu r»a->
to be
Mr. Luce has the happy
case as it was growing late.
expected.
knack
of
Mr. Marwick then read the published
inspiring confidence in his victims.
The
examination
was followed by the readmen
as
of
the
testimony
following prominent
ing of the “Owl Critic.” by Miss Higgins,
to the beneficial effects of roller skating: Dr.
who received hearty applause at the conD. W. Bliss, one of Garfield’s physicians;
clusion of her effort.
Dr. .1. W. H. Bartlett, Rev. Dr. Bartiett, Dr.
After the song by the school, “Hail to Our
A. Y. P. Garnett, Dr. A. F. King, Dr. SH. H.
Barker, Rev. Dr. Domer, Dr. Reed, Presi- Beautiful Queen, came the Chronicles by
Miss
Phinney, who in scriptural style
dent Cleveland. Dr. Hendrickson, Dr. CutT6T 01
Af a
sketched the origin of the school and the hisAt this point Alderman a«vu*x«iu.r said
tory of the class. The part was well written
tllm rtrll rocoivod.
that he thought that while the testimony
The syhil of the class was Miss Dorman,
was good there had been enough of it introwho drew aside the curtain and gave us a
uueeu to esiaousn me point.
brief
glance into the future and a hint as to
The Mayor thought that it was admitted
that roller skating was beneficial to some as the fortunes of her classmates. If the Fates
have spoken through Miss Dorman, the pubas well as injurious to others.
lic had better keep an eye on this class.
In regard to the question of the depreciaHearty applause greeted the conclusion of
tion of property, Mr. Marwick instanced the
the reading.
case of Mr. Willard who had bought and
Next came the poem by Miss Webb, who
very much improved property adjoining the
rink, Dr. Lamb, who had erected a house at took the music of St. Cecilia as her subject.
The
of
and
the corner
Pearl streets,
poem was well written and well reNewbury
Mr. Kennard, who had erected a fine double
ceived, and evidently gave pleasure to the

brick

the corner of Pearl and
house at
Federal streets. In regard to the danger of
said
Mr.
Marwick
that his building was
fire,
heated by a boiler enclosed in brick in the
basement with an open space all around,
while adjoining houses were heated by three
and four stoves.
Electricity is principally
used in lighting the rink.
Insurance rates
on the rink are 2 per cent per annum while
those on the house of Mr. Willard are 14 per
Mr. Marwick rested
cent for three years.
his case at this point.
THE FALMOUTH KINK.

P. J. Larrabee, Esq., said that he represented Mr. DeWolf of the Falmouth rink but
had not thought that testimony was to be introduced. As the charge was general, however he thought that the testimony given
would apply to all the rinks.
On suggestion of Alderman Itussell, Mr.
DeWolf was sworn and testified that his
rink was smaller than the Congress rink,
having accommodations for 200. The ages of
his patrons ranged from 10 to 00 years. No
complaint had been made to the proprietor
in regard to the rink. He had heard of no
ill consequences arising from people visiting
the rink. Most of the patrons come from the
vicinity. None of the gentlemen who are
supposed to have preferred charges against
the rinks, spoke to witness about the rink
prior to the hearing. The rink had been
kept open for dancing after the skating sessions, the witness being advised by Mr. Larrabee, his counsel, that he could do so without violating his license.

Marshal Andrews said that he should like

In reply to the
to question the witness.
Marshal’s questions, the witness admitted
to
his
licenses
rink open after
keep
getting
10 o'clock. He denied that the Marshal had
told him that if he kept his place open after
10 without a license his place would be
closed by the police. Witness said that officers Stevens and Thrasher, who had formerly been on the beat including this rink,
had asked for his license when the rink had
been kept open after 10 o’clock, but that
officers Eaton and Hussey, who are now upnn

hpat:

linvp

not.

rlnriA

sr»

learned that he had been granted a license
through the newspapers, and inquired of the
City Clerk if that was the fact. He had not
seen the license and did not know its provisions. He did not know that the special
licenses to keep the rinks open after 10
o’clock were granted by the Marshal in

writing.

The Marshal stated

{ssue'S ofSers"ttiat this

that the officers now
should be done.

At this point a recess
to the call of the chair.

was

taken, subject

THE ARGUMENTS.

of the hearing, Rev. Dr.
Bashford, in behalf of the petitioners, said
that at the previous hearing, the gentlemen
At the

resumption

representing the petitioners

had asked for a

private executive session, being under in-

Since that meeting,
structions to do so.
however, they had effected another arrangement under which they were at liberty to
act as they deemed best. They had decided
to file their additional evidence in writing
with the City Clerk, to be made public by
the Board or kept private, as they might
think for the best. At the last meeting 23
cases in which injury, moral or physical,
had resulted from the parties attending the
skating rinks, had been cited and the Board
referred to the persons who had furnished
the information. Since that time 11 additional cases had been brought to the attention of the petitioners, making a total of 34,
four of which are of physical injury, the remainder being of moral harm. The evidence
introduced at the hearing had surprised the
petitioners, Positive evidence was being
It was true
met with negative testimony.
that many of the witnesses were persons of
credibility, but some of them were employes
at the rinks.
They simply testified that
they had not seen anything improper.
Dr. Bashford thought that testimony to the
effect that bad people were turned away
from the rinks, enforced a point raised by
the petitioners. It was to this mingling of
the pure with the impure that objection was
made. Capt. Knowlton, when before the
board at the previous meeting, testified to
having turned one woman away three times,
but how are the rink managers to know
every person who comes to the nnk with the
purpose of evil? Since the last meeting,
had
schools
investigation among the
been made by Dr. Bashford and Mr. Tash,
and the teachers were found opposed to the
continuance of the rinks. Dr. Dole had induced numbers of his pupils to leave the
rinks. The petitioners have made no eanvass to secure the names of citizens opposed
to the rinks. In ten days the proprietors of
the Congress Rink secured 502 names to their
petition to offset the 425 signatures to the
petition against the rink. Dr. Bashford
called the attention of the board to tbe fact
that at the former meeting Rev. Father
Linehau had declared that if it was necessary he would bring a petition against the
rinks bearing the names of 5,000 Catholics of
l’ortland. Dr. Bashford had no doubt that
the l’rotestants would sign the petition with

equal readiness.

After Dr. Bashford concluded his remarks,
Hale sDoke brieflv. He said that he
presumed that all were present for the same
purpose—that of preserving the good order
and well being of the community. His
client, Mr. J. H. Groves, and his partner,
Mr. Conway, bear good characters and are
reputable citizens. This hearing was of the
nature of a trial, and before the property of
these citizens was shut up it should be positively proved that the rink was a nuisance.
Not one tittle of legal evidence has been introduced to offset the testimony of the neigh
hors and property owners who have adpeared here to say that they believe the rink to
be properly conducted, and request that its
Mr. Hale then said
license he continued.
tliat what they proposed was that the hoard
Mr.

establish such regulations

as

they might

deem proper, to properly police the rink and
have it closed at seasonable hours. Tho
way to prevent harm being done to people
by meeting in places of amusement is by
raising the standard of morality in the com-

munity
Dr. Bashford

stated that about two-fifthsof the cases cited by the petitioners were
referrable to the Congress Rink.
Mr. Hale claimed the right to be confronted with witnesses.
Alderman Noyes stated that he did not regard his position as that of a juryman.
Mr. Larrabee said that as Mr. DeWolf acted under his advice in keeping open after 10
o’clock, he hoped that that matter would not
be allowed to enter into tho consideration oi
this question.

Jng

audience.
After a few

appropriate words by the principal, Gov. Rome conferred the diplomas
upon the class. In his remarks to the class
the Governor said: “We have been a State
now more than sixty years.
When we first
became au independent commonwealth it
was predicted by some that in a comparatively short time we should hare a population of more than a million and a half inhabitants. Though we have disappointed
that
expectation, |we have made a large increase in other directions, and noticeably so
in education.” He congratulated the class
upon being so well prepared for their life
work, and the State npon receiving this new
accession to its teaching force. Some excellent advice was given as to future action and
success iu life.
The Governor was followed by a few parting words by the principal, and after the
singing of the class song by Miss Grant, the
graduation exercises of the first class of 1886
were over.
The names

of the graduating class
Lucy £. Dorman, Bolster’s Mills.
Agnes A. Glew, Gorham.
Melvina H. Grant, Spruce Head.
Margaret Higgins, Standish.

are:

Harriet. T._ f.ineoln. (iorham

Jennie E. Fhinney, Gorham.
Fannie C. Hemiek. Kittery.
Lillian M. Webb, Sacearappa.
Lotta M. Woodman, Sacearappa.

Knights of Labor.
The executive board of the Knights of
Labor met Thursday with Messrs. Keene
Brothers of Lynn, Mass., and were in consultation, it is stated, for two hours on the
labor troubles, but no decision was arrived
at. It is said that the firm made a suggestion that the lasters at Skowhegan be
to Lynn and set to work in the Lynn
but this the Lynn Knights refused
to listen to. It is stated that the necessary
papers for the application for a boycott have

brought
factory,

been made out to be forwarded to Grand
Master Workman Powderly, but have not
been sent yet. It is thought that an answer
could be obtained

by

next

Tuesday, and

the

board adjourned to that day. The joint
board of arbitration met Thursday afternoon
and discussed at great length the list of
prices for female stitchers, but were unable
bottom finishers were not aiseusseu at an.The strike at Morgan & Dore’s shoe factories in Richmond, and in Lynn, Mass.,
which has been in progress for more than a
year and a half, was settled Thursday night
in Richmond. This strike originated with
the lasters in the Richmond factory. When
the Lynn men heard of it they also quit

work, and since then the firm has carried on
no business in Lynn except that of cutting.

It has manufactured fine shoes in its factory
at Pittsfield, N. H., and at the Richmond
factory has supplied the places of the
strikers in a measure with workmen who
had no connection with labor organizations.
The “Executive Board, D. A. 86, Knights of
Labor,” of Maine, and Mr. E. L. Daly of
Lynn, who is Secretary of the New England
Lasters’ Protective Union, visited Morgan A
Dore’s factory in Richmond and were in conference with Mr. Dore from early in the
afternoon until between 10 and 11 o’clock

It

Thursday night.

was

finally agreed

on

the part of both sides that the firm should
pay its workmen throughout the factory the
same wage list as is paid in Gardiner, which
for lasting is about 20 per cent, less, it is
said, than that paid in Lynn, and all the
other departments to be graded in proportion. The firm agreed to discharge all men
not belonging to unions, who had been hired
in the places of the strikers. Mr. Dore’s request that he might transfer his business
from his factory in Pittsfield to the Lynta
...

and

he

shop.

..,L!a1.

io

nnur

irlln

U'!K

IHtrPPfl to

put this work into the Lynn

will

_____

Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the regis,
try of deeds:
Cape Elizabeth—Albion Burbank to H. M. Sawyer, land.

*400.

Deering—William

H.

Fessenden

to

Amos

Peaslee, land. *379.

Peaslee to Sarah Moore, land and buildings. *1 and other consideration.
Falmouth—Marcia B. Wilson to Portland
Wooden Ware Company, land. *360.
Windham—Alvin E. Plummer to Annie E. Hanson, land and buildings. *260.
Standisli—William F. Haggett to Elizabeth
Shackferd, land. $50.
Amos

THE STATE.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
The selectmen of Houlton last Friday paid anoor order and Interest on the
same, making the fifth paid during the municipal
year of 1885. Thus far during the municipal year
the town hasn't hired a dollar; they have also
paid the State and eonnty taxes and all orders
drawn to date.

ther *1000 bond

The Aroostook Republican says:—“Itlsan ‘open
a very bitter feeling is entertained by
Damocrats of Caribou towards the
Aroostook member of the Democratic State Coiumittee. The particular cause of grievance is the
treatment which the Caribou Democrats received
at the hands of the committeemen in the post
office matter in Caribou.
secret’ that
the leading

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The repairs on the Augusta railroad bridge will
may cross it
probably be completed so that trains
about the first of February. The crews at work
on it now are rushing business.
Mr. Jacob Edwards of Boston, Mr. SethofMmiken of New York, agent of the Lockwood Mills.
Mr. J. U. McMullln of Portland, general manager
of the Saco Woolen Works, and Mr. J. H. Maulev director of the Edwards Company, made an
at Augusta Thursday. Mr.
inspection of the mills
Minlken says the new building erected there has
no superior in the country.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
The managers of the Boston and Bangor Steamsent to all the shippers of freight
have
boat Line
who had anything on board of the steamer Katahreeent
gale for their bil Is. We underthe
din in
stand that the company propose to settle for all
we are sure they will lose nothand
lost,
freight
ing in the end by this liberal course.
The Maine Central housed uearly 600 tons of
ice this week in Bangor, to be used by them there
next summer.
Mr. Evan Evans, the Brownville man who was
so terribly injured in the Williams Slate Quarry
explosion on Wednesday, will recover, it is
thought. His condition, however, is reported to
be very critical.

..

THE BIJOU KINK.

Mr. Chas. E. Marwick, of the Bijou, stated
that he had run his rink in a manner to carefully guard his own character and that of the
rink.
F. G. Fassett testified to a knowledge of
the rink and to never having seen anything
immoral there.
Mr. Greely testified to having visited the
rink with his family and to never having
seen anything out of the way.
Deputy Marshal Black testified to visiting
the nnk frequently and to never having seen
anything there tending to immorality. He
had never heard of a disturbance there, fine
complaint had been made by a person who
has since moved away of two young men
working in the rink on Sunday morning.
The young men were spoken to and no
further complaints have been made.
Officer Flckett testified that he had. never
seen anything in the rink tending to immorality and had been in the rink frequently.

On motion of Alderman Gallagher, it

adjourned,

in

The

rinks.

1IIJ0U SKATING PAItLOIt.
This afternoon, at the Bijou, Prof. Daly, the
India rubber man, will give a special performance
for the children, and that with the polo game of
the grammar school league will make a gala afternoon for them. In the evening will be the last
chance to witness his exhibition, when he will
give all three acts, consisting of high kicking.eon-

fortion and his wonderful leaping.

NEW ENGLAND POLO LEAGUE.

The following games were played last night in
the above league, and resulted:
At
At

Haverhill—Bostons. StHaverbills, O.
Waltham—Salems, 3: Walthnms, 2.

PISCATAQUIS

was

voted that no rink should keep open after 10
o’clock for any purpose without written permission from the City Marshal.
On motion of Alderman Noyes, the Board
subject to the call of the Mayor.

At Somerville—Somervilles, 3; Woburns, 1.

COUNTY.

The Dover Observer says Rev. C. C. Tilley of
[lie Baptist eliureli of that town has received no
less than three calls from different parts of this
State to assume the duties of pastor, but learns
that he has declined them all and for tbo present
will remain in Dover.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
Mr. Horatio B. Reed, Fairfield, a soldier of the
3d Maine Reg’t, died Monday morning lrom disNr. Reed has been
ease contracted in the army.
a patient sufferer for years.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

H. Longfellow, Esq., Clerk of the Supreme
witu
Judicial Courts of this county, In company
a toer M
lawyer Rounds of Calais, will soon makeIn Massahouses
court
of
the
some
Inspection of
latest lm
chusetts, with a view of obtaining the
me
or In remodeling
provements to be made useHouse.
Washington County Court
P.

IN

GENERAL.

The recent fall of mow greatly helped
eling on the country roads. T*!f7
than before.
drifted, but in much better condition

tt^ travj

"man'hSfl.rV

TRESS.

THE

Tlie excitement became so inteuse
that finally a mob assailed her home and set
it on fire. She stood it all, with the courage
of a martyr until this last blow came, when
she was obliged to abandon hex benevolent
project and leave the State. She is now living in Southern Kansas in old age and pov-

walk in front of lib

erty.
This interesting bit of New England history is suggested by a petition recently presented to the general assembly of ConnectiThe pecut by the citizens of Canterbury.

except Gen. Butler.

pupils.

SATURDAY MORNING, JAN. 23.
We do not read anonymous letters and communcatlons. The name and address of the writer are
for pubn all cases Indispensable, not necessarily
lication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used._
At President Cleveland’s dinner to the diseven wine glasses stood at each
all out of courtesy to the foreigners of

repagation be granted to
Prudence Pliilleo, formerly Miss Prudence
Crandall, for injuries inflicted upon her in
1833 by citizens of Canterbury, because of
her persistence in teaching a free school for
negro girls.” Fifty years have wrought a
great change.

tition prays “that

plomats

plate,

course.

______________

The bill increasing the pensions of soldiers’
widows is a meritorious measure and ought
to pass, ex-Postmaster General Reagan of
the Confederacy, to the contrary, notwith-

standing._.

CURRENT COMMENT.

A short, hut comprehensive, history of the
change of Southern opinion in regard to the
tariff may be found in another column. It
conies from a Southern journal, and is worth
reading twice.

Young

America

loves

the sport

A FAIR WARNING.
Agusta (Ga.) Chronicle.

And so the President goes to theatre parties. Next thing the President will play progressive euchre, and then the West and the
South w ill have to desert him.

that in-

volves the must risk and danger. This explains his affection for the deadly doublerunner, which is just now getting in its
work.

THE COUNTRY IS WAITING.

Boston Traveller.
It looks as if Secretary Whitney would
have to furnish the authority by which the
patriotic inscriptions at some of our navy
yards have been effaced since the 4th of
March lrst. Speak up, Mr. Secretary.
THEY KNOW WHAT THEY WANT.
N. Y. Sun.
The administration made a great misfake
when it undertook to recommend a new international commission, looking to more reciprocity of the old sort. Our fishermen have
had enough of it.
They know what they
want. They do not want the Canadian inshore fisheries; and they do not want to be
forced to pay a frightfully heavy price for
something tnat is of little use to them.
HIS HOME AGAIN DOESN’T KNOW HIM.
Waterville Sentinel.
The Hou. S. S. Brown, an esteemed citizen of
to law busiis
Waterville.
paying more attention
ness than he aid.—Press.
From the extensive advertising Mr. Brown
has recently received, he is probably content
Political capital aside,
with his business.
we’d rather champion Brown s cause than
that of Bass. Mr. Brown seems ready always to admit that he made a mistake in
calling for contributionsr but in Mr. Bass
we see the disposition of the man who will
rule (the party) or ruin; and our friends of
course sre glad to keep up the quarrel, and
intend eventually to capture the bone. Three
B’s this time -Brown—Bone—Bass.
....»»EUTION.
THE SOUTH AVr.
Mobile ltegister.
There was a time when the great mass of
the Southern people were free traders; or
rather when they said they were, for they
left such matters to the politicians and accepted whatever ideas they promulgated.
Their fathers had been free traders; they
had heard a protective tariff denounced as
robbery ever since they could remember anything ; and therefore they were free traders.
During the past ten years, and especially
during the past five years, however, as manufactures have increased in the South, and
as the development of its wonderful resources has proceeded, a number of our people have changed their views on this subject.
They have investigated the matter, and have
seen no reason for doing away with a system
which has enriched the North for years just
when it is beginning to enrich the South.

_

The President, in saying that the consideration of Dakota's request for a State government should not he influenced by partisanship, again increases the distance between

himself and his party.
One of the men whom General. Grant
threatened to arrest for insubordination has
been appointed register of the treasury.
Another whom lie relieved from command at
Vicksburg for the same cause is about to he
made postmaster at Springfield, 111.

difficulty

between the President and
the Senate is in a fair way of settlement.
The Senate withdraws its request for the
President’s reasons, and asks for the papers
in the case, and these by advice of Mr. CockThe

rell and several other Democratic Senators
the President has concluded to furnish.

Secretary Manning recently appointed as
treasury agent a man named Strong who
w

hile

holding

a

similar

place

years ago was
convicted of dishonest practices. He wrote
the secretary a very nice letter about the necesstty oi navmg nonest men m omce. xne
Secretary has found him out and boimoca
him. He still clings to Higgins, however.
In almost every industry the English are
feeling the effect of German competition.
This is not only the case in the neutral markets, but even in the home markets, where
the Germans are underselling at a great rate.
The London Post says that manufacturers
declare that either import duties must be im-

posed

the operatives must work longer
And this is in free trade England.

or

hours.

A writer in the Atlanta constitution thus
tells of what the Atlanta University is doing toward educating the negro:
“On a recent visit there 1 saw a class of thirty
negro boys hard at work at carpenters’ benches.
Under the tuition of Professor Tucker they were
learning the theory and use of woodworking
tools. Professor Tucker said: ’We do not aim to
We teach the
make accomplished mechanics.
science rather than the art of carpentering. When
these boys are through, any one of them can make
a door, a table, a staircase, In a neat and workWhen he gets through the
manlike manner.
ironworking shop liejwill belable to make a bolt or
In short, if he wants to become a
a horse shoe.
mechanic! he will have a fair groundwork to start

LONG LIFE TO llANNIUAL HAMLIN.

Somerset Reporter.'
lion. Hannibal Hamlin is a conspicuous

1

on.

Now let him vote when lie becomes

a man.

According to the Washington correspondent of the Springfield Bepubliean Speaker
Carlisle is laying pipes for the next Democratic nomination for the Presidency. It is
the dream of the free traders, says the correspondent, to unite into one party all the
agricultural interests of 'the West and South
and leave out of their calculations the commercial States of the East. This is the idea
that has actuated Morrison for several years
past, and he is the center, in his quiet, mousing way, of the congressional push to put
Carlisle to the front. The Presidential election is a long way off yet, however, and—
The best laid schemes o’ mice and men
Gang aft a-gley.”

on

It would seem to be reasonable to assume
that the fewer the rum shops the less would
be the expense of shutting them up.
Under
the administration of Marshal Andrews ex-

actly the

reverse appears to have been the
The Marshal and his admirers have
been telling us, since last March, that lie has
case.

closing up the rum shops, and that in
consequence of his vigorous enforcement of
the law places where liquor is sold were never
so few in Portland as now. And yet it appears
by the court records that in July, when he
had been in office four months, there were
sworn out 308 warrants, while in December,
five months later, there were sworn out over
1557 warrants. That is, to enforce the liquor
law after the Marshal had been shutting up
the rum shops for four months, 308 warrants
a month rvere necessary, while in December,
after he had been shutting up the rum shops
been

nine months, 1557 warrants a month were
The cost of enforcing the law
necessary.
after the Marshal had been shutting up rum
shops nine months was five times as great as
after lie had been shutting up ,'runi shops for
four months.
This singular phenomenon
needs explanation.
Furthermore it appears that the Marshal
has been in the habit of making returns of
the doings on warrants issued by the court or
not, as he saw fit. In quite a large number
of instances after seizing liquors he has returned them to the parties from whom they
were taken without any order from the
court, a clear violation of law which certainly needs explanation. One of tlie favored
ones who has had his liquor returned to him

Timothy Twigg, the rumseller, who
lighted a bonfire on Gorham’s Corner in
is Mr.

THE STORY OF PRUDENCE CRANDALL.
Over half a century ago Prudence Crandall, a modest young Quakeress of the

Priscilla type, was the teacher of a boarding schools for the girls at Canterbury, Conn. Among ber scholars was a
young colored ’girl, a member of the village
church, who was ambitious to become a

herself,

who wished, as far as
possible, to advance her own education for
this purpose. The presence of this colored

teacher

and

pupil in the school aroused the indignation
of the citizens of

the town.

To

them the

teacher had gone far beyond the bounds of
propriety in allowing her admission. A commotion ensued. Prudence, unwilling to desert her principles and with the encouragement of William
Lloyd Garrison, thereupon

changed her school into one for colored
girls only. The commotion of the village
only became the greater, and the stout-

hearted young woman met with a most disgraceful persecution. In spite of all this she
opened her school. As days went on the excitement increased and an indignation meeting was called. Andrew T. Judson, a local
Democratic politician, who afterwards became a

member of

Congress

trict, presided. There
Connecticut

was

from

the dis-

less chivalry in

in those days than
now
and Miss Crandall’s friends were
Indeed, they were in such a very small
minority, that, like herself, they were
powerless. The legislature was induced to
pass a law prohibiting private schools for

few'

non-resident

colored persons, and prescribing seven penalties. Under this law
Prudence Crandall was arrested, imprisoned,
twice tried and convicted.
The case was
carried to the Supreme Court where it was
dismissed on a legal technicality. But the
people ef Canterbury lost no time in taking
more effective means to rid the town of Prudence and her school.
She was boycotted. The stores, the country meeting house
and the public conveyances were closed
against her. Physicians refused their services, not only to her but to her family and
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ITCHING DISEASES.
says your Cuticura
can find for itching of
the skin. He tried all others and found no relief
until he used yours.
F. J. ALDRICH, Druggist, Rising Sun, O.
of our customers
Remedies are the best be

HOW LIKE OIL AND WINE to
the famished ofold is a Cuticura
Anti-Pain Plaster to the aching
sides and back, the weak and painful
muscles, the sore chest and hacking
cough, and every pain and ache of
6W&w2w

plunged through

and then

H.

family sleigh, dashed
across to the other side, set three other animals wild with fear, and the episode ended
with seven sleighs smashed to match wood
and a stretcher squad carrying away fainting
ntlfl hrilicoil

a
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large assortment aud are prepared to
adjust the same upon scientific principles
by the aid of the new

Optlialomoscopic Test Lenses,
scientific and practical instrument for detecting
all optical defects of the eye and determining tlie lenses needed for
their, correction.

CENUINE

JOHN L.

SULLIVAN,

pride,” the pugilist Sullivan,
of the Boston Theatre.
last

Saturday evening.

the boards
His debut was made

Mapleson’s Opera

Company gave “Martha” in that house at
the Saturday matinee, and in the evening
;he curtain rose on a minstrel show, in the
‘variety” part of which our great bruiser
tppeared as a posturist in connection with
Muldoon, the wrestler. Sullivan’s last appearance in Boston was as defendant in the
suit for divorce brought by his wife, in which
he made the
astounding plea that the little
woman
habitually maltreated and abused
him with
cruelty. He has since taken lessons in
posing, and now travels with a minstrel show,
giving exhibitions, in white
tights, wig and floured face, as
statuary. It
may be said that his appearance is
really superb, and that his posing is
undeniably artistic. But that is not what the
galleries are
crowded for.

They

go to see “John,” and
they stir the rather fetid atmosphere of the
niditorium with yells of admiration, not of
:iis art, but of his personality; just as at
any
iour of the day, yon may see the side-

supplied by
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Beginning to-day,
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DR. PORTER'S I The Most Wonderful Family Remedy

CURES

NO

ON BARTH
EQUALS IT.
Thousands say so. Never fails to
give relief, and effects cures where

All
>
S

t
ii f i

V I k

PREPARATION

all other remedies fall
Parties unable to obtain Vital

Oil of their druggist, will receive
it, express paid, by sending 50
cents in stamps to

Dr, J. H. PORTER & C0„ P.O. Box 1757, Boston, Mass.
jan21

deodlm

DR. E. B. REED,

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician,

Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,

Portland, Me

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
leirto; all cases that are given up as incurable
>y the allopathic and homcepatliic physicians. 1
vill take their case to treat and cure them. I find
bout four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
Examination at a distance by letter,
ie cured.
vith their full name and place of residence and
ne2-cent stamp and *2.00. Examination second
ight and consultation free.
•nice Hours—9 n. m. *« 9. p. in. novlOd3m

AT CONGRESS HALL, Tuesday and Wednesday
Evenings, January 26 and 27.

ADMISSION 15 CENTS.
Doors open at 7 o’clock, lecture to commence
at 7.45. Come one, come all, come everybody.

jan23__d3t
Federal Street.
Bijon Skating Parlor,
•

Evening
jHStt lie tiling for a Country Variety
Cost $30.
Store to sell spectacles by.
Will sell for $15. The above so called
Opthalmoscopic Test Lenses, having
been found impracticable for the use of
onr opticians, it is for sale at half price.

Ladies:::::::/:

—

large

teed.

CAPS,
TRUNKS,
BAGS,

other business that may legally be presented,
will be held at the Society’s Rooms, Wednesday,
January 27th, 1886, at 7.30 p. m.
CHAS. G. HAINES, Secretary.
jan20dtd

International Steamship Co.
annual meeting of the stockholders of the
THEInternational
Steamship Co. will be held at
their

office. Steamboat Wharf, on WEDNESDAY,
January 27th, 1886, at 3 o’clock p. m., for the
choice of Directors aud the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before them.
H. J. LIBBY, Secretary.
Portland, Jan. 18th, 1886.
jaiillkltd

onr

prices

1st, 1885,

EDUCATIONAL.

will be for

ART LESSONS.

CABINETS

JIB. A. E. IUOORE will take a limited number of pupils during the winter. Instructions given in Crayon Portraiture from the flat and from
life.
Also in Academic Drawing from easts, still
life, and the living model. References: Prof. Otto
Grnndmann, Boston, Prof. Henry Johnson, Brunswick, Harry B. Brown, Esq., Cyrus F. Davis, Esq.,
and Mr. J. T. Stubbs, Portland.
Ntudio, 34

PERM

PANELS

__

PER DOZ.

First Nntional Bank

thoroughly instructed in Stenography
PUPILS
and type-writing in the briefest time consis-

with thoroughness: speed gained with each
lesson. Lessons given day and evening.
MISS A. L. SAWYER,
G37 Congress St., Brown Block, Portland, Me.
eodtf
dec29_
tent

MRS.

Parlor Classes
—

PHOTOGRAPHER
514
oct21

Congress

Street.

History,

dtf

Choice

Homa'opathic Chemists,

ilaca in the world for winter or permanent homes
,nd for invalids!
Beard from $4.60 to $7 per week and upwards.
row er never if you wish to secure comfortable
j omes in the land of perpetual, comfortable sumLauds may be bought
ier, at reasonable prices.
1 n the instalment
plan.
Lands from $15 to $100 per acre. House lots
f rom $10 to $300 each.
The good lands like ours on which vegetables
c an be raised the first year are
Exceedingly
f earce in Florida, and are rapidly advancing in
i alue.

mar7

NEW

STYLE

CHICKERIN6

PIANO

IN

A Fresh Stock Now

FORTES

SOEE AGENT,

■

Dirigo
Iced

Dover,

If. D. LITTLE & GO., Agents,
dec22

31 Exchange Sr,

dtf

10-4 Lockwood,
14 Fruit of Loom,

I

Piano Fortes of the very best make, the Hallet
& Davis new style upright piano, Steinway & Son
Parlor Grand; also organs of several styles and
makes. Piano stools and covers. Tuning and repairing done at short notice. WM. P. HASTINGS,
oct20dtf
114% Exchange St., Portland.

2

by the yard

■

or

large
of

!

*

Mineral Water.

water ruins digestion; Dirigo water im
it} is always palatable, ref resiling and
ealtliful. Delivered daily, coot and refreshing
rom the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
later cool from 36 to 48 hours; use of cans free
later per gallon 10 cents.

je23

413 Fore Street.

dtf

are

The Apograph ($1.00) is an excellent collection of Octavo Choruses, Sacred and Secular.
Selected by Carl Zerrah.v, for tlic use of Musical Conventions, etc.
American Song amt Chorus Collection. 60 cts.
American Ballad Collection. 60 cts.
American Dance Music Collection. For Piano. 50eAmerican Piano Music Collection. 50 cts.
Four large, handsome, and every way desirabiijollection sof good music at low prices. Mailed fioc
>5 cts. each.

Kinderifarlen Chiniri. $1.50 Cloth; $1.00
Hoards. Has received marked commendation from
he lovers of the Kindergarten and is a beautiful
md valuable book for teachers and children^

piece.

OLIVER DITSON A CO.* Boston.
eod&w2w
janl9
p. l. s.

b.

s:

meeting af the Portland Longshoremen's
ri. Benevolent Society, held Jan. 12, 1886 the
i ollowing priees were adopted for the present year
Dome.tic Coal, when not carried on steamrs, 12% cents per ton, or 2% cents each for live
A

and very choice assortment
llamburgs just opened at
;

low prices.

T

a

sen.

Domestic Coni, when carried on
steamers, 16
ents per ton or 3 cents per ton each for live
men,
xtra men to be paid by stevedore or

consignee.

FEATHER TRIMMINGS
1 (educed from $1,50 to $1.00.

;
't

roves

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,

Abts’

“Angel"

good specimens. Price *1.

HAMBURGS.
i

Rous-

such masters .os
Tours, Abt, and

1« large pages.
D,u?,tsandon Rubenstem’s
Like the Lark,”

20 cts
714e

■

Meetings.

Collection of New Temperance Songs and

n.o,5iSfKilaSxTie,;
°f duets- »>y
Rubenstcin, Nicolai,
Campana,

BLEACHED COTTONS.

STOOLS AND COVERS.
3an12_Timing to Order.Utf

Boston,

HOOKS.

Choice Vocal Duets. Just published.

54.00 Brocade Velvets, colors, $2.00
“
52.00 Brocade Plushes,
$1.00
“
Plain Velvets,
75 cts.

) Free Street Block, Portland,

* en. J. L. Chamberlain, Brunswick, Me.
n. Mayo, 121 Fulton St.,
Mass,
i rof. G. G. Bush, 00 Pleasant St., Dorchester.
Mass.
ev. L. H. Hallock, 62 Neal St., Portland, Me.
i
;
ev. I.I). Stewart,
N. H., and others.
For pictorial pamphlets, maps and full particu,.
.rs, apply to

German.

Jew

VELVETS.

Opening,

THURSTON S,

and

ing'War Songs with Temperance Words. AnyWyraii “Join In the chorus.” Price 33 cts., or
93,00 per dozen.

—AT—

e. references who have visited and in
VESTED IN BELEEVIEW.

|
I

PORTLAND.

French

TEMPERANCE SONG UERALR.j cVy
F»r Temperance Lodges and
A

TURNER
BROS
HATTER,

CO.,
Condon, Eng.
STu&wly

Botany,

NEW MUSK

COE,

Serial l'iniioMir<!

—

Children under twelve years of age will not be adrmtted unless they can enter existing classes.
MRS. CASWELL will be at home to business callers daily from one to three o’clock p. m.
Janl6
d2w

SPECIALS

eodtf

AND

Will begin the second term of the school year,
Feb. 1,1886. Special attention is given to the
common and higher English branches.
An advanced class in Composition will be formed for
hard work. Classes will be formed in Bo tin's
Universal Literature, and in the History of
the English Lunguuge. The class in Art
History will begin file History of (Sculpture;
the class in Reading will take up analytically
Faradise Lost, the Inferno, and the Iliad.
Special students are received into any of these
classes and into existing classes in Cieneral

sm

most.

197
Middle St.
janlC

CASWELL’S

School for Young Ladies and Misses,
No. 96 Park Street,

any of the above goods, as we
want to make room for Spring
Ooods, and will sell you at your

price,

Building. janSeodlm*

Portland Sctiool of Stenography.

All persons wishing work made at present rates,
should call in now, as alter the above date the
as here mentioned.
We would also call the attention of the public to
our CLUB KATES, by which families with
their friends, by a little exertion in getting a number to set, can then contract for, and secure the
advantage of SPECIAL PRICES for their
We assert that we make no difference
portraits.
whatever between the QUALITY of such Contract or Club Photographs and our regular work,
for which we receive more, but in all cases endeavor to have it thoroughly EIKST-CLASS in every sense, and SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
For further particulars about the club
photography, call on or address, for circulars,

Now don’t forget to look our
stock over, if you are in want of

own

MEETINGS.

any

<201 MIDDLE STREET.
dlw
jan20

&c.

Srovided

1

—

meeting of the Society of Art, for
THEtheannual
election of officers and the transaction of

prices will positively be

thorough knowledge of the natural laws
governs the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
our breakfast tables with a delicately
avored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious use of such
articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
We may escape many a
there is a weak point.
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
a
and
blood
properly nourished frame.”
pure
Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply With boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers; labelled thus:

!

AT

PORTLAND SOCIETY OE ART.

JEWELER,

■

On .and after November

HATS

ANNl'iL

—

«. H. LADI80N,

Blankets,
Lap Robes,

a

Sc

—

Thursday Evening, Jan. 28. Tickets admitting Gent and Ladies 60 cts. Music by Grimmer.
dlw
Jan22

I keep all kindsiof Eye Glasses and Spectacles,
cts,, BO cts., 75 cts., *1.00 and upwards, in
Kubber, Steel, Celluloid and Sold frames.
Ordinary presbyopic and myopic eyes fitted at
once. Oculists’ prescriptions for Astigmatism and
other difficulties properly filled and a fit guaran-

Horse

which

EPPS

THE

at 20

GLOVES,
ROBES,

eo(12w*

BATEFCL—COMFORT IIVCS.

JAMES

BY

CUMBERLAND ROWING ASSOCIATION

Fur Caps,

BREAKFAST.

$400 to $1200,
1 an be rented at a good
cent, on cost! Designs
per
1 ind
specifications furnished free. Good schools,
1 hureh, sanitarium and hotels, railroad,
stores
best soelety, within 48 hours of Boston. Everyj ,nd
hing guaranteed by responsible parties! Best

::.F°receent31skatea-.iocents-

GRAND ASSEMBLY

FURS,

EPPS’S COCOA.

Houses Built for

Admiaaion:

P. 8.—Polo and all Other Exhibitions the admission will be 25 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games
10 cents.
declOdtf
C. H. KNOWLTON. Manager

—

eodtf

•'By

}8katea.10 cents-

Afternoon

ARMY & NAVY HALL,

haTter,
U

Admisaion:

L^eS:::;:::;:.v.io

shall sell
than

stock, consisting of

ST., DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD.CROSS ST.

An orange, lemon, lime, fig and guava grove,
frith sugar cane, pineapples, bananas, cotton, tobacco. sweet potatoes and vegetables (a harvest
;very month in the year), in the fertile and healtlirul highlands of Florida. New town, New Engand colony at Bellevlew, Marion Co., Florida.
Fire Acres of good Land set to ehoicest
Fruit and fenced foi $400!
Five Aeres of land so rich as not to require fer
set
to fruit and fenced for $600 to $800.
lllzers,
Similar groves, in five years from the setting, now
field from $2,000 to $4,000 per annum. Care of
inch groves, with fertilizers, $175 per year! Busiless ean never be “overdone,” as Florida has no
lompetitor, and only a small portion even of this
State is adapted to tills culture.

OF MEAT. To be had of ail storekeepers
Grocers and Chemists. Sole Agents for th
United States (wholesale only) C. David &
Co.,9 Fenchurch Avenue, London, England.

gia, Sciatica, Weakness of
the Spine and Limbs, Lame Joints,
■
111 | 111 Sprains,KidneyComplalnts.DipliIf I* I f] I tfieria, and
Croup, Asthma, Sore
all Lung and Chest
f
ink Throat,
Diseases, ns effect is like magic.

we

in stock at less
cost to reduce it. We have a

days only. A Good Scotch

FLORIDA.

err

■

TO RUITf!

^

anything

MAUVE.

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.

Profitable and Safe Investments.

JL 4IU1.V JL

known.
Rheumatism, Neural-

DOWNWARD ROAD

THE

tee^ genuineness.

WAU.A ARil X

ol Augusta, will deliver his popular lecture,
entitled the

PRACTICAL MAMFACTIRIW AMI RETAIL HATTER,

Genuine ouly with the fac-simile of Baron Liebig’s Signature in Blue Ink across the Label.
The title “Baron Liebig” and photograph
having been largely used by dealers with no
connection with Baron Liebig, tbe public are
informed that the Liebig Company alone can
offer tbe article with Baron Liebig’s guaranenmmiFiu

REV. 0. F. WALTZE

_jan7dlm

HATTER.

BY ALL DEALERS.

SOMERS,

durable than Glass.

OF MEAT. An invaluable tonic. “Isasucccss
and boon for which nations should feel grateful.”—See “Medical Press,” “Lancet” &c.

V*

LECTURE.

_eodtf

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT

ARTIST.

on

1.50
Scratched, and

OF MEAT. Finest and Cheapest Meat Flavoring Stock for Soups, Made Dishes aud
Sauces. Annual sale 8,000,000 jars.

I rilTO

Amusing, Instructive and Entertaining

A.

Cap for 40 cents.

LIE BIG COM PANT’S EXTRACT

1

5,1886.

*

“

Corner Franklin & Congress Streets.
janl9
_eodlm

soft of theatres were not built. Major
nail has conceived and constructed a house
which is in itself an attraction, and which
will draw attendance for any entertainment
that is brought out there. There is no doubt

The dramatic sensation of the week, beyond a doubt, is the appearance of “Boston’s

Trade

each

Geo. C. Frye,

right

that the Hollis Street Theatre, as planned
and built by him, is the safest and most
comfortable, as well as one of the handsomAnd people go there, of
est, in the city.
course.
The “Mikado” is now running there
in its tenth week to crowded houses every
time the curtain is raised.

Portland.

•

POStTLAXI>,

-

at less than cost for a few

more

janl8__dtd

COE,

HOTEL,

SCOTCH CAPS

But tiiis was only an incident, and the procession went on as before.
Tlie most pronounced succsss of late years
in this city is the new Hollis Street Theatre,
on which good fortune has smiled from the
first. Its architect, Major John R. Hall,
perpetrated the sacrilege of transforming
that old temple of religion, the Hollis street
church, in the most charming manner. It
has long been held that no theatre can be
successful farther up town than Essex street,
and while the venture has several times been
made, it has always proved a failure. The
result in this case shows, chiefly, that the

NOTICES.

Illustrated by a large number of Stere*
opticon Views thrown upon Canvas.

We show to-day the Latest English Style Hat. We
the only hatters in the city that keep these
fine hats in stock.

—

$1.50

Jan.

THE

are

PEBBLES.

Pebble Spectacles for
“
Eye-Glasses for
Always' Cool. Never become

FOR SALE BY

BLAKE BROS. & CO., Boston,
H. M. PAYSON & CO., Portland.

jan8d3w

& S. E. SPRING at Portland
firms of
and SPRING & CO. at Buenos Ayres, S. A.
have been dissolved by mutual consent.
E. G. SPRING,
W. B. SPRING.
Portland, Jail. 16,1886.janlSdlw

ENGLISH HATS.

25 cents.
“
25
“
50
“
50

ALSO A FINE LINE OF

BONDS,

maturing 1911.

Notice of Dissolution.

We Open to-day a New and Nobby line of Fashionable Felt Conforming Stiff Hats, New Spring Design.

Iwmcac

TIIE NEW THEATRE.

Portland,

SPRING
STYLE
HATS !

a

—

SINKING FUND

W. V. LOTHROP,
A. C. DAM.

A L L E N’S

.

FOR SALE

Spectacles for
Eye-Glasses for

Sign Painter,

—

ENCAMPMENT.

Lecture at 8.30. Doors
from 7.30 to 8,30 p, m.
open at 7 p, in.
Mr. Nicholson is a most eloquent speaker. No
other man has had so close personal connection
with or such extensvto knowledge of the distinguished men and important events in American
Odd Fellowship. He is to-day preeminently the
foremost man fn the order. Every Odd Fellow will
hear him and everybody that is not an Odd Fellow
ought to hear him. Ticket* 93 cent* eack, for
sale at the stores of W. 8. Banks, Geo. C. Frye & Co.
and Goss, the shoe man 227 Middle street, also by
the secretary of each lodge in the city, and Isaac
F. Clark, Odd Fellows’ Hall and at the door. Trains
on G. T. R’y, B. and M. and M. C. E. R., half fare.

FIRST MORTGAGE FIVE PER CENT

CHASE,

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

MUSIC BY CHANDLERS FULL BAND

Company,

WE

—AND—

At the sun goes down the

stood on his hind legs a moment

Wat-

er

Copartnership Notice.

_

SPECTACLES

Spectacles for
Eye-Glasses for

—

PORTLAND

the undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of LOTHROP, DAM & CO., for tile purpose of carrying on
the wholesale Ladies’ and Gents’ Furnishing and
Fancy Goods business, and will occupy stores 121
and 123 Middle St., (Tuompson Block,) Portland,
Me., on or about Feb. 1,1886.

Is an old established prescription, and has been used in many families for over 12 years with wonderful success. The proprietor being convinced of its great merits, has recently introduced it to the
complete and inpublie. It has many advantages over other croup remedies. The result of its use isdelicate
It
child.
stantaneous relief. Although a powerful medicine, it is perfectly safe for the most
is
In eyery fabuly
it
infallible.
not
and
last
but
400
over
least,
is cheap, every bottle contains
doses,
where it has been used any length of time the testimony is invariably the same that “it never fails/'
In fact it has never been known to fail. These are not empty words got up to produce an effect, but
are positive facts, and are proved by the testimony of many responsible and living families m New
England. Space will not permit many of them to be given here, but enough of them may be seen on
the circulars. Every family should have It on hand.
Mb, H. Judsox, Dear Sir:
I have used Mrs. Allen’s Croup remedy in my family, with the most gratimedifying results; it works like a charm and does all it claims to do. I think it is a most 1valuable Me.
Mrs. E. D. PETTRNGILL, ortland,
in
be
cine and should
every family. Yours Truly,
kept
I cheerfully give my testimony to the value of Mrs Allen’s Croup Remedy, and heartily recommend
it as a remedy that is sure, and will give instant relief. I have tested it thoroughly having .used it
eleven years, and it has never disappointed me. In one case I think it saved the life of my child, and
Mrs. J. W. HUSTON, West Falmouth, Me.
since then I have not dared to be without it.

Blackheads, Skin Blemishes and
WHWTWJPLES,
■H -HXT-H- Baby Humors, use Cuticura Soap.

■

CITY HALL, TUESDAY EVENING, JAN. 26

$50,000
Putnam, Connecticut,

Particular attention given to Repainting and

INSTANTANEOUS CROUP REMEDY,

Price: Cuticura, 50 cts.;
Soap, 25 cts.r Resolvent, 31.00. Prepared by
the Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston,
Mass. Send for “How to Cure Skin diseases.”
Sold everywhere.

ner

JAMES B.NICHOLSON,
Past Grand Sire of Pennsylvania, will deliver his
great lecture on Odd Fellowship, at

FARRINGTON,

R.

208
Middle Street,
JanlG

One

a

ODD FELLOWSHIP!

SHURTLEFF,

TO-DAY.

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH

cured.
FREDERICK MAITRE.
23 St. Charles St., New Orleans, La.

Wc have

jan!8___dtf

Batli.6s & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 6s
P. & 0. R. R—6s

January

470 CONGRESS ST

Varnishing Carriages.

The New SclioUische a Specialty
from 8 to 9 o’clock.

194 HUDDLE STREET, Portland.
1.1884.
janldtl

No.

No. 83 Preble Street.

STORE.

NEW

tellyou

Everywhere.

and

Wednesday Evening.

dtf

BONDS !

ARETAS

EXTRA,

GILBERT’S

RICHARDSON, HILL & CO.,

dGra

SAMUEL

COVERED WITH BLOTCHES.

25c.

current stock news of
the day will be bulletined at the office of Messrs.
Woodbury & Moulton.

OPPOSITE PREBEE HOUSE.

PRICES.

BOTTOl

changes.
The quotations and the

HASKELL & JONES,

—

Will repeat hi* popular lecture*. Subjecli
The Brain is the Index of every Mental and
Physical Condition. Public examinations win
conclude with the audience examining the skull,
witli the symbols of accidents suffered in life and
First lecture,
the disease that caused death.
and every
Wednesday, January 20th, at 8 p.m.,
Wednesday until further notice. Free.
Janl5dtf
Mechanics,
Building.
flail.
Library

or Arried on margin.
private wire connects the two offices, and we
are also connected with New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Baltimore and Washington by private line.
Members of new York and Boston Stock Ex-

Bankers, Boston, Mass.

Store._]au21dlw
WILSON,

OR.

_

ously moving, the pageant covers the long
stretch, hour after hour, and if it happens to
bo a cold day the pleasurers seem like mourn-

of amusement. At a point where the
sleighs were three abreast on each side of
the road, a horse took fright at the rapid
passage of a racer coming down the middle,

XTW

Tickets and Librettos to “Rose of tactile”
Feb. 3rd and 6th, now on sale at

Stockbridge's Music

com-

A

Anson.4s

novl2

Opera Tickets.

Exchanges.
Stocks purchased forCasli

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

LANCASTER BUILDING,

Prices/75,60 and 36 cents. Sale of seats comThursday, Jan. 21.janlSdtd

Branch Office, for the purchase aud sale
mission of all Bonds and Stocks dealt in on the Boston, New York Chicago,Philadelphia or Baltimore

Men’s Furnishers at Whole*
sale and Retail.

The funniest
and original programme.
of all funny Burlesques,

and ‘•Martha."

on

Rockland.Cs & 4s
No. Pacific Uold..6s

new

mences

MESSRS. WOODBURY & MOULTON,

janll

a

THE HICKEY DOO !

correspondents.
a

BOSTON,

BIJOU THEATRE,
in

STOCKS.

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

two or three deep ion each side of
the road, passes and repasses without a
break, while between the double lines there
is left a space down which the speedy ones
try conclusions. Once in the stream, it is
impossible to get out, except at some cross
street, and it is equally impossible to proceed faster than a walk. Slowly and tedi-

at a funeral.

Me.

crowned with the laurels of their triumphant
success at the

We have established at the offce of our Portland

Haskell & Jones,

COPARTNERSHIP

sleighs,

family equipages gradually disappear, and a
wider space aud greater freedom are given
the flyers, who then monopolize the [course
until they in turn weary of the sport. Day
before yesterday we had a sample of what
must at any time be expected from this man-

Congress St., Under Grand Army Hall, Portland,

Mammoth Minstrels

EMERY,

H.

2».

Only—Saturday, January

BARLOW. WILSON AMD RANKIN S

—

188 Middle Street, Portland.
Below are the names of a few Savings Banks in
New England who hold a large amount
of these securities:
Rhode Island Hospital Trust Co., Providence, R. I.
Mechanics’ Savings Bank, Providence, R. I. People’s Savings Bank. Providence, R. I. New Hampshire Savings Bank. Concord, N. H. Keene Savings
Bank, Keene, N.H. Nashua Savings Bank. Nashua,
N. H. Littleton Savings Bank, Littleton, N. H. Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. H.
Janl2
__d2m^

ET'AH business relating to Patents promptly
and faithfully executed.
ful2dtf_

I have decided to lower my stock and have
marked my goods at prices that will sell them.
Any one in want of FIRST-CLASS CLOTHING at the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES,
will do well to call and examine. I also keep
a large and tine line of

Re-

Brighton road is more or less populous; but
in the afternoon, from one o’clock to six, it
is simply jammed. For miles the procession

ers

—OF—

OVERCOATS AND SUITINGS!

I want to
that your Cuticura Resolvent is magnificent. About three months ago
my face W’as covered with Blotches, and after using three bottles of Resolvent I was perfectly

daily toil.
janlO

Briggs,

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

to

Carriage

first-class treasurer,

SCALP.
TETTER OF
I was almost perfectly bald, caused by Tetter
of the top of the scalp. I used your Cuticura
Remedies about six weeks, and they cured my
scalp, perfectly, and now my liau- is coming back
as thick as it ever was.
J. P. CHOICE, Whitesboro’, Texas.

L

dim*

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

CONGRESS ST.

—

THE

1’ress.]

1801-3 MIDDLE ST.

Herbert O.

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES

Your most valuable Cuticura Remedies have
done my child so much good that I feel like saying
this for the benefit of those who are troubled with
skin disease. My little girl was troubled with
Eczema, and I tried several doctors and medicines, but did not do her any good until I used the
Cuticura Remedies, which speedily cured her,
for which I owe you many thanks and many
nights of rest.
ANTON BOSSMIER, EDINBURGH, INI).

Boston, Jan. 29,18CC.
This is the height of the season. We reach
this pinnacle in Boston whenever the sleighing is good for two days in succession over
Beacon street and the Milldam out to Brighton.
This does not happen every year; and
when it does happen the season can get no
higher. Now it has been the height of the
season ever since the big snow storm came, a
week ago last Saturday; and the road between the city and its western suburbs has
for ten davs seen an rnihvpkaa nrncessjon of
ceivable style of liitch-up, singles, doubles,
trebles—for the Russian style is now considered the proper thing—and while hundreds of the sleighs are built this year after
the Muscovite style, one or two extremists
have gone still further, and drive three
abreast in full paraphernalia. All day long,
and far into these moonlight nights, the

of

-A.T-

WINTER CLOTHING I

ECZEMA ON A CHILD.

Beard.

<

Having had an experience of over 12 years In
two of the largest cities in Massachusetts, (the
last 7 In business,) I feel confident in warranting
the best work and lowest prices.

—AND—

bath with Cuticura
Soap, ami a single application of Cuticura,
This repeated daily,
the great Skin Cure.
with two or three doses of Cuticura Resolvent. the New Blood Purifier, to keep the blood
cool, the perspiration pure and umrntating, the
bowels open, the liver and kidneys active, will
speedily cure Eczema, Tetter, Ringworm, Psoriasis, Lichen, Pruritus, Scali-Head, Dandruff and
every Species of Itching, Scaly and Pimply Humors of the Scalp and Skin, when the best physicians and remedies fail.

Sullivan in Classic Attitudes—Leg*
Treasurer
islative Matters-State

of the

Cold Watch Free!!!

FOR SALE BY

WILLIAM

REDMOND,

OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.

MORRISON & CO.,
No. 505

ME.

One Night

If earing .Seven Per Cent Interval.
—

TH E AT R E.

—

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.

Sign and Ornamental Painting

our cusgive away a beautiful Gold Watcli, also other Elegant Presents to some of
tomers Feb. 1, we offer every lady and gentleman who visits the store before that time a chance to beWe do not require you to buy anything, only call and
come the posessor of the same free of charge.
see our new store and register your name.

Having decided

I T CHIN G

Height of the Season—Sleighing
Road—The New
the Brighton

[Correspondence

S. H.

Morrison & Go’s New Jewelry Store,
363

PORTLANO,

Melvin J. Hawkes.
Geo. E. Hawkes,
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
dee!8
_dBm

jan2

Belmont.

TREATMENT.—A

Office and Works foot ol Wllmot St,

MORE CHANCE!

ONE

his office yesterday.
This, in a measure,
means his retirment from active politics. He
has been a strong worker and a sagacious
leader in the past during thejmany years that
he has been prominent in the management,
and he will be missed. In the organization
of the Republican State Committee this year,
things did not go exactly as he would h^ve
haH tiiom. —a uouotiess the omce to which
he returns will be as much to his taste as
longer continuance in working politics. Be-

Skin Diseases Instantly
lieved by Cuticura.

_dealers in

—

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

Foreign and Domestic Woolens, Pantings, Suit*
ings, Overcoatings, &c., &c., always in stock. uti

janl8

has been enough business introduced and referred to committees to keep the mill grinding well into May. It is mostly' old stuff—
woman’s suffrage, liquor legislation, biennial
elections and the like. It begins to look as
if the last matter would fail this year, as the
country members are asking what would become of rotation in office if a district containing half a dozen towns could get a representative only once in two years? It w'ould
evidently take a dozen years to get around,
and this is too slow. Among the really new
business which is likely to make some talk is
the resolution of inquiry into the recent sale
of New York and New England bonds, held
by the state, by the Governor and Council.
The proposed investigation can develop nothing new—except talk. Whether the Governor was wrongly advised, or not, he has been
perfectly open in the matter and has laid the
whole transaction bare giving the reasons
for it. There is considerable “bunkum” in
this as in other things.
State Treasurer Beard took possession of

a

d3m

BROTHERS,

HAWKES

Ail grades of

LEGISLATIVE POINTS.
It takes the general court a long time to
settle down to work, and the sessions at the
State House on Beacon Hill are yet limited
But already there
to a fewr minutes daily.

Theatre and its Architect—John L.

defends

besides—is encouraging.

I am pleased to inform the public generally, that after a term of years as a cutter,
md for the last Are years as cutter for L. C. Young, I have purchased the old stand
I shall offer Special
it Woodfords and shall continue the business as heretofore.
Prices for the next thirty days. I shall endeavor to keep stock up to as full line of
Woolens as can be found In Maine, and can make prices that will be an object for
my city friends to examine.

BEST FOB

The

necessity, is

crats

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

tre, the resurrection of Balfe’s opera, "The
Enchantress.” at the Museum, and Sol Smith
Russell in a new piece at the Bark Theatre;
but none of these move Boston as has John
L. §ullivan. He was an honored guest at
the complimentary dinner given last evening
to the newly elected Democratic President
of the Boston Common Council.

NEGOTIATED BY

—

jan22

I’O R TL AND

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON BONDS

DYER,

ISAAC W.

1880.

FOU

AMVSKiaENTH.

FINANCIAL*

MR. GEO. H. YORK. TAILOR. Counsellor at Law,

Of other dramatic novelties there is Lawrence Barrett’s revival of
Victor Hugo's “Hernani” at the Globe Thea-

sides he will make

cilANG-ES

A

peering in through tho glass doors to catch
sight of the great man. On the streets he
is followed by a train of worshippers, enjoying in this respect a distinction which is seen
in the case of no other public man in Boston

BOSTON COSSIP.

It will be remembered that among the first
of the administration’s appointments was
that of Meade, of Copiah county fame, as
postmaster at Hazlehurst. It will also be
remembered that among the first retractions
was the appointment of this same man.
William Groome, a man of the same stamp,
the editor of the Vicksburg Herald, which
murder in the South as a political
the new postmaster at Vicksburg. The Young Men’s Democratic club of
that city has the courage to express its convictions, and reminds President Cleveland
that the same reasons which caused the remove snmrrTSireet" in the case of Groome.
That there are really men in Mississippi
who object to postmasters that advocate
murder as a political expedient—and Demo-

of a model retired public official.
He has received the highest honors the State
can confer and the second office in the gift
of the Nation. It is one of the greatest of
treats to listen to his graphic accounts of
incidents that occurred within his experience
and observation in the State and National
arena during nearly fifty of the most eventful years of our National existence. Mr.
Hamlin always has attentive listeners,
whether in public or in private, always has
something to say worth hearing and knows
just how to say it. Physically he carries liis
76 years with remarkable freedom from appearances of age and his mental machinery
runs as smoothly and as lively as it did a
quarter of; a century ago, while his heart is
as young as it ever was, and his interest in
affairs as keen as fifty years ago. Long live
Hannibal Hamlin is the benediction of hundreds of thousands of Maine people.

example

rum

CARD8.

B181NE88

mncEUANGom.

shop on
Washington street blocked with admirers
gorgeous

rURNER
488 & 490

janlO

BROS.,;|

Congress
“

St.

Utf

Foreign Coal, 16 cents per ton, or 3 cents
aeh per ton for five men.
Salt carried on domestic
vessels, when shoveled
y the ton, 16 cents per ton for the men. Salt,
lie charged at
ports,
,tie“,car„r.1lifrom;ore'en
■crate of 3:i. cents per hint., for five men.
Fig icon, 12% cents per ton, or 2% cts. each
ir five men.
WM. 15. LOWERY, Pres.
Portland, Jan. 13,1886.
Jau22d3t

For Baltimore.

JACKET SCHOONER CHARLES S. DAVIS.
Capt. Sooy. For freight, apply to J. NICK11 RSON & SON, 203 Commercial St.
jan22d3t

EHESS.

THE

WIT AND WliiDOM.
Mrs. Clamwhopper, a fashios sable New York lahas a pet parrot of which s he is very' fond. A
days ago her husband wa .s monkeying with
the parrot, when he suddenly < Tied out in anguish
and danced around the room, holding his lingers
in his mouth, removing them from time to time
for tire purpose of using his in outh to turn loose

dy,

few

torrent of

&

■

SATURDAY MORNING, JAN. 28.

a

Morris &

profane language.

The Sufferer from Consumption or
not permanently
any Wasting Disease.-U
cured will find greater relluf—in the use of
Scott’s Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver
Oil with Hypophosphi1:es than hi any
other remedy they can use.
One of tlie suffrage lecturers it -11s of a farmer’s
vote for school
wife who came to cast her first
committee. As soon as she app eared inside the
door, a local politician rushed up to her, exclaimair of
ing, “Can 1 assist you, madam? with an
gallantry and solicitude which showed that he
thought she must be almost crus hed beneath the
burden of her political duties. X he woman looked
had been
at him and then answereu: “If
you
around this morning about five .a’clock, w hen I
was bringing in the water, and 1* ullding fires, and
getting breakfast, f might have l een glad of some
help; but if it is only about dropp Ing my vote into
the box that you waut to assist ni e, I think X can
do that myself; and she did—Woi nan’s Journal.

Why don’t you try Carter’s Li ttle Liver Pills?
They are a positive euro for sick i leadaclie and all
the ills produced by disordered ;Liver. Only one
pill a dose.

interminaWe call upon a
lady of his acquaintance. Her little daughter, who
was present, grew very weary of hli conversation,
and whispered in an audible key % “Didn’t be
bring ids amen with him, mamma?1’
A

minister made

an

Many of the leading physicians of. Louisville and
the Southwest ciiew Colgan’s Taffy 1 Tolu and recommend it to their patients.
Depravity of Inanimate Tilings.—Although it is
said to be extremely uncomfortable to stand on

one’s head, it is a matter ol fact that a tack will
stand on its head on the floor all day to catch you
as you walk across the room.
The paper that contains an article on a subject
in which vou are greatly interested always manages to get torn up, so that you can only secure a
piece containing an absorbing portion, and not be
able to find the rest.
Lav your Ashing lines down perfectly straight,
and when you for them the next time you will find
them all tangled up and In a perfect si.arl of cussedness.
From all of which it would seem that pretty
much all the general cussedness we en counter in
this life comes from objects not endowed with
animal Hie.—Puck.
There is no one article in the line of medicines
that gives so large a rtturu for the money as a
good porous strengthening plaster, sue li as Garter’s Smart Weed and Belladonna Backa che Plasters.

anygood
great sufferer
seven
bottles
taking
fr»m -rheumatism,
of the remedy I think that I am nearly or quite
cured. G. T. Gilson, Dunstable, Mass.
has done

Atlilophoros
thing I have ever taken.

Uian

me more

I

was

a

but siuce

There is no moment like the present; not only
so, hut, moreover, there is no moment at all. there
is no instant force or energy, but in the present.
The man who will not execute his resolutions
when they are fresh upon him can have no hope
from them afterwards; they will be dissipated,
lost, and will perish in the hurry and skurry of
the world, or sunk in the slough of indolance.—
Maria Edgeworth.
The book reviewers throughout the country have been very busy the past few weeks hi examining the new edition of the “Science of Life.”
The criticisms are all one sided, that is to say,
they are all in high praise of this justly celebrated medical work. The book is advertised in this

papc.r.

_

in.ijo'ua member of Congress, witli a bundle
of freshlv nn.'oed letters ill liis hand, recently remarked
“Tf t here is anything in the world that
write to Congressmen about. J
mv DeoDle don’t
don’t know
it A Now, look here (selecting
paek^L This is a letter from
a woman in my district.
Lftmn seven vears
’Dear Sir: My husbanu
Will
h™s'ooe
ago, and I have not heard .’rom
gei uls PrL3tm
you please go to the census ©h*

whit
a'letter" rouTtlie

jg*J

OAIUACBS tlUU BC11U it tu me C

do preferred.

preferred.24

Iron Silver.

California

**

™
_

FINANCIAL

ing are
to-day:

Gram.

Flour.

Superfine and
low grades. 3 25@3
X Spring and
XX Spring. .5 0065
Patent Spring
Wheats.6 00@G
Midi.straight
roller .5 25@6
clear do_5 00.6,5

50

High Mixed Corn.Bl@52
Corn, bag lots_54@5*5
Meal, bag lots. ..53®54

Oats, car lots... .4l@42
Oats, bag lots—4264 3
25 Cottonseed.
25

60
25
00

stone ground.4 76®5
St Louis st’gt
roller.5 5065 75
ciear do—5 25 @5 50

car lots..2400@25C>0
do bag.. .25 00@2G <)0

Sack’dBr’n
car

lots.. 19 00®20 00

bag. ..20 00@21 00
Middlings, 19 50(623 00
do bag lots,20 00@24s 00
Provision*.
Winter Wheat
Patents.5 756G 001 Pork.13 006,1.7. 50
Fish.
I Backs
Clear—12 60@15;75
Cod, %>qtl—
50l
Mess.10
50@lk 00
LargeShores 25,63
Large Bank3 2563 501 Mess Beef. 9 50®lt) 00
Ex
10
756
3
Mess.
Small.2
001
00@1( I 50
Pollock.2 606 3 251 Plate ....11 006,11, 60
Haddock.1 B0@2 00| ExPlate.il 50@1S: 00
Hake.1 75i®2 251 Lard—
Tubs p |>..G%®G %c
Herring—
Tierces— 0%@«%c
Sealed .t> bx..l4@18c
No 1.126,15c
Pails.7 @7»/*c
bbi—
Hams fj ib— 9%@1 Oc
Mackerel
do coveredlOV4@ll ty2
Shore is. 19 00621 00
OH.
Siiore 2s. 7 00® 8 00
Med. 3s. 5 00® 6 00 KeroseneSmall.2 75® 3 50 Port. Ref. Pet. 1 Vi
Produce.
1 Water White.lt>V4
13
1 Pratt’ sAst’I.trbbl.
Cranberries—
Maine.5 506:4 50 Devoe’s Brilliant.13
Cape Cod... 0 60®7 00 Ligonla.10%
Pea Beans... 1 75@1 85 Silver White.H>
Medium....1 7561 85 Centennial.it >%
Knisjio.
German mdl 656,1 75
Yellow Eves. 1 65(61 751 Muscatel_ 2 506,3 60
London
Irish Potatoes...60675
Lay’r 3 15@fs 37
3 25@3 50 OnduraLay. 12
St Potatoes
@12V4
76
Valencia.7 @1 OVs
Onions.3 50@3
Cabbages.$10@S12
Wugnr.
Turkeys.10617 granulated p lb.7V4
Chickens.12®15 Extra C.6%
do

..

Fowls

.10612

Ducks.
Geese.

Apple*.

Meed*.

@15 Red Top.2 25®.2 37
@14 Timothy Seed2 00<aj2 10
Clover.10Vb@llc

NfwHieads_‘2 OOi'S)2 F*0
.2 00(7 2 25
Snow

i'lirPNP.

Vermont_10 @U%
Tallman Swts2 00*2 25 N.Y. factory 10 <a>ll%
Blitter,
Nol Baldwins
and Greenings
Creamery 1> ib...24@25
1 25:52 00 Gilt Edge Ver... .21(5:23
ib Ha lie Choice.iH a20
Evaporated
hrixioiiH.
Good..155*10
Florida.4 50^5 00 Store
—10@12
E gg*.
Messina.4 00 ®4 50
Malagers.3 00®3 60: Eastern extras...25:520
[Canada & Wes tern.. .25
Oranges.
Florida.4 00@4 GO Island.25

(Limed.19@21

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Jan. 22.1880.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 23 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for con
necting roads 90 cars, miscellaneous merchandise.
__

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

are

received

<lailv:
Atch., Topeka ami Santa Fe Railroad. 90%
Mexican Central 7s..... 49%
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad pref. 83
17
do com.
New York and New England Railroad.--139%
Belle Telephone.idj
Eastern Railroad.74%
Eastern Railroad Os..
............

Boston & Albanv Railroad.-.-liJ
Boston & Maine Railroad.184%

New York Stock and Money Market.

[By Telegraph.]

Jan. 22. 188G.-Money on call
continues easy at 1%@2 per cent, last loan being
at 2.
Prime mercantile paper at 4@5 per cent.
Exchange lias been quite active to-day and Arm;
rates at 4 87 for GO-day bills and 4 89 for demand;
Dosted rates 4 88 for 60-day bill and 4 90 for demand. Government bonds dull and Arm. Railroad bonds have been dull and steady. The stock
market closed dull and weak.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 31G.G47 shares.
The following are to-day's quotations of Government securities:
United States bonds, 3s.100%
>Tew4%s, reg
112%
New 4%s, coup.112%
New 4s, reg.123%
New 4s, coup.123%
iPacifie Gs of f95.125%
The following are to-day’s closing bids of stocks:
Chicago & Alton.......140%
Chicago & Alton preferred.150
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.137%
Erie. 24y*
Erie preferred—*.. 51%
Illinois Central.1391/*
Lake Shore.184 Va
Michigan Central. 7«
New Jersey Central. 43%
NEW YORK,

Northwestern.197%

Northwestern preferred.l"«%
193%
New York Central..
••

Rocklleland.

148

St. Paul
St. Paul
Union Pacific

»3%

Alton A Terre Haute.
do pref.
Boston Air Line.

*1
»0

preferred.141%
69%

Western Union Telegraph. 71%
99

Sch Franconia, of Saco, has been hauled out at
Kennebuukport, and is to be rebuilt.
Ar at Australia prev to Jan 20, barque Geo S
Homer, Perry. Gottenberg.
Ar at Messina Jan 14th, brig Harry Stewart,
Weeks, Messina.
,.
Ar at Sliangliae prev to 21, ship \ lgilant, Gould,
New York.
A
Lester
Lewis.
seb
Ar at AguadlUa Jan 5th,
Moody, Ponce, (and sailed 9th for Florida.)
At Barbadoes Jan 7tli, sch Carrie A Bueknam,
Heagan, from Maranham.
Ar at Yokohama Jan 21, ship Sachem, Bartlett,
New York
Ar at Grenada Dec 1G, brig Harry Stewart,Dean
,,

2%
2

1%
2%

pails.

Hams 9%,®10c 39 lh. accordion to size and
cure: small io@lo%c.
Dressed liogs, city, at 6%c p ib; country at 5c;

live 444 c.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice, 27®
28;common to good 20® 25c; New York fall made
dairy 21:5,22c; Vermont do 22 5,23c; selections 24
ffi—c; common to good at 15@20e; extra Western
fresh made! creamery 33@—c; common to good
25@30e; Western ladle packed, fresh, 17@2oc.
Jobbing prices range l@2c higher than these Quotations.
Cheese—Northern extra at lOffilOV-c: lower
grades according to quality; Western at 9y2@10.
Job lots Vac higher.
Eggs—Neat by 265:27c ^Eastern extras at 25®
—c; Southern choice extras 23V4@24c: N York
and Vermont at 24y8@25c; Western fresh 23Ms@
24c ;*Mich. at 24c; good choice held stock 20@22;
Western Pickled 19@20c; Eastern limed 20c.
Beans-4!hoice small hand picked pea at 1 60®
1 65 p bush; choice New York large, baud picked
do 1 60® 1 55; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 70®1 76.
Apples—Choice,1 60® 1 62V4 ;fancy Maine baldwins 1 75 ; No 2 apples 76c@l 26.
Hay—Choice prime hay, $20 00@$21; fair to
good at $18®$19; choice Eastern Jline $16@$18;
fair to good do at $15@$16; poor do at $13®$14:
East swale $11@$12. Rye straw, choice, $20 50
@*21: oat straw $11@$12 p ton.
Potatoes—Houlton rose 75®80c;doHebron 80@
85c; N H Rose 70®75c;Me Central 70e; Bmbank
seedlings 70c ;N Y Hebrons at 70c; do Rose 60@
05c; do prolifics 60c.

....

Bangor.
Memoranda.

Steamer P’rostburg, Mills, from Baltimore for
Portland, before reported ashore, came off somewhat damaged and returned 22d
Ship Frank N Thayer, Clark, from Manila for
New York, which was burned off Cape of Good
Hope, had a cargo of hemp valued at *250,000,
offices.
was insured in Boston and Philadelphia
me vessel

was vuiueu

.a

Brig Daisy Boynton, from New York, before restrained and
ported ashore oil Sagua, cameonoff
the rocks. She
leaking badlv, having restedcondemned.
be
will lie surveyed and may
Sch Walker Armlngton, Drmkwater. at Phi agale of the
delphla from Matanzas, reports, m the
8th, had decks swept, cabin flooded, &c.
has
been put
ashore
Sch Cathie C Berry, lately
on the railway at New Bedford and found in need
is
in good
Her
keel.
false
copper
new
of 75 feet
condition.

Domestic Poirs.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 14th, barque Ferris S
Thompson, Potter, Kalmlui.
Cld 14th, ship Carroliton, Lewis, New York.
Sld 14th, ship Chas E Moody, Leonard. Liverpool, with 66,699 etls wheat valued $93,239.
Also sld 14th, ship Two Brothers, Hayden, for
Seatle.
Sld loth, ship Brown Brothers, Coodell, for
B
Jan 22—Charter, d, P M Whitmore for Liver
pool, wheat at 24s 6d; Clara, do for United Kingdom, Havre or Antwerp, at 27s 6d.
GALVESTON—Cld 20th, sch Emily J Watts,
Watts, Richmond.
MOBILE—Ar 20th, sell S W Perry, Whitmore,
..

__

T

JACKSONVILLE—Ar

20th, sch San Domingo,

Bennett, Baltimore.

SAVANNAH—Cld 21st sell S G Hart, Hart,

for

Portland.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 21st, brig Florence I
Henderson, Ross, Navassa.
NORFOLK—Sld 21st, sch Ellen M Holder, McLeod. Boston.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sld 21st, sell O D Withered, for Boston.
NORFOLK—Sld 20th, sell Dora Allison, Brown,
New York,
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, sell Helen H Benedict,
Manson, Boston; J Manchester Haines, Matthews
do; Chas A White, Tripp, Salem.
Cld 21st, sch S M Bird, Merrill, Cienfuegos.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20tli, sch Three Sisters
Simpson, Savannah.
Cld 21st. sch Jennie Lockwood, Poland, for Gal_

Gloucester Fish Market.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING, Jan. 21.
Codfish—We quote large Georges codfish 3 00@
@3 75 p qtl; small do 2 75; Bank $2 50 a $2 75 p
qtl tor large and $2 50 for small; dry cured do 8 25
and 3 00; Shores at 3 25 p qtl for large and 2 75
@2 87Va for small; cusk 2y2 P qtl; haddock at
»2>4 ; hake at $l34ffi$2. and pollock at $1 75@
1 87y2; slack salted do; 2 50@2 75.
Boneless and prepared fish 3y2@4y2c p lb for
hake, haddock and cusk, and 4yt@7*4c p lb for
codfish, as to style and quality. Smoked lialibut
at 6®8c p ib; smoked salmon 15c. Scaled herring 14c p box; No 1 and tucks 11c. Bloaters at
50c p 100.
MackjjK'l—We quote inspected Shores at $5V2
p bbl for 3s, $7 «$10 for 2s, $20 for Is; extras at

S30@$32.

the market.
Herrring—We quote Nova Scotia large split at
4 75 p hil; medium 3 00; Labrador 4 25; Round
Fresh Halibutr-None

on

Shore 3 00

Trout $11 p hbl; pickled codfish 6 00; haddock
$5; halibut heads 3% ; tongues 6 00: sounds $13;
tongues and sounds 9 00; alewives 3 00; salmon
13 00; fins 8 00; fins aud napes 6 00; No 1 shad
12 00.
Pure

medicine oil at 75c p gal; crude do 52e;
blackfish oil 62c; cod do 35@37c; porgie do 27c.
Fisli scrap $9 p ton; liver do $6; fresh livers at
50c p bucket.
Fish waste $3®$4 p ton.
Last sales of shore codOsh $3 p cwt.

Chicago

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.]

Markets.

[Zj Telegraph.]
Jail. 22. lf186.—FI«ur

NEW YORK,
Receipts 12,167 bbls; expo, *■ 6
very
sacks; rattier more steady with
trade reported; sales 16,600 bbls.

(quotations—No 2

market726

aI),d

moderate
_-

15@2 90superfine
S°°a
Western and State at 2 75®3 26; common
extra Western and State at 3 10@3 50; good to
choice do at 3 00®5 50; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00®5 25; fancy do at
at 6 30@5 60; common to good extra Ohio at 3 10
Floui

at 2

@5 30; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 10®
6 40; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 75®5 15; choice to double extra do at 5 15®
5 50, including 1200 bbls city mill extra at 4 7o
®4 80; 1200 bbls fine do at 2 16®2 90; 1100 bbls
superfine at 2 75®3 25; 1400 bbls extra No 2 at
3 10®3 50; 1400 bbls winter wheat extra at 3 10
©5 30; 4800 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 10®5 60.
Southern flour quiet; common to fair at 3 35®
3 85: good to choice at 3 90® 5 40. Rye Flour is
steady at 3 25®3 50.
Wheat—Receipts 3,850
bush; exports 0342 busli; about lc higher and
moderately active for export; speculation less active ; sales 120,000 spot; No 2 Spring 91c; No 2
Red at 90Vfec; No 1 Red State at 95c;No 1 White
at94Vic. Rye quiet. Knrley is dull. Coin %
®%c higher and moderately active; receipts 51,600 busli ;exports 121,526 bu; sales 210,000 hush
spot; No 3 at 48V1; ®48% c; No 2 at 5134@52c;
Jersey Yellow 49c. Oats shade higher but quiet;
busli; sales 85,receipts 50,350 bush; exports
000 bush oil spot; No 3 at 3614c; “White do 3814
V-iC; No 2 at 37c; No 2 White at 39%®40c;
Mixed Western at 36®38c; White do at 39@44e:
White State 41@43c. toffee is quiet at 8ysc.
Sugar is dull; refined dull; C at 5i4®53/sc; Extra O at 5 7-16®5%c; White Extra C at 5%@
5 13-16c; Yellow at 4;8@6y8c; Mould A at 6%@
6 3116; Off A at 6c; Standard A at 6<4c; Granulated 6 9-16®66/8C;Confectioners A 6Vo®6 9-lGc;
cut loaf and Crushed 7®7 Vs; Powdered 0 13-16®
7c; Cubes 6% @6 13-16c. l'etrolconi—united at
Fork is
88Vkc. Tallow is easier 4%@4%c.
firm; mess 10 50@10 75; short clear 12 25. Beef
dull. i,nrd without quotable change and dull ;coutract grade spot quoted 6 47Vi@6 50; refined at
0 70 for Continent;? 00@7 05 for S. A. Butter is
steady; State 16®34c; Elgin creamery at 34®35;
Western 12@33c. Cheese firm; State 7@1014 ;
—

Western

_

'^EWCASTLE,

DEL—In port 20th, sehs Seventy-Six, from Philadelphia for Fernandina; Nellie
Woodbury, do for Cape Cod; Mary E Amsden, do
for Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, barque Hattie G Dixon,
Sawyer, Tuspan; brig Gem,Pierce,St Pierre: sen,
F D Hodgkins, Hodgkins, St Vincent; Clifford.
Crabtree, Jacmel: Kit Carson, Cienfuegos; BW
Morse, Bos u; Carrie Bonnell, San Bias; Addle
M Bird, Cushman, New Haven.
Ar 22d, sch Ada Bailey, Barker, Rosario, Oct lo
Cld 21st, ship Daniel X Tenney, Wilson, Sliangliae; barque Sarah A Staples, Barrett, Matanzas.
Passed the Gate 21st. sebs Wm Rice, from New
York for Rockland; Maggie J Chadwick, Amboy
for Portland.
FALL RIVER—Sld 21st, sch Jed Frye, Langley
New York.
FROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, sch Sarah L Davis,
__

_

ixucbiaiiui

CHICAGO, Jan.22,1886.—Cattle—Receipts 10,500; shipments 2600; best grades steady; common lower; shipping steers at at 3 5045 90;stoekprs and feeders 2 70@4 10; cows, bulls and mixed

Domestic

...

flat7@9V4-

Freights weak; Wlieat steam 2d.
CHICAGO, Jan. 22.1886.—Flour steadier ;South
crn Winter Wlieat 4 40®6 85; Wiscousiu 4 0"®
4 65; Michigan at 4 60@4 75; soft Spring Wheat
3 7O®4 00; Minnesota bakers 3 60@4 50; patents
4 60@5 00; low grades 2 00@3 00; Rye Flour at
3 30®3 60. Wheat higher; .January 78I4@801,4c;
cioseS at 80t4c; No 2 Spring at 80V4e. Corn is
liigherat 36% «3G%o. Oats firm at 29®29V*c.
Rye steady; No2at67c. Barley quiet ;No 2 at 63
®65c. Pork is steady at 10 98® 11 00. Lard firm
Boxed meats—shoulders at 4 00
at 6 15®6 17 V3.
(®4 05; "short ribs at 5 35@6 37y2; short clear at
Receipts—Flour, 7,000 bbls; 'wheat. 1,000
bush; corn. 105,000 bush; oats. 03,000 bushjrye,
1.000 bush; barley, 45,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 0,000 bbls; wheat, 10,000
bush :|corn, 77,000 bush; oats, 45,000 bush; rye,
3.000 bush ;barley, 33,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. Jan. 22. 1886.—Flour firm; XXX
3 00(8)3 15; family at 3 25 83 35; extra at 3 65®
4 70; patents 4 90(8)5 30. Wheat is higher; No 2
Red 88%ffl90c. Corn higher; No 2 Mixed at 33%.
Oats steady; No 2 Mixed at 28%c bid.
Receipts—Flour, 1,000 bbls; wheat, 7.000bu;
corn. 50,000 bush; oats, 17,000 bush; rye, 0,000
bush barley, 1.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 7000 bbls; wheat 1.000 bu;
corn,|26,000 bush;oats 1,000 bush; rye, 2,000.bu;
barley, 2,000 bush.
DETROIT, Jam 22,1886.—Wheat firm; No 1
White 90.
Receipts, 2,700 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 22, 1886.—Cotton quiet;

middlings 11-lOc.
MOBILE, Jan. 22,1886.—Cotton is quiet; mid
dli jg 8 I1-16C.

vo.

nuA

WARREN, KI—Below 21st, sch Maggie Cummings, March, Hoboken.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 21st, schs St
Croix, Handy. Gonaives for Boston; Carrie Walker, Starkey, New York for do; Ira Bliss, Hudson,
Elizabethport for Edgarlown; Gen Howard, Bentley, Port Johnson for Narragauset; Emma F Angell, Tripp. Providence for Baltimore.
NEWPORT—Ar 21st, schs Mary A Trainer,
Wolston, Rockport for Newberu: Addie Snow.
Norton, Rockland for New York; Chase, Snow,
Hyannisfordo; Kate Markee, Allen, Boston for
Baltimore.
Also ar, U S steamer Grant, from New London,
■which spoke schs C J Willard, from Calais for New
York; C H Morse, from Bath for Baltimore.
In port, sch A F Crockett, Thorndike, Boston
for Philadelphia.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 21st, sch Hy S Culver,
Crowley, Baltimore.
Below 21st, sch Winner, Frye, from Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20th, barque Vesuvius. Davis, Pensacola for Boston.
Sid 21st. schs Percy, C J Willard, Francis E
Hallock, Westerloo, Jennie F Willey, Charles H
Morse, Hope Haines, John Bracewcli, Joe Carltori and J H Wainwright.
In pjrt, barque Ves vius; schs Manitou, Idaho,
Jessie Hart, Ella, and Lucy A Davis.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, sell Laura E Messer, Gregand John
ory, Charleston; Hope Haynes, Gray,
Bracewell, Munroe, Hoboken; Lawrence Hamcs,
Delia
New
York;
Tirrell.
Morgan,
A
Lewis, do;
Hinds, Bonney, Calais; Alfred Chase, Robbins,
....

Rockport.

Below, sch Bertha E Glover.
Cld 21st, sch B R Woodside, Reed, Cardenas.
Ar 22d, sells Laura E Messer, Gregory. Charleston; Hope Haynes, Gray, Hoboken; Bertha E
G

sailed
Pl«j\MfNCETOWI^'—
Belfast for

22d, schs Jacob
Charleston; LawHaskell, Allen,
rence Haines, coal port f r Boston.
SALEM—Sid 20tli, sells R L Kenney, Shaw, for
Rockland; Chas E Sears, Allen, Lubec; E M Sawyer, Dobbin, Jonesport; Mattie J Alles. Crockett,
New York.
In port 21st, sell Louisa A
PORTSMOUTH
M

for

Ar at

Cape Hayti.

Ar at Gonaives Jan 2, sch Irving Leslie, Hagerty, New York.
Sid fm Navassa Jan 4, brig F I Henderson,Ross
Wilmington, NC; 13th, sch Ariadne, Colby, do;
16th, barque Belle Wooster, Higgins, do; brig
Fidelia, Blake, Baltimore; 16th, sch Abbie Dunn,
Gilchrist, Wilmington.
Sid fill Havana 15tli, barque Joshua Loriug,
Cook, Philadelphia.
At Havana Jan 16, barques Jessie Macgrcgor,
McFadden, for Boston; Agate, Powers, wtg; Proteus, Peterson, do; brigs Leonora, Munroe; Jennie Phiuney. Morton, and C C Sweney, Robertson,
unc; schs F L Richardson, Balano, and Jtnnie
Hall, Lamson, for North of Hatteras.
Havana. Jan 10th—Chartered to date: barque
John J Marsh, molasses at Cardenas to North of
II..._

...

,..,.,4 ..e

e-..»

LONDON. Jan. 22, 1886.—Consols 100 1-16.
LONDON, Jan. 22,1880.—[Beerbohm’s report
Chamber of Commerece.] Cargoes oft the coast,
of wheat and corn, nothing reported offered Cargoes on the passage and for sfiipment, wheat and
corn quiet and steady.
At Liverpool, spot wheat
fair inquiryr; corn in moderate demand.
LIVERPOOL, Jan. 22,1886.—Cotton market is
dull; uplands at 5 1-16d; Orleans at 5 3-16d ;sales
8.000 bales speculation and export 500 bales.
LIVERPOOL,January 22,1886.—Winter Wheat
steady at 7s@7s 2d; spring wheat at 7s®7s 2d;
California average 6s 7d®6s 9d; club 6s 10d@7s;
corn,mixed Western, 4s I>/ad for new ;peas 6s 6d.

£>Q

1 O 1 /.

per 110 galls; barque Jessie Macgregor. sugar in
bags at Havana to Boston direct at $14cprqtl;
brig Kocky Glen, sugar at Cardenas to New York
at 82 87Mi per hlid; brig John H Crandon, molasses at Matanzas to North of Hatteras at 82 and if
east of do at $2 12%; brig Kaluiia, at Cardenas
and do same rate: sells F L Richardson, sugar at
Havana to New York or Philadelphia, bags at
] 2c pr qtl; schs Bertha Warner, and Mabel F Staples, molasses at Cardenas to North of Hatteras,
(not east of New York) at 82 pr hhd.
At Matanzas Jan 15th, barques Naversink,
Hall, and Lorena, Stowers, for North of Hatteras;
brigs Don Jacinto. Harriman, do; Ernestine, Norton. do; Jonn II Crandon, Pierce,for Philadelphia
or New York.

Spoken.

Jan 17, off Jupiter Light, sell Carrie Strong,
from Pensacola for Fall River.

BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED HAIR DYE
1831.
Best in the world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! No disappointment, no ri<Uculous tints; remedies
the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soft and b e a u ti ful
Black or Brown. Explanatory circulars
tent postpaid in sealed
ESTABLISHED

envelopes, on application, mentioning this
paper. Sold by all drug-

to

LOR’S Wig Factory, 30
East 10thSfc.,N.Y city.

eodnrmly

mayl6

UNITED

STATES
HOTEL.

WILSON,

prime

Eastern; bacon 30s for short clear and 28s Ou for
long clear; cheese 50s for American; lard, prime
Western at 33s; tallow at 26s for American.

SPECIALIST,

FOR

Oregon.New York. .Liverpool...Jan 23
Uutopia.New York. .Glasgow —Jan 23
Rliynland .New York. .Antwerp ....Jan 23
Jan
Neckar.New York. Bremen
Sarnia.Portland.... Liverpool... Jan
Jail
Alene.New York. Hayt
City Washington.New York..Havana.Jan
Jan
Newport.New York..Havana
Ian
Saratoga.New York..Havana
Alaska.New York. .Liverpool.. .Feb
Albauo.New York. .Kingston,&c Feb
StiGermaiu.New York, .Havre
Feb

Treats complicated Disand those made
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
medicine.
and
Examination free
eases

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
Koval Baking Powder Co., 16G Wall St., N.Y.

dly

mar7

g, REMEMBER THIS.

MOT

All the lyuig-in hospitals of London use MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD.
In general use In fifty-two of the hospitals of
London.
In the Insane Ayslum of London they find it
builds the patient up in less time than any other
treatment, and that improves the mind.

23
28
28
28
28

30
2
3

3

To the Kew Murdock FreeHospital.
A. M.

Patient.

By
TBIGGS,
This new Hospital, you say,
Will be finished on the first of May.
a

grand.
Finely located, and well planned.
Large enough for all,
A noble structure ’tis and

As it contains 30,000 feet of floor.
Of its kind the only Hospital
suppurieu uy one lutuviuuui

Without contribution or taxation.
In all this great aud glorious nation!
From sill to eave—from wing to wing,
The structure seems a living thing.
In

“I

living

am an

tones it seems to speak:
ayslum for the weak,

burdened and distressed.
The helpless, struggling and depressed,
Deserving daughters ofMother Eve,
Beneath my roof will find relief;
And

—

Coiihu Itutioii
from 9 a. m. to

8 p.

111.

JanlSdtf

I’WW* Came* and Cure, by one who
UnFllliilij Was deaf twenty-eight years.
Treated by most of the noted specialists of the
day with no benefit. Cured himself In three
mouths, and since then hundreds of others by same
process. A plain, simple and successful home
treatment. Address T.S. PAGE, 128 East|26th
novl4SM&W12w
St.. New York City.

DIM

21-1

LAND STREET.

waitress that has
hotel experience.
references required. Address, WAITRESS, Press
D—Situation as order cook. Address
S. M. BATCHELDER. Auburn, Maine. 19-1

compltent
WANTED—A
had boarding-houSe
The best

office.____X9'X

WANTE

who wants to test the

merits of Mrs. Alleii’s Instantaneous Croup
WANTED—Everybody
& CO.’S

drug
cad at W. W. WHIPPLE
store, Market Square, before February 1st, anu
19-1
get a sample bottle free of charge.

THE FIRST-CEASS STEAMERS

Though

many here may often come
Filled with sad thoughts of friends, and
Their hearts with sickening fear be rife
To come beneath the surgeon’s knife—
Filled with the dizzy, nameless dread

home—

That haunts the etherizing bed.
Their tears and fears will melt away
Like dew before the orb of day.
Kindness will wipe awav the tear,
Experience banish doubt and fear,
And cheerful word and pleasant smile
Shall-many a lonely hour beguile.
For none can here position fill
In whom kindness does not blend with skill.
No surgeon here who is not kind,
Skilful, gentlemanly and refined.
And faithful, punctual to each call,
To rich or poor, one and all.
No attendant here upon the sick
Whose heart is not warm, deep and quick
To feel for, relieve and sympathize
Witli pain, and tears, and sleepless eyes,
To soothe the tired, throbbing head,
To soften, cool the fevered bed,
Remembering Him who favors rain,
For the cup of water In His name.”
How glad this founder’s heart must feel!
How full of pride and holy zeal,
To see this noble work go on,—
To see the healed leave oue by one,—
To know none in the white cots lay
Worrying the doctor’s bills to pay,
To hear the convalescents sing,
Then laughter make the fine wards ring;
The thanks that from glad hearts they pour,
The “God bless him” as he leaves the door.
To feel that what he can he gives,
Sees it in good me while he lives.
Not waiting till he has turned to dust,
To let his wealth amass, waste, and rust.
He sees, he sees, full well he Knows
Where and how each dollar goes,

Not hoarded, squandered,
spent,
But wisely used, and freely lent
To Him who said of the graces three,
“The greatest of these is Charity.”
Another name enrolled shall be
On the pages of philanthropy!
Would like him were many more
Who would freely, wisely use their store
Of useful knowledge, and growing wealth
For the good, and aid,
or health,

vainly

aniflight

So many unheeded day by day
In crowded cities would not fade away
For want of skill, and pure fresh air,
And rest, and nourishment, and loving care;
So much want, and suffering, we would not meet
In garret, and alley, In shop and street;
So many young mothers doomed to die,
Their last earth memory their children’s cry,
Who. left to the waves of a hardened world,
Oft in its eddies of sin are whirled.
Nor so many girls of pure soul, fine brain,
Left to drag out hours of smotheredjpain,
Without the means for the time to stop.
For a rest from store, or desk, or shop.
neir

sirengiu

sun

taumg,

tneir lasi

Never in the history of the business
has there been a time when we were so
well prepared to offer genuine bargains
in every line. In our

Carpet Department
shall continue to sell for a few days
the goods we offered some days
ago, as we shall close out all the patterns we cannot"- duplicate.
We have
still a few rolls of 10 wire goods which
is the llnest fabric iu the market, that
we shall sell at 79 cents,
and we positively assert that this is the best bargain in a Tapestry Brussels Carpet ever
offered by us. They are very desirable
patterns, but we cannet get any more
of the same pattern,
and do not
want on our shelves what we cannot
Then
we
have
a
few rolls of
duplicate.
a
Brussels which we are
primeatTapestry
75 cents, and still another lot
selling
that we are selling at 67 cents, and the
of
cheapest grade at 59 cents. Our lineand
All Wool Carpets is now complete,
we believe we can show a larger line
than can be seen iu.any other store in
the state.
We have made-the prices
right and are cutting np very fast. We
shall offer for a while a prime

nope gone,

Still bravely trying to struggle on.
When timely skill and care would save
Many a flower from an early grave.

God shower his blessings on every one
Who works for the good, and the light of Man,

And happy make the hearts tonight
Of those who labor for love and right,
And of those bright souls who have ever sought
To lift, enlarge the plane of thought,
For the cause of science, and skill, and Truth,
Or for the alleviation of Age and Youth
From sickness, suffering, error, wrong,
Or to lift tlie fallen, or lead the strong,
Comfort their souls at the last great call,
Forget not this Founder among them all.

Give him happiness, peace and light,
Strength to keep the path of right.
Bless him, Father, in thy own sweet way,
And “raise him up” on the final day.

[Boston Traveller,November,

at 58 cants, 62 1-2 cents, 65 cents an*l
upwards. We believe any person thinking of buying would be well repaid to
call and see the styles, look over the
stock and note the quantity we carry.
We are pleased to show our goods.
It
costs you nothing to look. Body Brussels carpets, prime In every respect,
beautiful patterns, $1.00 per yard. Remember what we say, we are selling at
Winter prices.

DRAPERY CURTAINS.
A beautiful line to select from.
25
different patterns. Prices all the way
from $4 per pair to $25.

PARLOR

You Hare

a

Perfect

in endless variety: Cherry, Walnut and
Ebony frames, and upholstered in Hair
Cloth, Silk Push, Mohair Plush, Petit
Point,etc. A very handsome 7 piece Hair
Cloth Suit and Parlor Table with Marble
top for $42.00. Now don’t allow yourself to believe that wo shall give you
a little small 2 cent table.
On the contrary, it will be solid walnut, best Italian marble top, 20x28 inches. Then we
have a beautiful Mohair Plush Parlor
Suit, all one color or combination of
colors, for $55.00.

LOUNGES FOR THE MILLION!
Don’t forget this because we are sellthem lower than ever before, and
you have no excuse for not buying at our
Winter prices because you save money.

ing

CHAMBER SUITS.
W'alnut, Ash, Cherry and Pine. Prices
Mark
and up to $200.

$16, $18, $20,

what we say and come and see the best

Solid Cherry (no imitation) Chamber
Set with best Italian Marble top for
$45, and Walnut for $40, ever shown in
this country.

“Capsicin,” “Capsicum,” “Capucin,”
“Capsicine,” etc., prefixed sometimes with the
as

“Burton” or “Benton.”
Cheap John will
offer you one of these wretched imitations for half
the
of the genuine, as he can well afford to
do. its real value being nothing, and its cost but
little more. Benson’s are the only porous plasters
that can be depended npou to cure every ailment
subject to external treatment.
They are prompt,
sure and thorough. Protect yourself against deception by buying of reliable
only. The gen;
uinebears the “Three Seals” trademark and lias
name

price

druggists

the;word “Capcine” cut in the centre.
MW&Snrm
janlS
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WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
uration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by tbe medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

Soses.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,
dly

LAKE MAHOPAC, N. Y.
MY DAUGHTER WAS VERY
BAD OFF ON ACCOUNT
PAIN
DR.

CURED HER IN 24
ONE
HOURS.
OF
THE

BOYS WASCUREDOFA
SORE THROAT. THE MEDICINE HAS WORKED WONDERS IN OUR FAMILY,
ALVAH PINCKNEY.
“ITS SPECIALTIES.”
DR. THOM AS’ECLECTRIC OIL FOR COUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, DIPHSORE
AND

THROAT,

BRONCHTROUBLES GIVES IMMEDIATE RELIEF.
THE MOST VIOLENT ATTACK
OF
NEURALGIA
WILL
I M ME DIRECEIVE
ATE AND PERMANENT RE-

CATARRH,

TTTANTED-To purchase for cash,by

an

active

do not intend that even a Maine
Winter shall keep our store quiet.
We
keep the same number of salesmen that
we have in the busiest season, so that
customers will get better attention now
than when the rush of business conies in
the Spring.

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, Sailing Lists and further
Information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS A- CO.,
115 Stale Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
febS
_dtf

Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,
vla.Moville and Halifax.
SAILING DATES:

oxygen of the air, and as this does not pass
through the meter, of course there is nothing to
pay for it, hence the great economy of this Burner
over all others, repaying, as it does, its cost a hundred times over. Fully GO per cent, saved. T.
EARLY & SON, 14 La Grange street, Boston.

Prices; Single sample burner, by mail, 25c.;

piano
person
know that all instruments under my exWANTED—Every
clean inside, rendering
will be
to

a

clusive care
kept
them less liable to become damaged by moths.
J. D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner. P. O.
address, Deering. Me. Order slate at Horse H. R.
Station, Portland, Me.15-4

Wanted.
an

We believe we are perfectly safe
in asserting that we are headquarters
for these necessities to our comfort, and
that we carry the heaviest line in IVew
England. W e are using a car load every
two weeks which fact tells its own story.
Gome and see the line and remember
that we will use you just as well if yon
do not want to pay all casli down. We
sell on our Special Contract System and
record no documents at City Hall. Any
of the goods in our enormous stock, let
it be a Carpet, a Chamber Set, a Parlor
Suit, a Range, a pair of Drapery Curtains, a Hair Mattress, Woven Wire
Spring, Roll Top Desk, Sideboard, Cheffonier, Book Case, Extension Table, Sewing Machine, Washing Machine, or anything we handle we will sell for a quarter down and the balance on weekly or
monthly payments. Our system is fair
and honest. We make out the contracts
in duplicate, the customer gets one and
we keep the other, and anyone
buying in
this way can tell in a minute how they
stand, and in cases of sickness or financial trouble we are always willing to
wait.
Come and see us.
Carpet that
parlor now and pay $5.00 down and
$5.00 per month. Buy the Parlor Suit
you have been talking about so long, pay
$10.00 down and $5.00 per month; you
will soon pay for it and never miss the
money. Decorate and make your homes
comfortable; the young folks will appreciate and help pay for it. Ft pays every
time to keep the young folks at home
and surrounded by good home influences.
The goods shall be just as represented in
every instance, and delivered in yonr
Iiuuava ucr ui

mons

tnui

‘Sarnia28th January.
SERVICE:
Eor Avoamoutli Doclt (Direct).

CORNER

12th December. I

Bate, of

Return. $00
Intermediate$30
Return at lowest rates
.$13
Steerage
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO..
Foot of India Street.
dec8dtf
..

..

international

WANTED—To sell the best selllarge
profits and sure to sell. For particulars address
R. M. GORDON, Lewiston. Maine.22-tf

AGENTS
ing household articles vet invented;

money in It; an article
very popular with ladies; enclose stamp.
J. C. BA It DWELL, Faxton, Mass.22-4

AGENTS—Agents;

FOR SALE.
SALE—Bamboo outs and tips for easels
G. L.
and curtain-poles, at low prices.
BAILEY, 221 Middle Street.20-1

FOR

also pressed hay

FOB

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHH N. B„ HALIFAX, N. S.
—

AND ALL PARTS OF

—

Brunswick, IN ova Seotin, Prince Edwards Island, and Cnpe Breton.
ARRANGEMENT.
WINTER
Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 5.00 P. M., for EASTPORT and ST.
JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. cyFreight receivea upto 4.00 F. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company’s Office, First National Bank
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen'l Manager.
Building.
New

Portland.,

Branch Store of the Great House

Furnishing Store,
827 Washington St., Boston,

Nassau Hall,

MANAGER.
janaictH

OPEN EVERY EVENING.

Montreal and

1.30 p.

<’hicngo,1.30

m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston asd
Auburn, 8.26 a. ra.
12.05, 3.15 and 6.60 p. m.
From Gorham, 9.40 a. m. and 7.00 p. m..
mixed.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.05 p. 111.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. nt.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train an
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:

35

Exchange St.,

and Depot Foot cf India Street.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES
TO

—

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cinctnuati, Hi. I.ouis, Omaha, Hagi*
unw. Hi. Paul, Halt Lake City,
Denver, Han Francisco,
and all points in the

West and Southwest.

Northwest,

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDgAr, G. P. A.,
oc!2dtf_J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

Ruinford Falls and Bnekfield Railroad.
Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oct. 12,1885.
Connections via Grand Trunk Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. ni., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.46 a. Bland Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m., arrives In Buckfleld at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 p.

m.

Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.16
m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Bos-

a.

ton.

Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld for
West Sumner, Chase’s Mills and Turner; at Caaton for Peru, Dlxfleld, Mexico and Kumford Falls;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
octOdtf
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.

MAINE “CENTRAL RAILROAD
On and after

TUESDAY, Dec. lit,
1885, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:
For Baiagor, Kiln worth, nt. Denert Ferry.
Vaneehot-n Ml. Inhn
IluISfll«
and
lh«
Provinces, (St. Stephen tend Aroostook
County, 1.20 p m., via Lewiston, 1.25 and
til.15 p. hi., via Augusta; and fur Bar Harbor, and Bangor & Piscataquis B. R.,
til.15 p. in., for Skowhegan, Belfast and
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, til. 16p. m.; Waterville,
7.10 a. in., 1.20,1.25, til. 16 p, m.; and on Saturdays only at 6.15 p. in.; for Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner and Brunswick, 7.10 a.
m., 1.26, 6.16,111.15 p. m.; Bath, 7.10 a. m.,
1.26, 5.16 p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.16
Bockland and Knox and Lincoln
R., 7. 10 a. in., 1.25 p. m.; Alburn and
Lewiston at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 6.00 p. m.; Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m.. til. 16 p.
m.; Farmington, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Oakland nail North Anson, 1.20 p. m.;
Farmington via Brunswick, 7.10 a. in.

&!«.;

and 1.25 p.

m.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

All trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
tThe 11.16 p. in. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m.: the day trains from Banand all intermediate stations and connectafterlg roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. in.; the
noon trains from Waterville,
Augusta, Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 5.45 p. in.; the night
Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. m.
Limited Ticket*, first and second clam, for
all point* in the Province* on *nie at re-

Sor

duced rates.

For NEW YORK.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

SALE—To hang in the window, Christian cards; moral and instructive; sent anyAddress the PORTLAND
where for 10 cents.
NOVELTY CO., P. 0. Box 1539, Portland, Me.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at G p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, JR.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

Piano in firstChamber Set
order;
and
walnut
with black
ope Pine Chamtrimmings,
ber Set, with spring beds each. Prices reasonable.
Can be seen at 173 NEAL ST.19-1
SALE—One seven Octave
also one Chestnut
class

FOR

18-4

SALE—At WAY & SCANLAN’S, corner
traverse runner pungs,
pungs; also 1 Concord wagon low for

FOR
Fore & Cotton Sts.,

single

imner

cash.

1

_18

SALE OR RENT—A small house on
Leonard St., Deering. Terms reasonable. En52 CARLETON ST.1C-1
at
quire

FOR

PENGS FOR SALE—Two
two horse peddlers’ pungs with pole and
shafts; will be sold very low. HORSE and CARRIAGE MART, Plum St.15-1

PEDDLERS’

SALE—3 set heavy team harness, suitable for lumbering or any heavy teaming.
JAS. G. McGLAGFLlN, Harness Manufacturer,

FOR

61 Preble

St.15-2

SALE—Good single sleigh, will be sold
at a very low figure if called for at once.
15-1
WM. ALLEN, JR., 28 Exchange St.

FOR

SALE—A new traverse runner pung,
D. Jordan’s make; venr cheap. WM. A.
13-1
JORDAN, at Chamberlin & Homated’s.

FOR

Boston? Philadelphia
From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
’sailing vessel.
the
West by the Penn. R. R., and
for
Freights
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Bound Trip $18.
Pnssage $10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Eong Wharf, Boston*
31dtf
■

“ALLAtSLLINE.

LET—Pianos both upC. K. HAWES, 177 Mid-

SALE
FOR
right and square.

OR TO

dle

19-1

St._
SALE OR TO

LET—House No.

259

Brackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquireof JOHN
FOR
P.
3 OMarket St.1-tf
HOBBS,

novl4

dtf

Nneo, IVIninc.
TO

LET.

EET—Furnished house in the westerly
part ot the city; sunny exposure and centrally
located. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48V!> Exchange St.

TO

’19-1

EET—A very

TO
rooms.
3.

desirable tenement of seven

Apply at 385 CONGItESS ST., room
19-1

Spring
Apply at

EET—The upper tenement in 311

TO St.; sunny exposure; good repair.

HOUSE.__15-1
BENT—A two story brick house containing nine rooms and bath room in good repair, large yard suitable for a garden connected
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48V2 Exwith above.
ehange St.12-1

FOB

EET—1 rent Cor. of Federal and Hampshire St., 1 rent 168 Uauforth St., 1 rent 41
Newbury St. A. D. BOYD, 1G1 Newbury St., or
303 Fore St.
_12-1

TO

Nos. 31 and

building,
3 sides, ele33 Pearl street, 05x70, light
TO
if desired; also
vator and steam heat and
EET—Second floor of

on

power
floor, 65x50, will be ready March 1st.
7-tf
320 Fore St.

third

MEGQUIER & JONES, No.

with three good bench-

shop
Inmortise machine and circular
TOes,
288
Commercial
of A. K. P.
EET—Joiner’s

saw.

LEIGHTON,

quire

street.

4tf

1885.

IIO

EET—On Vine St.

TO

To Let.
street,

Winter Arrangements.

Liverpool

nnd

From Liverpool!
via Halifax. |
THURSDAY,
Jan. 14
21
.“ 28
Feb. 11
25

1886.

Portland 8ervice.

Portland
via Halifax.

From

I
j

otfjmi™
ol lamer,

THURSDAY,
Feb. 4
SARMATIAN.
11
Peruvian.
18
Polynesian.
4
March
Caspian.
18
Circassian.“

Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
$50 to *80; intermediate, *30; steerage, *20.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
dtf
nov28

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT AND MACHIAS LINE.
Two Trips Per Week—Winter Arrangements tor 1888.

swift sea-going steamer LONGFELLOW, Capt. G. A. Hopkins, will leave Portland
and Friday Evening, at 11
Tuesday
every
o’clock, or on arrival of 7 p. m. train from Boston
over B. & M. It. K., touching at Rockland, where
connections are made for landings on Penobscpt
Bay and River with Boston & Bangor S. S. Co.;
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West and Bar
Harbors, (Mt, Desert,) Mt. Desert Ferry, connecting with morning train from Bangor, &c., Millbndge and .Tonesport, arriving at Maehiasnort
early in the evening. RETURNING, leave Machiasport every Monday and Thursday Morning at
4 o’clock, touching as above, connecting at Mt.
Desert Ferrv with trains for Boston, &c.. and at
Rockland with steamers of Boston & Bangor Line
for Boston, and arriving in Portland at midnight,
(usually connecting with Pullman Express for
Boston and the West. Freight taken at usual
rates and forwarded with despatch. Tickets and
staterooms on board. For further information apply to agents at the various Landings.
E. CUSHING, Manager,
Railroad Wharf, Portland, Me.
janSdtf
The

A STANDARD MEDICAL WORK

EET —Lower rent inhouse on Douglass St.;
eightrooms, six on the flat, Sebago water;
rent 89.
inquire of GEO. W. BURNHAM, 1091
Congress St.
_29-2
W. Ruby’s Saloon, 25 Pearl St.
STABEE

STEAMSHIP LINE.

DIRECT

FOR YOUNG AND MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
ONLY 81 BY MAIL, POSTPAID.

Inquire

at
29-tf

occupied

Exchange
STORE
by L. C. Young ; possession given October 1.
of JOHN P. THOMAS, No. 151 Middle
No. 47

Enquire
street

now

_aug29d

noons

bath

TOroom, hot and cold water.22-4
rilO

L

ply

EET—The spacious chambers over B. B.
Farnsworth & Co. For full particulars apWOODMAN, TRUE & CO._21-tf

to

furnished rooms,

nicely
at 202 CUMBERLAND ST. 19-1
TOwith boardpleasant,
with or
EET—Furnished lodging
Portland Company. Inboard,
110without
of J. C. WOODMAN. 105y2 Exchange St.,
EET—2

rooms

near

quire
or

of

LAURA TRIBLER, 61 Fore St.

19-1

TO

front room, up one flight; also a
pleasant room suitable for two gentlemen,

null

UUtUU U UC3UCU

EET—A

LAU.WIUt,

UUtll IV'VIII

wvouui

furnished room, with furstoir, at
piano fortes
at
low
114%
to let at a very
Exchange
figure,
18-1
St., atW.P. HASTINGS’S Warerooms.

finely
heat and gas; in the second
TO
No. 22 Wilmot St. Also two 7-octave
LET—A

nace

LET- A furnished front room, heated and
or without board, suitable for
or two young men.
Inquire
gentleman
14 BROWN STREET.10-1
BUSINESS CHANCES.
real estate,
business
kinds;
patents; various manufacturing business; desirable lodging
houses too numerous to mention; also have a farm
to exchange for lodging house, personal property
COOPER & STEVENS, No. 3
or real estate.
21-1
Tremont Row, Room 16, Boston.

great variety
FOU
exchange;
farms, Ac., for sale
several fine
chances of all
SALE—A

Great Medical Work on Manhaori,
Exhausted Vitality. Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and untold miseries resulting from indiscretion
A book for every man, young, midor excesses.
dle aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions
for all acute and chronic diseases, each one of
which is invaluable. So found by the Author,
whose experience for 23 vears is such as probably
300
never before fell to the lot of any physieian.
pages, bound in beautiful Freneli Muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaranteed to be a finer
work in every sense—mechanical, literary and
professional—than any other work sold in this
country for 32.50, or the money will he refunded
in everv instance. Price onlv 81.00 bv mail. Dostpaid, illustrative sample u cents. Send now.
Gold medal awarded tlie author by the National
Medical Association, to the President of which
the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers of
the Board the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It
will beneiit all.—London Lancet.
There is no member ol society to whom the Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth, par
rent, guardian, instructor or clergyman—Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Ur.
\V. H. Parker, No. 4 Bullinch Street, BostoD,
Mass., who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases that nave baffled nr A t the
skill of all other physicians a speciAUj AUaltv
Such treated successfully with-mu vQTT D
out any instance of failure. A HI QJ-iAil
Mention this paper.jau31eod&wly
A

to let.

EET—Rooms at 72 FEDERAL ST.;

IMPORTED

of

SAliE—One of the finest and best established job printing offices, run by steam
power, doing a big cash business with orders
ahead, net profit last year about §2,000, very low
rent, fine opening for a man with capital that understands the business. COOPER & STEVENS.
21-1
No. 3 Tremont Row, Room 16, Boston.

FOB

LOST

AND FOUND.
leather hand

bag,
Congress
LOST—On
containing pocket book in which
The finder will be rewarded
small sum of
a

a

was

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOB SALK

fiY

R. STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE ST.,
Also General

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

ManagersJor^New

England for the

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
FROM

IIABBINOIN. MAINE

money.

by leaving

at

THIS OFFICE.15-1

between the Eastern

evening,
LOST—Sunday
Depot and tlie corner of
either State

Sts.,

on

Emery and Spi ing
Spring St, a bunch of keys.
suitably rewarded by leaving

MRS. A. B. POOLE,

or

The finder will be
them at THIS OFFICE.14-1

night between Exchange St.
and Atlantic St., a pocket book containing a

LOST—Monday

of money and papers. The finder will be
warded by leaving it at 64 ATLANTIC ST.
sum

re-

Cabinet
place to get 2 elegant
HARRIS §
or Panel Photos for §1.00 at
GALLERY, 518 Congress St., opposite Mechanics

FOUND-The

METAPHYSICIAN !
—

WILL BE AT

—

58 BROWN STREET,
PORTLAND,

HALL._14-“
to

buy Wedding Cake

place
is at DEERING'S Bakery,
FOUND—The
best

PASSENGER TRAIN (SERVICE,
effect Sunday, October 11, 1885*

in

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS

LEAVE PORTLAND

For Boston at 6.15,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland 8.30 a. in.. 1.00,3.30 p. m.
Senrboro and Pine Point
8.40 a. m.,
3.30, 5.45 p. ni. Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford and Kenuebunk 6.15, 8.40 a. m.. 12.30,
3.30, 5.45 p. m. Wells Beach 6.15, 8.40 a. m.,
3.30 p. m, North Berwick, Great Falls, Doand
ver, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence
Lowell, 6.16, 8.40 a. ra., 12.30, 3.30 p. in.
Rochester, Farmington and Alton Bay
8.40 a. m., 12.30. 3.30 p. m., Manchester and
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a.m.,
3.30 p. m.; via Lawrenos, 8.40 a. m.
•The 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. m. connects with

6.15,

Rail Lines to points West and South; the 12.30
with Sound Lines for New Y'ork.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,46 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m., and Boston at 8.30 a. ra. and
1.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS
for Boston 1.00, 4.15 p. m.; arrive 5.30,8.45 p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Boston at 2.00 and 19.00 a. m., tl.00 and
*6.00 p. m. Returning Leave Boston at 7.30
and 9.00 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. ni. For
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00
p.m. For Portsmouth and Newbnryport at
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m. For
Amesbnry 9.00 a. m. and 6.00 p. m. For Salem
and Lynn at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00
p. in. PC LLMAN CARS on above trains.
tThe 9.00 a. m. and 1.00 p. m. trains connect
with Rail Lines to South and West.
tThe 6.00 p. m. train connects with night train
1U1

11CW

XVIIV.

Through Tickets to all points South and W*st
tor sale at Portland Depot Tichot Office*,
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Eickaage
Street,

D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FUHBER, Gen’l Manager.

jan5dtf

R. R.

BRIDGTON & SAGO Rl

Commencing Oct. 5, 1885.
Leave Portland (P. & O. R. R.).....'9.00
Bridgton Junction.10.35
Bridgton, arrive.11.36
Leave Bridgton. 7.66

3.00
4.46
6.46
3.20

6.56
Portland, arrive.10.40
W. F. PERRY, Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.
oct5dtt

Portland and Worcester Line.
Portland & Rochester R. R.

ARRANGEMENT-OF

9

TRAINS.

On and after Monday, Oct. 19,
1885, Passenger Trains will leave

Portland at 7.30 a. m., and
1.05 p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p. m. and 7.27 p. m. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.06 a. m. ana 11.16
a. m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 5.46

&m.

or Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitckburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham and Epping
at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North

at 1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, Springrnle, Alfred, Waterboro and 8aco River, 7.30 a. m., 1.05
m. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Returning,
iave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.20 a.
m. and 3.40 p. m.. arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. 111., 1.26 p. in. and 6.46 p. m.
For Gorham, Nnccarnpps, Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford’s at 7.30
a. m., 1.05, 6.20, and mfxed at *6.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. in. from Portland connects at Ayer
Junct. with *1 ooshc Tunnel Route for the
West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line and nil rail,
via Springfield, also with N. Y. & N. E. R. K

R.

(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Washington, and the 8outh, anu
Albany R. R. for the West.
Close cennection made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central R. It.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk H. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and Sonth
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent. Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
with Boston &

14-1

ISAAC C.ATKINSON

Quebec,

HALVE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

nov20__dtf

depot, 'Steep Falls,

St.,

& CO.,

Gorham,

m.

For

FOR

near

a

6. A. Atkinson

For

p.

Experiment not successful. Steamer will make
last trip Dec. 16th.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E, BOOTHBY,Gen’IPass. and Ticket Agl
uoSOdtf
Portland, November 30,1885.

cheap;
FOR
by the ton or bale. B. M. JENNESS,
Me.19-1

or

IAL

LIEF;
IN FACT,
AS
A
NEURALGIA
CURESFOR
IT HAS NEVER FAILED.

1‘nasnge

Cabin.$50 and $80.. Return.. $60 and $150

STEAMSHIP CO.,

TOlighted,andwith
wife

Pearl & Middle Sts.,

8th December
Texas|30th December

Dominion

—

SALE—1 horse

pg&

|

STEAMERS.

November,!

AGENTS WANTED.

modations. For further particulars enquire at 106
PARK ST., (Park St. Block.)14-1

DONNELL BUILDING,

[

Avonrnouth
21st

dW&S3w

n t" iiatc au cuui

stock to select from at

Toronto
‘Oregon

BRISTOL

re-

jau21

17th December.
31st December,
14th January.

manu-

a

Address,

|

‘Sarnia

1886.

to take
represent
MANfacturer;
$50 per week; small capital
BOX 79, Acton, Mass.

quired.

p^and.

STEAMERS.

7th January,

one

dozen, $2.50; one gross, per express, C. O. D.,
14-3
$25. Special Rates to Ageale.

office and

|

Liverpool
20th November,
10th December,
24tli December.

188J,

Oct. 14,
follows t

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn auit Lewiston, 7.05 a. m.,11.15
and 5.20 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.20 a.m. and 4. 00 o. m., mixed.

ports.

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.

double tlie illuminating power ol fuel gas. xms
Is an established scientific fact, and at once apparent to all. The opening between the two nipples effects a combustion of 50 per cent, of the

On nntl after MONDAY,
trains will run as

Canada.

DOMINION LINE.

_

STOVES AND RANGES

California,

1885-6-WISTER ARRAXGEMEXTS-1885 6

as we

THOMAS’ ECLECTRIC
OIL

THERIA,

WANTED—A competent girl in small

GIBE
family. Inquire at new house, corner Wes18-1
tern Promenade and Bramliall street.

and every description of House Furnishings at prices that will move our goods,

YORK.

A COLD
AND
HER
LUNGS.

tence for worms,
ments ; the best restorative and tonic in the world.
553 CONGRESS ST., corner of Oak.18-1

MATRESSES,
FOR^ALE.
TANNERY, in first-class order,
old established Belting and Supply
with
STEAM
FEATHER BEDS,
trade, safe and profitable investment. Only reafor selling, to close an estate.
SPRING BEDS,
J. W. BEATTY & CO.,

18 BEAVER STREET,

OF
ON

to

owners

remedy
coughs, colds, digestive derange-

dition

HAIR

1885.

Right,

marlO

and cattle

try
WANTED—Horse
Sherman Hunter’s Celebrated Scotch Conin exisPowders, the most certain

CHANCE OF TIME.

Japan, China,.

Office._19-1

a

you demand a Benson’s Capcine Plaster of a
druggist, to expect to receive one. Yet there are,
we regret to
say, a few druggists of the Cheap John
variety who will try to persuade you to accept
some worthless substitute with a similar sounding

NEW

12. This

S.

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA.

—

To

son

when

name, such

SUITS,

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

man

more

WS&Mtf

janlS

WANTED—By

young

we

ALL WOOL CARPET

TREMONT and FOREST CITY
will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m„ and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
ocltf
J. B. COYLE, Jr., Manager.

living fit home
a situation as bookkeeper, assistant bookor
where
I
can
make
clerk,
myself useful;
keeper,
will work for small pay; good reference. Address
a

owning

New York.
Cld at Hong Kong Dec 27, ship Palmyra, Mmot,
San Francisco.
,,
Ar at Trapani Dec 27, sch Jas B Jordan, Martin, Tarragona.
„„
Sid fm Cardiff 20th Inst, ship Virginia, Allen
Rio Janeiro.
Sid fm Rio Grande do Sul Dec 18, sch b John,
Matthews, Pernambuco.
Ar at Puuta Rosa 8tli iust, sch Julia S Bailey,
Gould, New York.
Sid fin Ponce 7th inst, sch Hattie Turner, Keen,

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

at 60s for

Pure.

Absolutely

Foreian Ports.
Shangliae, Jan. 21, ship Vigilaut, Gould,

SAVANNAH, Jan. 22,1880-Cotton is steady;
middling 8%c.
CHARLESTON, Jan. 23,1886.—Cotton quiet;
middling 9c.
MEMPHIS,Jan. 22,1886.—Cotton is firm; middling 8%c.

new mess

POWDER

Ipswich.

—

Provisions,&c.—Pork,

WHITER PRICES.

—

Smith,

FARE $1.00

capable girl to do general
WANTED—A
housework. Enquire at 179 CUMBER-

Remedy to

FROM OCR CORRESPONDENT.

FRANCISCO, Jan. 22. 1880,-Tlie followclosing official quotations of minmu stocks

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Jan. 22. 1886.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, Sic.:
Pork—Long cut 13 00; short cuts 13 25; backs
13 50; light backs 12 60; lean ends 13 00® 13 25;
pork tongues $13@13 25; prime mess at 312 25®
12 75 ;extra prime at 9 75®S10 25; mess, old, at
10 75® 11 00; do new at $12 00; Western prime
mess pork at 10 75® 11 75.
Lard 6%@6%e 4> lb m tierces;7%@7%c in 10ib pails; 7Vs@7%c in 5-ib pails; 7%®8c in 3-lb

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
r

from Macbias for Florida, with lumber for a hotel,
put in here 17th for shelter.

Mining Stocks.

Hale & Norcross.
Con. Cal. & Va.
Bodie Con.
Eureka...

ANDJOMMERGIAL

PORTLAND, Jan. 21, 188G.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations fd
Flour, Grain, Provisions, Ac.:

Augustine.
OWL’S HEAD, Jan J 8—Barque Signal, Pressev,

2 25

“Bread is the
good bread »NM ] 1 ."5®3 75.
always be made by using the Congress Yeast Pot?' j
Hog's—Receipts 2,900; shipments'GOO; steady
der which was never known to spoil a batch of 1 on heavy grades, closing weak; rough and mixed
3 60@4 05 ;packing and shipping at 4 05@4 40;
at
flour.
| ligllt 3 35®3 95; skips 2 50@3 45.
Sheep—Receipts 5000; shipments 1000; steady;
natives 2 23®5 00; Western 2 50@4 25; Texans
liead 4 00@5 75.
2 oo ^C 80. Lambs
staff of life” and

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
WISCASSET. Jan 20—Ar, sch Lewis R French,
Newman, Boothbay.
Jan 21—Sid, sell Win F Collins, Higgms, for St

00

(By Telegraph.)
SAN

would respectfully call the attention of
all the housekeepers to our enormous
stock of House Furnishing Goods at this
our Branch store, which we are offering
at

,,

Eureka... 2 20

“L^S®,isr??™5SI

continued the member,
letter from a citizen of my district, v,
me to write to the American Minister
and get him an Italian queen beo.”

FRIDAY, Jan. 22.

are

21-1

ST._

or

Arrived.
Steamer Dallas, (U S) Barre, coastwise.
Steamer Woodbury, (U S) Deane, eastward.
Sch Luta Price, Prince, New York for St John.
Sch Sower, Dickson. New York for St John, NB
Sch Lottie B, Domain. New York for St John.
Sch J Walter Scott, Branscomb, Provincerown
for St John, NB.
T
vs
Sch Sabyina, Urquhart, Boston for St John, NB.
Sch Harvester, (Br) McLaughlin, St John, NB,
for New York.
Schs Druid,' Odell, and Lynx, Finley, St John,
NR for New York.
Schs Lillie E F'inley, and Frank & Willie, Brown
St John. NB. for New York.
Schs Nellie Parker, Corbett, and Eri, fheall,
St Jolin, NB, for New York.
Sell Senator Grimes, Warr, Calais for New York
In the Offing, barque Gaspee, (Br) Pinkey, Buenos Ayres via Bermuda, (and put out at sunset).

Colorado Coal.23 00
Quicksilver. 0 50

STEAMERS.

lady of experience wishes a
situation as nurse. Apply 14 MECHANIC

WANTED—Baker

NEWBi

Cleared.
Steamship Dominion, (Br) Walls, Bristol, E,
via Liverpool-D Torrance & Co.
Brig Hattie M Bain, McDonald, Norfolk—LC
Cummings &Co.

BOSTON

ingrowtreatment of corns, outgrowing joints
ing nails. Outgrowing joints a specialty. Will
without
extra
charge,
desired
if
call at residence
Corns removed for 25 cents._21-1

House. As good day board
as can be found for the price; twenty-five
cent dinners a specialty; also one room to let.
BAKER HOUSE, 26 Free St.19-1

PORT OF PORTLAND.

New York

do

Sl Com

Ms0e^ay.:.:.-^ Height.-};;; gg§!S
MARINE

WANTED.—Ladles
Sherman still remains at 42 South street, in
and

WANTED—A

Sunrises.7.08 hi,,),water).
water
....•1.11
Sunsets.4.38 Higl1

Canton.
Central Iowa. 18
Erie 2ds
90%
Long Island.
81%
Central Pacific lsts .113%
Denver Si II. Gr. lsts.1167/s
Kansas lsts, Den div.113
Oregon Nav. lsts.112
Lehigh; & Wilkesbarre.104
Fort Wayne.145

Homestake.’.24 00
Ontario.29 00
Horn Silver... 3 75
Caledonia. B. H. 2 00

B. A. Atkinson

BA1LB«U».

MTJEA9IJER8.

know that Mrs. Dr,

to

KIHIaTURM ALMaNaC... JaNUARV tlST

88

Mining Stocks.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,Jan. 22. 1880.—The [following
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

..Feb

WANTED.

ri'RNITXBE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

|

■ ■

Lake Erie & West
14%
Manhattan Elevated.120%
Metropolitan El.150
Union Pacific stock
50%
Central Pacific. 40%
Hannibal & St. Jo. 38

it! QTWltllAP

"Now,”

York..Liverpool..

4
4
4
4
6
6
6
G
9

Wyoming.New
Finance.New York..Rio Janeiro Feb
10
Philadelphia.New York.. Laguayra.. Feb

pref.101%

1st

setting stitches

Cure forCroup.—Use Dr.Thoiaas’s Eclectria
Oil according to directions. It is tl le best remedy
for all sudden attacks of colds, pat u and inflammation, and for injuries.

....

Essex.131,

_

Doing any one
and plaiting frills-puts a key inti > one’s hand to
different secret;
the opening of some other quite
and we caidnever know what may come out of the
T.
Whit
D.
ney.
meanest drudgery.—A.

Rheatia
.New York..Hamburg ..-Feb
Gallia .New York.. Liverpool... Feb
of
Berlin
New Yolk. .Liverpool. .Feb
City
Feb
Niagara.New York Havana
Main.New York.. Bremen....... Frb

Northern Pacific. ?S1/8
do pref. 58
Oregon ..101%
Richmond & Danville. 78
Adams Express.140
American Express.101%
U. S. Express. 01
Wells. Fargo Express."H?.
Louisville & Nasn. 88%
St Paul & Omaha.. 37%
do pref.100%
Union Pacific 1st.llo
do Land Grants
.105%
do Sinking Funds.121 Vi
St Louis & San Fran. 20%
do pref. 44 %

"Good gracious! What’s the matter Charles?”
said Mrs. Clamwhopper.
“That accursed parrot!” ejaculated the suffering man.
"I hope you haven’t hurt the dear bird.”
“No, but the dear bird has bit a piece out of
my Auger.
“Great goodness, I hope it dl> In't bite it clean
out.”
“Yes, it did.”
“I wish you-would he more careful Charles.
The man I bought that bird fron 1 told me not to
let it taste meat under any circumstances. Poor
Polly. Polly want a cracker?”

thing well—even

Cienfuegos.New York..Cienfuegos. .Feb
Alps.New York Havana...- Feb
Celtic.New York..Liverpool ...Feb

Cedar Rapids. 70
40%
Canada Southern..
&
Chesapeake Ohio. H
18%
1st preferred
Del. & li ud. Canal. 88%
Del., Lack. & West. 110%
Den & Rio Grande. 16%
4%
E. Tenn., V. &
8
do pref.
Houston & Texas. 82
Kansas & Texas.29%
108%
Missouri Pacific.
Mobile & Ohio.. J3

Burlington

390 Congress St.
29-3m

4th.
EVERY OTHER WEEK FROM JAN’Y‘-’O'111
jano

ootl2dtf

,1. W. PRTF.RS

Portland and

Snnt.

Ogdensburg R. R.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commenciig Monday,

Oct. 5,1885,

until further notice Passenger Trains wHl
Leave Portland as follows: f*.#« a. m., for
Vnbvana, Bvlhlehrui, LililfWs, !.»■«••
ter, Woodnvilfe, Montpelior, gl. Johuebury, Newport, Burlington, OwsstM,
Ogdennhurg, and all points on connecting
3.00

p. m.,

stations.

for

Bartlett and intermediate
_.

_

ABBITAIS.

10.40 a. m., fjom Bartlett and way stations.
3.33 p. ni., from Stwanton, Burlington and
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Sunt.
oc3dtt
October 3,188S.

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland, State of Maine, January 15, A. I). 1886.
In case of EDWARD W. SMITH, Insolvent Debtor.

is to give notice, that on the fifteenth
day of January, A. D. 1886, a Warrant in InC. Peabody, Judge of
solvency was issued by
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cum-

THIS

Henry

berland, against the estate of said
EDWARD W. SMITH, of Otisfield,
to he an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
adjudged
said Debtor, which petition was filed oa tbe
fifteenth day of January, A. D. 1886, to which
date interest on claims is to he computed.
That tbe payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of Ills estate, will be held at a Court of Inin
solvency to be liolden-ftt Probate Court Room
said Portland, on the first day of February, A. D.
1886, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writE. N. JORDAN,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Couit of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

jan!6&23

FISTULA!^ "Sfiasrsags
1 Ik) 1 U Ufa D
Harvard, 1842.) and ROBERT
M. RUED (M. D., Harvard, 18.b,)
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THE PRESS.
SATURDAY MORNING, JAN. 28.

PORTLAND AND
NEW

VICINITY.
TO-BA1T.

AI»VEBTI*EMENTS
SPECIAL NOTICES.

Kid Glove

List—Bines Brothers.

AMUSEMENTS.

Lecture—Kev. O. F. Waltze.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Closing Out Sale—Millett & Little.
Neck Ties—Owen, Moore & Co.

Wanted—Machinist.

Bargains—Robert F. Somers

& Co.
Kid Glove Sale—Rines Brothers.
New Goods—Brown, the Shoe Dealer.
To Let—Rooms.
Merry’s Spring Hats—Merry, the Hatter.
Wanted—B. F. Whiiney.
•
For Saturday—Owen, Moore & Co.
Notice is Hereby Given—2.
Proposals for Bonds—Portland Trust Co.

WINSLOW’S
Advice to Mothers.—MRS.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children arc cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
cherub
relieving the child from pain, and the little
awakes as “bright as a buttou.’’ It is very pleassoftens the
ant to taste. It sootlies the child,
the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates
for diarbowels, and is the best known remedy
or other
rhoea, whether arising from teething
causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

janl6_SM&W&wly

testimonial
Balsam
we publish of Adamson’s Botanic Cough
of live thousreward
is genuine. We will pay a
and dollars for evidence proving otherwise in a

‘#5,000 reward. Every

single

The "Pink Tea Party” at High St. Church
vestry, last evening, was a great success.
A court martial is now in progress at Fort

Preble.
Mr. Wm. Sawyer of Windham was hurt by
being thrown from his team in Cape Elizabeth.
The llev. Geo W. Field, I). I)., of Bangor,
will preach in High St. Church to-morrow
Hon. Nathan Cleaves delivered a very instructive lecture to the law students last
evening on the subject of “Fire Insurance.”
Judge Goddard has filed exceptions in the
case of Marshal Andrews vs. the City of
Portland.
The disabled revenue cutter Woodbury was
towed into this port by the revenue cutter
Dallas yesterday afternoon.
The Mechanic Blues will have a grand masquerade ball February 16th, at City Hall,
with music by Grimmer.
Members of the Maine Pedagogical Society
will remember to meet at Reception Hall,
City Building, this morning at 9 o’clock.
Rev. Mr. Daniels of the 2d Parish and the
Rev. Mr. Bayley of State Street Church will
exchange pulpits to-morrow morning.
Rev. Mr. Halleck will give his third lecture
at Williston Church to-morrow night at 7

o’clock; subject, “The Governor’s Pardon,”
The Cumberland Rowing Association will
give a dance at Army and Navy hall, Thurs.
day evening, Jan. 28th, with music by Grimmer.

meeting of the Portland
Montgomery Guards ot eight o'clock this
There will be a

case.

“F. W. KINSMAN & CO., Augusta, Me."4
MW&S&w
Jau 18
_

At 10 o’clock a. m. today, F. O. Bailey & Co.
will sell at rooms No. 18 Exchange street, by
order of mortgagee, chamber sets, carpets, crockstoves, lounges,
ery, glass and plated ware,
chairs, bedding, mattresses, kitchen ware, &c.
See auction column.

Splendid cargo of Oysters received by Timmons
& Hawes this day. Send in your orders—barrels,
bushels or gallons. Providence Rivers a specialty.
Clams by the barrel or fresh opened by the gallon.
dlw
janl9
H ever there was a specific for any one complaint, then Carter’s Little Liver Pills arc a specific for sick headache, and every woman should
know this. One pill a dose.
_

d&wlw

Jau 19

Sunday Services.
Chestnut St. M.E.

Chukch.—Kev. J.W. Bash-

ford,pastor,will preach at 10.30 a.m.fPreaching at
Sun3 p. m. by Rev. W. F. Berry, of Woodfords.
day School at l .so p. m. Young People’s meeting

evening at their armory to take action

the

Berry, of Woodford’s M. E.

W. F.

and Dr. Bashford, of Chestnut St.
M. E. Church, will exchange next Sunday
afternoon.
Remember the youths' concert at the Mission to-night. Exercises consist of readings,

Church,

recitations, dialogues and singing; also, a
number of stereoscopic views will be thrown
on canvas by the aid of a magic lantern.
Rev. A.W. Little will next Sunday evening

preacii
ouua

a

special

uj.

a

for the benefit of the

sermon

--

«um

ed with St. Paul’s

(Episcopal) Church.

All

young men are cordially invited.
There was a slight fire at the residence of
Dr. Sarah E. Palmer on Congress St. Thursday morning. Some hot ashes had been
thrown into.a wooden receptacle in the woodshed and it took fire. The flames were ex-

Social service at 7 p. m.
Ci.aiik Memorial M. E. Church—Woodfords.
Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. Preaching at 2.30
p. m. by Rev. J. W. Bashtord, of Portland. Voting
people’s meeting at 0.15 p. m. Praise and prayer
meeting at 7.00 p. m.
Messiah—(Univeralist).
Church or the
_c.G„.,riooc t/v_iiinrrnvv
Ht

tinguished with a pail of water.
At the New High Street Church to-morrow
evening the Bev. Mr. Dunham will deliver
the third of his course of Sunday evening lectures ; subject, “What are the great distinct-

Cliosen;

The

at 6 p. m.

«

«i

n_i_

10.30a. in., subject: Election.
Evening subject; The Commandants—Prohibition.
Congress Square Church.—(First UuiversalServices at
1st,) Rev. Henry Blanchard, pastor.
10.30 a. in. Sunday School at 12.15 p. m.
The

Preacliiug
Congress Street M. E. CnuRCH
Sunday
at 10.30 a. in. and 3 p. ni. by the pastor.
School at 1.30 p. in. Prayer meeting at 7.p. in.
Preaching by Rev.
First Baptist Church.
A K P Small. I). 1)., jiastor, at 10.30 a. m. SunSchool at 12 m. Social prayer meeting at 7
—

—

day

m.

p.

First Parish Church.—(Unitarian.) Congress street. Rev. Thomas Hill, D. D., pastor.
Services at 10.80 a. m. and 7.30 p. in.
First Presbyterian Church.—Williams’s
Hall. Sunday School at 2 p. in. Preaching at 3
p. m. and 7.30 p. ill. by Rev. J. It. Grosser.
Friends Meeting.—Oak St. Services at 10.30
All are invited.
a. m. Prayer meeting 7.30 p. m.
Free St. Baptist Church—rrcacliiug at 10.30
a. m. by Rev. A. T.
Dunn, pastor. Praise and
conference meeting at 7 p. til. Sunday School at
close of morning service.
Gospel Mission—Congress Hall. Rev. S. F.
Pearson, pastor. Consecration service 0 a. ill.
Sabbatli school 10.30 a. m. Preaching by pastor
at 3 p. m. Gospel Service 7.16 p. ill.
High Street Church.—Rev.W. H. Fenn, D.D.
pastor, will preach to-morrow at 10.30 a. in. and
7 p. ni. Sunday School at 12 m.
New Jerusalem Church,New High St. Rev.

H.C.Dunham,minister. Divine worship and preaching every Sunday at 10.30 a. ni. Sunday School at

Tomorrow at 7 p. m., the Rev. Mr. Dunham will deliver the third of his course of Lectures, Subject: “What are the great Distinctive
Doctrines” of the New Church? The public and
all strangers are cordially invited.
Pine Street M. E Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School
at 2.30. p. ni. Praise Service at 7.00 p. m., followed by prayer meeting.
Portland Liberal Fraternity meet in
Good Templars’ Hall on Congress street, at 10.30
a. m.
Subject lor discussion will be, “Materialism against Spiritualism.” Miss Cheuery will preside at the organ.
Preble Chapel.
Sunday School at 2 p. ni.
12

m.

—

Preaching at 3
m.
The public

p. m.
are

Temperance meeting
cordially invited.

at 7 p.

Reform Club—A temperance meeting under
the auspices of the Club will be held at their hall,
eorner of Congress and Temple streets, to-morrow
evening, commencing at 7.16 o’clock. All are
cordially invited.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—(Congregational.) Rev. A. H. Wright, pastor. Preaching at
10.30 a. ill. and at 3 p. m. Sunday School at 1.30
p. m. Prayer meeting at 7. p. m.
Locust Sts. Rev. A. W- Little. Rector. Services
(with Sermon) 10.30 a! m., and 7.00 p. in. Sunday
School at 3 p. m.
Second Advent Church.—Preaching by EldWm. H. Mitchell at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. ni. Sunday School at 12 M. Social Service at 7.00 p. in.
Second Parish (Congregational) Church,
Congress. Cor. of Pearl St., Itev. C. H. Daniels,
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 by Rev. Mr. Bayley
(in exchange), and at 3 p.m. E. B. Stillson, agent
of the Maine Bible Society, will deliver an address
and report of his work in tills State. Sabbatli
School at 1.45 p. m. Usual Social Gospel service
at 7 p. m.

State Street Church—Rev. F. T. Bayley;
pastor, Services of worship with preaching a1
10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m. Sunday School at 3 p. m.
Woodford's congreqrational Church—
Preaching by the pastor. Rev. Gluts. A. Marsh,
at 10.30 a. m. Subject, “Hope.” Prayer meeting
at 0.15. Preaching at 7 p. m.
Williston Church, corner Thomas and Carroll streets. Rev. L. II. Halloek will preach at
10.30 a. m.. Ill the evening at 7 Mr. Halloek will
lecture on “The Governor’s Pardon.” Sunday
school at 3 p. m.

Young Men’s Christian Association—Meet
ing fer Young Men only, at 9.00 a. in. Boys’ meet
ing at 4.30 p.m. Gospel meeting for ail classes at
7 p.

ive

doctrines of the new Church?”

public

are

invited.

A tremendous snowslide yesterday afternoon from tlie roof of Thatcher Post Hall, in
Clapp’s Block, did no further damage than to
scare pedestrians and startle two or three
horses. An excellent opportunity for a first
class accident was offered, however.
Easter this year comes as late as possible—
the 25th of April. Tlie earliest possible date
is March 22d. It is 152 years since Easter
was so late, and this will not come again until 1942. Tlie 19th of March will be Ash

Wednesday.
“The Chemistry of a Candle Flame,” fully
illustrated by a great variety of experiments,
will be tiie subjecc upon which Prof. Arthur
B. Morrill of New Britain, Conn., formerly
of Portland, will speak at tlie Boston Young
Men’s Christian Association this evening.

Bath,
shipbuilder, William
Bogers, has just made a contract to build for
Massachusetts parties an 1,100 ton four-masted schooner. This will be good news to the
idle ship carpenters and joiners. Work will
be commenced at once. Tlie vessel will be
completed next June.
At

the veteran

Sarnia, of
Line, Disabled

the

Dominion

at Sea.

W. R. Anthoine for libelant.
Annie Peixotto, libelant, vs. Joseph L. Peixotto.
Libel for divorce. Cause, desertion and non-support. Divorce decreed. Custody of minor children
decreed to libelant.
D. H. Drmnmond for libelant.
Dora Reed, libelant, vs. Oscar M. Reed. Libel
for divorce. Cause, desertion and adultery. On
trial.

S. L. Carlton for libelant.
John C. Cobb for libelee.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Friday—George Jackson, vagabond and idle
person; 30 days in county jail.
Lawrence Castle, intoxication; second offense;
60 days city house of correction.
James E. Cady and Patrick Cady, common nuisance; bound over to the grand jury in the sum of
$500 each.
Timothy J. Twigg, search and seizure; fined
$100 and costs; appealed.
John Howley ana Lawrence Halcrow, scarcli
and seizure; second offence; Halcrow discharged;
Howley lined $100 and costs and six months in
county Jail; appealed.
Art Notes.
In Stubbs’ gallery, Congress square, can
be seen a fine three-quarter length portrait
of Major General Henry G. Thomas, TJ. S.
A., painted by Kettell, the celebrated Philadelphia artist. The General is in full uniform. His head is slightly turned towards
looking, as it were, at the ramthe

right,

parts of Fort Snelling, in the near distance.
The position is good, the pose of the head
is rather thinner
easy, and while the face
than the General’s, the likeness is noticeable. In this connection, we may say, there
is quite a resemblance in the portrait to
Major General W. S. Hancock. The picture
is very solidly painted, and the uniform
bears the little creases in places such as
would naturally occur in the best-fitting
garments. The picture is quite spirited and
one of—we
should judge—Mr. Kettell’s
best efforts. The frame, made by Stubbs, is

beauty.
In the window may be seen

a

small oil

painting of a country road in Canada that is
exceedingly well done. The old houses by
the roadway, the perspective and the atmosphere are very well treated. There is also a
water color of a wrecked schooner at
Cape
Elizabeth that is very deserving. Both of
the
are
work
of
a
these pictures
gentleman
connected with the Allan steamship office in
this city.

_

Portland’s Lumber Shipments.

Of the 34,000,000 of lumber shipped to the
Platte river from Portland during the last
year, 24,000,000 were spruce and 10,000,000
white pine. In 1882, 03 per cent, of all the
spruce lumber received on the Platte river
was shipped from Portland, and in 1885 the
proportion was 73 per cent. The amount of
white pine shipped from this port in 1882 was
18 per cent., and in 1883 it was 151 per cent.,
showing an increase of spruce and a falling
off in the exportation of white pine, while it
is believed that a gain in the latter can be
Indeed, the pine
credited to New York.
that goes to South America is nearly all

shipped mostly from Montreal and New York.
White pine has marially advanced in price.
Canadian,

and is

Have

Expenses

Been Saddled Upon the County.

Marshal Andrews’ Course Severely
Criticized by the Commissioners.

They Refuse

Pre-

Bill

to Allow His

sented to Them.

was re-

ceived here:
Halifax, N. S., Jan 21.
The Dominion line steamer Sarnia, which was
due at this port last Sunday night, from Liverpool, with the Canadian mails and passengers,had
not arrived up to 11 o’clock tonight.
She is now
over 12 days out from Moville, having left that
Unless she has met
port last Saturday week.
with head winds of extreme severity, it is believed
some disaster has befallen her.
Under ordinary
circumstances it is calculated she would have
been in the vicinity of Sable Island Sunday, during the whole of whicli day the coast in this region
was enveloped in a fog of unusual density.
A reporter of the Pkess immediately went
down to the offices of the Dominion line
here. When shown the above despatch, Mr.
Torrance stated there was no cause for
alarm. He then showed the reporter a despatch which had just been received from
the general offices of the company in Montreal, It stated that on Monday, Jan. 18tli,
the Sarnia was spoken in lat. 50°, long. 3B°.
Her rudder

was disabled, and the steamer
consequently proceeding very slowly.

was

All on board were well.
Mr. Torrance also stated to the reporter
that the Sarnia, when spoken, was about 720
miles east of St. Johns, H. F., and that she
was In the direct course of the steamers of
that and other lines, so that probably she
w'ould soon be taken in charge by some one
of them, and towed into the nearest port.
PERSONAL.
Mrs. Hannibal Hamlin is visiting friends
in Portland.
Rev. F. Pember of this city left Thursday
on the Hew Brunswick for Calais, where he
will hold Episcopal services next Sunday,
and if the results warrant it a week later
also.
J. A. A.-Smith, U. S. A., from Balrelieves Col. Charles E. Bunt at
Portland. Col. Bunt is assigned to duty as
Supervising Engineer in the Fifth and Sixth
Lighthouse Districts. Col. Blunt has been a

Major
timore,

resident of this city for some seven years.
Mr. Fred Shaw has been very successful
in modelling a portrait bust of Mrs. Alice

Patterson, lately of Baltimore, and formerly
Miss Gerry of this city, who is now residing
here, which
marble.
mi.

ivi

we

lijui kj.

hope to
uxuouui

sec

a

exhibited here in

To

Benjamin

F.

Portland, Jan. 22, 1886.
Andrews, City Marshal of Port-

land-.
Dear

Sir:—Early in the present year bills
presented to the Board of County Com-

were

missioners for the expense of serving between four and five thousand liquor warrants which you had caused to be sworn out
between July first and December thirty-first.
1885, against persons and places where no
liquors were found; these being what are
known as “Dummy Warrants.”
Those bills were so unusual in amount
and the number of warrants issued so unpre-

cedentedly large that in the performance of
our duty of “examining and correcting all
bills of costs” against the county we deemed
it proper to call your attention to the matter
and afford you an opportunity to explain, if
possible, the reasonableness of your action
in swearing out warrants in this most extraordinary and wholesale
tinuously barren results.

with

con-

hearing

be-

manner

You stated that you desired a

fore our Board on the matter, which we informed you we would grant, but instead of

seeking that hearing

you have seen fit to address to us a written communication, {evidently intended for the public as it was immediately furnished to the,“Argus” for publication) which deals so little with the matters
auuiu which we wisneu iniormauon

inai we

have been compelled to search the records of
the courts for facts relating to these warrants and your action as Marshal of the
city in the enforcement of the liquor law. It
would seem as if this was a matter in which
this Board was entitled to the fullest information from yourself in justification of the large
of costs which your action has entailed
upon the inhabitants of this county, but as
you seem to consider it otherwise we will
deal with the case as we find it
bill

The records of the Municipal Court show
that during the six months in question you
have caused to be issued 4600 liquor warrants
and that on the whole number only three
persons have paid fines and two have been
committed to jail; on 4221 warrants no liquors whatever were found, of the remaining 379 the great majority (215) were issued
against “parties unknown” and of course reThis
sulted in no arrests or prosecution.
leaves 164 to be accounted ,'for, representing
195 respondents. Of these we find 83 were
abandoned by you for lack of evidence, 39
were discharged after a hearing, five
dismissed, two were nol pros’d, three

were
were

defective warrants, three were dismissed for
want of evidence, and 60 were fined, of
whom 55 appealed and their cases are still
unsettled; the singular fact further appears
that the larger the number of warrants issued in any month the smaller is the number
of successful prosecutions, diminishing from
1

in 27 in July, when 308 warrants were isto 1 in 157 in December, when 1557

sued,

issued.
An examination of the 4221 “Dummy Warrants” shows that 235 of them were issued in
were

Thp fnrthp.r fn.pt.

that

urmpars

in nra

than

directed
warrants
are
few individuals, (14
places) and that some of the persons against
whom they are most persistently directed
are not shown to have been implicated in the
of

these

gxauunu;

ux

xju«-

for no convictions have been obtained
against them during this entire period, and

traffic,

no liquors have been found upon the warrants issued against them. Against some we
find you have for weeks at a time issued from
four to six warrants daily and all these warrants have been returned with no liquor
found, and still in face of this experience
you have continued to make oath that you

“believed” that the same persons were keeping liquors in the same places, where as in
one instance, 124 warrants had been so returned within a period of two months.
How far you are able to justify this course
with a proper regard for the obligation of
your official oath, we are unable to say, but
when it is asked of us to approve of bill*
for the service of such warrauts and to tax
the inhabitants of this county for the payare
we
ment
of
the
obligsame,
ed to say that in our judgment such action is

unreasonable and oppressive, and such as no
decent administration of public affairs will
support or approve. If thi* is official discretion and an impartial enforcement of the
laws, then autocratic and arbitrary rule has

usurped the place of wise government.
unable to reconcile your statement
that “the officers of the police department
made 449 seizures of intoxicating liquors during the six months ending December 31st,

We

are

These
1885,” with tlie records of the court.
records show only 379 seizures during that
time. If you have made that number of seizures, then you have made no return of your
officer’s doings or of the liquors seized in sevj
enty cases. What has become of those liquors, and by what authority have you disposed of them without a judgment of
court. On investigation we find that you
have in many cases made no return on warrants of the seizures which have been made,
and in repeated instances without authority of
law have returned liquors seized to the parties from whom they have been taken without bringing the cases before the court,
among others to Timothy Twigg, a rumseller
who has often been prosecuted in the courts,
but seldom by you, and is well known for
his connection with the liquor traffic, and to
whom is entrusted, instead of to sworn officers of the law, the responsible task of
spilling seized liquors “on the dump.” Simi-

in the class of 1882, and also a
graduate in the Maine Medical School, has
been appointed assistant physician in the
Maternity Hospital at Munich, in which city

lar cases are those of liquors belonging to E.
h. Stanwood & Co., W. II. McDonald, of the
U. S. Hotel, C. H. Guppy & Co., D. F. Murdock, C. B. Greenleaf, John Connelly, H. P.

he is pursuing his studies.
W. W. Donnell and wife, New Bedford;
J. F. Lamb, Livermore Falls; O. B. Colton,
Hartford, Conn.; J. W. Chase, Augusta;
E. L. Bates, Trenton, N. J.; J. S. Wright,'
I’aris; W. B. Mathews and wife, Chicago;
Thos. McLellan and wife, St. John, N. B.;
and J. M. Harris, Boston, were at the Fal-

S. Goold, and others, some oi wnicn involve
large amounts of strong liquors, besides large
seizures of ale and lager beer. The “official
discretion” which you have thus exercised
of suspending the enforcement of the law in

(loin

College

mouth Hotel last

night.

Edmund S.

Hoyt.

The many friends of Edmund S. Hoyt, of
city, will hear with deep regret of his
decease, the sad affair occurring at his late
residence in Portland yesterday morningHe had been a sufferer from catarrhal
disease for many years and last October he
was confined to the house, since when he has
not passed its doors. He bore his sickness
Thurswith great patience and sweetness.
day night he said to his nurse, “Oh! I have
such sweet thoughts.”
Mr. Hoyt was born in Warner, N. IL,
Nov. 4. 1834, and was a graduate of Dartmouth College. He taught school for several
years at Yarmouth and in 1867 moved to
Portland where he established, with Mr.
Samuel Fogg, the publishing house and book
tiiis

They issued many
store of Hoyt & Fogg.
well known Sunday School publications.
Later Mr. Breed was admitted a partner,
and he retired about 1874. In 1875 Mr. G. M.
Donham became a partner and the firm
name

was

changed

to

Hoyt, Fogg &

Don-

ham.
of great energy and
perseverance. He w as tlie originator of the
Maine Register in 1870, which lias proved
one of the most
popular and valuable reference books issued in
New England. He was
also the inventor of a new set of interest and
tax tables which he had first
completed and
which are said to be
exceedingly valuable.
He was the senior deacon of St. Lawrence
street church and, it is a singular
fact, was
the fourth to die in the past five years. He
was a member of the Maine Press Association.
Mr. Hoyt was twice married and leaves a
widow and three daughters.
The funeral
will take place from the St. Lawrence street
Mr.

Hoyt was

church, Monday

a

man

next at 2 p. m.

Fifteen Years
Brains Out.

of

Blows

A very sad, and at the same time strange
death, occurred at the Falmouth Hotel last
evening. Mr. Harvey D. Hadlock, the well
known lawyer, and family, occupy a suite
of rooms in the hotel. The family consisted
of Mr. and Mrs. Hadlock and two children,
a

favor of certain persons, where your duty
was plain to libel the liquois and return the
warrants to court, is so grave a malfeasance,
that we cannot but consider it as bearing
of
upon the question of the reasonableness
and
your action in swearing out 4000 warrants
more where no liquors were found, and the
to
expense of which the county is asked
pay.
Under the facts now before us we are unable to certify the bill presented as correct or

give it

our

approval.

David P. Chaplin,

Hbnky Nutteh,
Wm. L Phince,

|
r
J

county
Commissioners.

A Well-Known Horseman Dead.
James Jack, who (lied at Deering Thursday afternoon, was once in the blacksmith

business in this city, but about thirty years
made a
ago he became a dealer in horses and
handsome fortune. He was widely known
as a horseman and especially aimed to send
fast horses to the New York market. He
about 72 years old. He had the reputatiod of being one of the best judges of a
horse in this city, and many Massachnsetts
men would only buy after getting “Jim
was

Jack’s” opinion. He boasted that he never
owned or sold a poor horse. He had only
been sick about three weeks, and retained
all his faculties to the last.
Day of Prayer for Colleges.
The following will be the programme for
the Day of Prayer for Colleges to be observed at the Free St. Baptist church in this
city next Thursday:
10 80 a. m.—Kev. E. T. Adams presiding. Let-

ters from colleges; prayer: conference.
2 p m.—Rev. L. H
of
tmns of churches to our institutions
bv Frbr. J. A- Howe, Bates College..
for the
■In m -“Need of Voting Men

Hallock presiding. “RelaTeaming,"

MinistryJ. Ropes, Bangor
The Churches Duty,” Prof. C.

Theological

seminary Va^eotM. Eev|

tutions of Learning,” Rer. E.

sePjf'tm—Rev^A.

la in

insti,

Smith, president

F. Dunn presiding. Address
Bowdoln
“To the Youth” by President Hyde of
and “To Christian Parents” by Prof. Foster, LL.,

D., Colby University.

A few moments

after

evening Mr. Hadlock
lor with his

was

lady in Portland and vicinity to visit this sale and

We invite every

was, “Yes, Harvey, you must prepare to go
to-morrow." Tho pistol was noticed by Mr.
Hadlock, but he thought his son was only attempting a little bravado, and as he raised
his arm no attention was given the mat-

muzzle
The boy then placed the
between his eyes, and pulled the
Even then the father couldn’t believe the boy was attempting anything
serious. There was a flash, a report and the
ter.

directly
trigger.

forward
boy fell. His father, springing
caught him, and as he passed his hand up to
his son’s head, found it covered with blood.
Ho immediately notified Mr. Martin who
telephoned at once for Dr. Gordon, Coroner
Dr. Gordon said that
Gould and Mr. Kicli.
death was really the result of hemorrhage.
The bullet had passed directly through the
brain, passing out just above the base of the
brain, and severing the great sinus. Death
far as any consciousness is concerned
must have been instantaneous.
The pistol was one which the boy had had
in his possession a long time but was not in
the habit of carrying it upon his person, and
it was thought by the family to he unloaded.
The feeling about the hotel is that the boy,
also, supposed the pistol was not loaded, but
that he could frighten his father into giving
his consent for his boy to remain at home if
lie flourished the weapon about him.
as

Coroner Gould decided

an

inquest

unneces-

sary.

The family will have the sincere sympathy
of the Jcommunity in this terrible and sudden bereavement.

Odd Lots and Remnants at
and

Hon. If’, If. Thomas. Jr.:
Dear Sir,—In accordance with the unanimous
wish of the First Evangelical Lutheran Church of
Portland,we would respectfully requestyou to deliver a public lecture at City Hall on Wednesday
evening, February 10th, in aid of our society.
As you hare recently returned from representing the United States to the United Kingdoms of
Sweden and Norway and are conversant with
the language, manners and customs of Scandinavia, we shall be gratified if you will speak upon
some subject connected with our Fatherland.
We also believe such a subject would be mo6t
interesting to the people of Portland.
Hoping you will give a favorable response to
the earnest and unanimous request of our congregation, we remain
Yours Respectfully,
George Rygh,
Theo. Johnsen,
John A. Lidback,
Andreas Larsen,
Nils Ek,
Lecture committee of First Evangelical Lutheran
Church.
Portland, Jan. 22,1886.
To Rev. Oeorge Rygh, Theo. Johnsen, John A. Lidand Nils Ek, Committee
Andreas
Larsen
back,
of the First Evangelical Lutheran Church of
Portland:
Gentlemen,—Your note of yesterday requesting
me to deliver a lecture in aid of your society is received.
I shall ever feel under a debt of gratitude to
your Fatherland for the hospitality and courtesy
with which it has always treated me, and I shall
be pleased if I can repay any portion of that debt
by acceding to the unanimous request of the children of that Fatherland, who are also my fellow
citizens of Portland.
I will deliver a lecture as you suggest, at City
Hall, on Wednesday evening, February 10th, and
my subject will be “Sweden and the Swedes.”
Believe me, gentlemen.
Sincerely Your Friend.
W. W. Thomas, Jr.
Probably no American is so well qualified
to speak entertainingly and instructively on
I Sweden and the Swedes as Mr. Thomas, and
the eitizens of Portland generally are to be

congratulated that they

are

to

be given

$1.25, $1.50 and $2.00, for 25 cents,

37 1-2 cents, 50 cents, 75 cents

$1.00.

Colored Brocade Velvets, $2.00 per yard, worth $5.00.
Goods, Flannels, Plaids, Novelties, Quilted Linings, Striped Blanketing for Wrappers, Gray Blankets,
Red Blankets for Night Wrappers, White Blankets, Comforters, Quilts, Crib Quilts, Crib Blankets.
Remnants of Sheeting, Ginghams, Crashes, Turkey Red Damask, White Table Linens.
Dress

nil

K.

11

llliro

iwl

Buttons, Tidies, HoFancy Goods, Laces, Ornaments, Silk Girdles, Fringes, Ribbons, Handkerchiefs, Collars,
and
Silk Mittens, White
siery, Kid Gloves, Hamburg Edgings, Veilings, Muffs, Furs, Satin Cushings, Woolen

ladies’ Cotton Underwear, Gent’s Merino Underwear, Gent’s Shirts.
RULES
cash. No goods laid
As this sale is for one day, if

Strictly

aside;

no

stormy it

goods returned.
wiU be postponed

Larger Stock.

3 Button Gloves, warranted to wear well, we

(have

*

to first

its hebebv given, mat the
subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
de bonis non of the estate of
VOLNEY BARKER, late of Portland,
in the County of Cnniberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons Indebted to said estate are called upon to make pay-

Notick

Lower Prices from To-Day.

sold sanmfor years,

pmnt

so*"8

to
jjJ***,*
at

“
«
fine quality, handsome Embroidered Backs, in Tans, Browns and Slates
5
nn
Blacks at
4 and 5 Button first quality Extra Fine Gloves, plain or gimped wrist, in Tans, Browns or
must
and
4
3
the
and
button
same
as
in
stock
above,
have
a
surplus
The regular price of these is $1.50 and $1.65, but we
close them out although our price on every one has been Tor years much higher.
_0
<■> cents
7 Hook Foster Lace, Long Wrist, $1.25 Gloves, in excellent Tan colors, present price is
? (f
8 Button Length of Mousquetaire $1.00 Gloves, in excellent Tan shades, to be sold out at only
-o
Mended and Imperfect Kid Gloves of all grades from $2.00 down to 50 cents, to be sold out at only

f

■

CLOVES FOR SMALL HANDS OR SHORT FINGERS.
We have the Centeinari Cut Gloves for persons with short fingers, and in small size Gloves we have
and $2.00 Beal Kid Gloves at only 81 cents per pair.

a

large lot of real $1.87

From this last any lady will be pleased to buy who
them out of stock even at so great loss.

appreciate

There is not

fine Gloves.

a

large lot and we wish to have

Qualities.

Gents’ Street and Church Kid Gloves in Choice

1

They

Congress

specialty and

are a

FOR

BARGAINS
in Goods

Kept in

a

GO

!

MERRY,TflEHATTER,
237 Middle Street.

eodtl

jan23

First-Class

STORE,

HAT

i

Robert F. Somers & Go.

SPRING ms!
LADIES’
Fine N.Y. Boots in nil the Leading

can

be

WANTED.

found with

us.

eodtf

Your Difficult Feet to be Properly
Fitted at 421 CONGRESS ST.,
Sign of Gold Boot.

SPECIAL SALE.
______»

A Leading
New York
Manufacturer of
Neckwear
Desired to sell
The remainder of his
Winter Stock.
We made an
Offer and have
The goods
To sell.
Sale will commence

a

“

Goat

If you have only $2.00 to invest
call at Sign of Gold Boot,
421 Congress St.

STYLISH, SOLID, DURABLE.
Our

Our window is
Filled with

Samples,

Twenty-live

$2.00 Kid and Goat Button
Boots are unequaled.

GENTS’

The counter inside
Is also covered
With them.
The price is

Congress anil Balmorals $2.00 per
pair. Solid and serviceable.
Call and examine.
These goods
will please you.

cents.

BROWN

dlt

jan23

THE SHOE DEALER.

tress^om0Dyspepsia!
Indigestion and Too

~the

heron

Table and Dairy Sail
IS THE BEST.

vial, Purely Veg

tTOp f8j NSW YdPKb

Straight

most be sold on or before March 1
in order to reduce stock,

Q’Ql^wiTttieisua!1

40 ln

“

OUR WINTER BOOTS

To-Day.

SICK HEADACHEI

vvq

Ladies’ English Walking Boots.
“
Pebble Goat Button Boots.
“
“
Dongola Foxed
These goods arc from the factories
of A.Garside & Son and James
Boyd & Sons, New York City.

Sarsaparilla

Ask Your Groeer for it. Take No Other.
d3m
dec8

STORAGE.
First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
1vl*dt.t

—

■■■■

■■

tlic tew ms of au indenture between the
Maine ( 'eutral Kailroad Company and the
Portland Tru st Company, executed January 6,
1885, the und ersigned will receive, till February
1,1880, sealed proposals for the sale of a sufficient number a f the hereinafter described bonds to
absorb the sum of sixteen thousand dollars ($16,000) paid to sa id Company as a Sinking Fund ae
cording to the terms of the above named inden-

BY

ture.
No proposal will be entertained at a price exceeding 105 : ind accrued interest.
The right is reserved to reject any and all offers.

Styles,

232 MIDDLE STREET.
jan23

—

•*

Proposals for Bonds,

TO

NEW GOODS!

Thomas J. Somers

_;

—

■■■

■

-—

THE ONLY HATTERS!

8*11 by SB CBWSists. $1; six for $6. Prepared
bgr B. I. HOOT) * CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,Mass.
lOO Doses One Dollar
d&wlynrm
aprt_

Ht

■

All others in same proportion to
lower stock.

The patient recovers strength slowly, as the system Is weak and debilitated, and the blood
poisoned by the ravages of the disease. What is
needed is a good reliable tonic and blood purifier
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which has just the elements of strength for the body, and vitality and
richness for the blood which soon bring back robust hearth. After scarlet fever or pneumonia it
ts also of great benefit.
"After recovering from a prolonged sickness
with diphtheria, and needing something to build
me up, I took two bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
It seemed
I felt good results from the first dose.
to go from the top of my head to the ends of my
toes. I know Hood's Sarsaparilla is a good thing."
G. H. Sthatvon, Druggist, Westfield, Mass.
“Upon onr little girl, who had been sick with
scarlet fever, the use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla was
most marvellous, entirely removing the poison
from her blood and restoring her to good health.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla deserves our highest praise.”
E. G. Stkatton, Swampscott, Mass.

■‘tdoee.

-

j

After Diphtheria

Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy tor Dual.
ness, Nausea, Drovrslness. Bad Tuetc in the
riUsO. Mouth, Coated Tongue,
Pain Id the Side, Ac.
They regulate the Bow% Y 'l
and prevent Conatt^Jele
easiest to take.
The
umaUcstand
ration and files.

are sure

$3.50.
PLUSH LINED WOLF RIDBES $5.00.

27 years.

* I 1 *■_
B \l C D
SI | v Ln
■
iTC

know that B. F. WHITtaken the store corner

Exchange Sts., in the Davis Block,

and are now prepared to make Ladies’ and Gents’
Boots in any style, at short notice.23-1

WOLF ROBES

Brunswick, Jan. 18, Alvetier M. S. Springer,
aged 38 years.
In Denmark, Jan. 16, Rev. Larkin L. Jordan
aged 87 years 3 months.

■ ifTir

clay,

to be correct.

I

In

SifiKl

season;

of kiln ground; 10 feet tide water 60 feet from
kiln ground. For further particulars address
J. Win. MERRILL, Falmouth, Maine._23-1

Over 50 different shapes. EveryAll the extreme styles
new.
Onr styles
now on onr counters.
cannot be duplicated by others.

dlt

jan23

DEATHS.

pi nrrr

and

thing

Brunswick, Jan. 13, George L. Hall of Falmouth and Miss Annie B. Hinckley of Brunswick.
In Brunswick, Jau. 13, John Leonard and Miss
Mary E. Neagle, both of Brunswick.

Hood’s

farm, containing
SACK—Brick-yard
FOR
thirty acres; capacity 100,000 bricks per
sand and water all within 1000 leet

MERRY’S SPRING
HATS!

fered in this department.

In

aged

a.

)an23dlawS3w*

1886.

NEY & CO. have
WAINTKO-AU
&

Portland.

oj. ycaro.

CLARENCE HALE, Adm’r c. t.

sun

Two hundred pieces fine Crepe Lisse Neck
Ruching which we have just closed from
the leading manufacturer of fine goods in
new York will be sold at 15 cents per yard.
These are regular50 and 75 cent qualities,
and the greatest bargains we have ever of-

MARRIAGES.

[Funeral on Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from 8t Lawrence Street Church.
In this city, Jan. 21, Arthur Henry, son of Clias.
H. and Fannie E. Dickson, aged 6 months.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at No. 30 Quincy street.
In Freeport, Jan. 17, Abbie Brewer, aged 06
years.
In Brunswick, Jan. 17, George Dnrgm, aged
34 years.
In Brunswick, Jan. 16, Joseph Isaii Drapeau,

ment to

_____

SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY.

Ih this city, Jan. 21, by Rev. M. Crosley, Lorenzo G. Shaw and May E. Strout, both of Portland.
In this city, Jan. 20, by Rev. J. M. Lowden, Geo
B. Charieton and Miss Lizzie F. Lowell, both of

[Notice funeral hereafter.]
In tills city, Jau. 22, Edmund T. Hoyt, aged

2uired

RK1NT—A few choice rooms at No. 639

BROTHERS...

RINES

jan2S

DEERING.

of

the Will annexed of the estate of
SAMUEL COLBY, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having de
bonds as the law directs.
mands upon the estate of said deceased, at e reto exhibit the same; and all persons inebted to said estate are called upon to make pay-

room

SUBURBAN NEWS.

years.

upon

to

Portland, Jan. 22,1886.
of the Press:
Will vou please correct the statement published
in your paper this morning, concerning th e explosion of the cylinder in the dye house on Plum
street Thursday. It was an old cylinder that had
been in service for quite a term of years. I put
In a new head In the cylinder last week, that had
stood test of #team all right.
Having too much
steam on the cylinder blew the old hsad ont,which
to
do
with
had nothing
my work. The fault
was not in my work In the least, but in the weakPlease publish this la
ness of the old cylinder.
1.1). Merrill, Plumber,
your paper.
27 Union street.

[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, Jan. 22, Arthur D. Mills, aged 32

en

the house, its sanitary arrangements and perfect
drainage with all its appointments Is not excelled
in our city. Call at HOUSE.23-1

To the Editor

years.

hebkbv given, that the

in

Notick
subscriber has been duly appointed and takhimself the trust of Administrator with

of

an

Jau. 23, Mrs. Lucy M., wife of
Purinton of Windham, aged 77

ADDIE M. WESLEY, Adm'rx d. b. n.
Portland, Jan. 19, 1886.
Jan23dlawS3w*

all day, heat by steam,
FOR
Congress street;
excellent bath
accommodations; tbe location

Gents’ Heavy Winter Gloves from 39 cents per pair up.
Gents’ Fine Buckskin Gloves, also Heavy Mittens marked down to close out winter stock.
Short. Wrist $1.00 quality, sizes 5 3-4 and 6, Black Kids for 25 cents per pair.

Glasgow Dye House.

At Woodfords,
the late Richard

ment to

Portland, Jan. 6th,

$2.00 4-BUTTON SLIGHTLY SOILED GLOVES ONLY 98 CENTS.

opportunity to listen to an address from him
We bespeak for him a
on that subject.
large and appreciative audience.

Postmaster A. R. Huston, at Woodfords, has
presented ex-Postmaster C. M. Legrow with a
It was in token of his
beautiful carriage whip.
kind regard and acknowledgement of valuable official services rendered. The whip is whal ebone,
with ebony handle, gold mounted, and measures
It was made expressly for Mr. Husseven feet.
ton on the order of F. O. Bailey.
Clark Brothers are erecting a commodious ice
house near their coal sheds, and are preparing to
harvest a much larger quantity of ice than usual.
Prayer meetings have been held every evening,
except Saturday, in the Congregational vestry,
during the past four weeks with good results. The
A deep reattendance generally has been large.
ligious feeling has characterized the meetings
and a number of conversions are reported.

pleasant day.

LITTLE.

&

MILLETT
—<
Increased Assortment.

SALE.

THIS

OF

ln„00

The Lutheran Church.
Portland, Jan. 21,1886.

the Original Cost.

Black Brocade Velvets $1.75 per yard, worth $4.00.

following correspondence will be read

with interest:

on

Small Percentage

a

Silks and Satins in remnants worth $1.00,

bargain.

secure a

He told him he had made

son.

that he must go; that he couldn’t expect to
get on in life without an education. Young
Hadlock, rising, repeated his declaration
that he wouldn’t go to school, and then
passed into an adjoining room, returning in a
few moments with a small pistol in his hand.
The boy theu said, “Father, you won’t send
me away to school, will you?" The reply

The

26th.

&

eight o’clock last
sitting in his par-

arrangements for him to go to school in
Topsham to-day. Young Hadlock said he
His father replied
wouldn’t go to school.

The

SALE !

OUT

JANUARY

TUESDAY,

and

was

____.

CLOSING

GRAND

danghter. The son, Harvey 1).,
boy about fifteen years of age, and
has always evinced a decided aversion to going to school. He is said to have been
naturally bright and fond of out-door life.
His father had sent him to boarding school
some time ago and the boy stayed one night
and then came home declaring he would not
a son

ADVERTISEMENTS-

His

remain.
The following document was sent by the
County Commissioners to Marshal Andrews
yesterday. It speaks for itself:

against a comparatively

Yesterday, the following despatch

Boy

Jr.,

2300

______________

Lydia
adultery. Divorce denied.

Favored

Up to
Individuals.

Unnecessary

A

Warrants.

4600

Delivered

Liquors

Net

December.

Steamer

m.

BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL.
Friday—Thomas A. Dowling, libelant, vs.
A. Dowling. Libel for divorce.
Cause,

of

the

Costs

July, 916 in August, 205 in September, 561
in October, 803 in November, and 1501 in

RUDDER DAMAGED.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

a

on

death of E. D. Mills.

Rev.

Results

How

and

Fines

S300

NEW

SAD AFFAIR.

WARRANTS.

and lecture at 7 p. m.

morning,

sale—Brickyard.

For

DUMMY

THE

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

No. 99S Commercial Street.

Sign

of Ciio111 Bool.

jan23eodtf

TEEEPMOiXIE 303.

h"
machinist.

Address,
WASTED—A
right man.
LOCK BOX
wages expected.

stead y job to the
stating- age, and
270,

A

Tlaccarapya,

DESCRIPTION OE BONDS.
Maine Central Kailroad Company 0 per cent.
10-20 bonds dated January 31, 1885. Interest
payable Feb. 1st and Aug. 1st.
PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY, Trustee.
by H. Buti-er, Secretary.
d8t
jan23
AUCTION SALES.

mortgagee’* Stale of HousehoMFurniture,
At., by Auction.
SATURDAY, Jan. 23rd, at 10 o’clock a. ill.
at our rooms 18 Exchange street, 3 Painted
Chamber Sets, Tapestry and wool Carpets, one
Shawl, Piano, Pictures, Feather Beds, Mattresses
and Bedding, Tables and Chairs, Lounges, Stoves,
Crockery and Kitchen Ware, &c., Ac. By order
of Mortgagee.
S. A. Rtll.W X CA
t

ON

jan22

d2t

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O.
marl

C. W.

HAILEY.

ALLEN

4_

SLEIGHS.
I invite people wanting a flrst-class Sleigh to call
and

examine my stock.
1 have some

Light Fancy
Business

,

Trotting Sleighs at Reasonable Prices
and a good

Sleigh for $65.00, That Can't

Be Beat!

I will warrant all my sleighs to be made of good
stock and the best of work.

C. E.

WHITNEY,

91 Preble
dec4dtf

St.,

cor. Lincoln

St.,

PORTLAND,ME.

One Hundred Dollars Reward.
rTUIJSi Consolidated Electric Light Company ofA fere one hundred dollar} reward to anyone
who shall secure the detection and arrest of any
person or persons guilty of maliciously Interfering la any way with the lights .poles or wires of
decl2<m
said company

